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<>l.___HKLFAST,
wire, falling under the train. Noth legs
were
horribly crushed and he received
other injuries.
He was taken to Dr.
lash s office where he died in two hours.
He was conscious and knew his parents,
both of whom were nearly prostrated by
the terrible accident.The Maine building at the Chicago Exposition has the
walls erected to the second story_Lieutenant Mark L. Hosiery, of Orono, has
been detailed by the War Department to
attend the Maine muster.There was an
incendiary fire at North New Portland
Sunday evening. Nirch hark and kerosene
wore
pho cd outside the Harris
Kiehardson stable and set on tire, hut bethe blaze \\as soon
ing noticed about
extinguished. The wind was in a direction to sweep what was left of the village
from last fall's conflagration, had the fin*
i.ot been promptly discovered.
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The split in the base ball
organizations last year seems to have
been a veritable ease of killing the goose
which laid the golden egg.
As a result
■>f it the j dayers themselves do not get the
fat salaries of other days; the managers
do not rake in any lougei sueli phenomenal receipts at the gates, and general interest in the game is on the dow n grade.
.It is stated that about bit.non members
of the (>, A. 11. have already signilied
iheir intention to attend the national encampment to be held in Washington next
September. Those w ho intend to go and
have not already secured (platters, should
attend t<» that particular at once.The
insiders in Fort I'ayne Coal and Iron and
in Georgia- Vlahama are trying to rig up
a
revival in these properties, in which
New Kngland people have been so badly
bled.
Of course, new money is expected
to be subscribed_Lieutenant Samuel II.
States Navy, committed suiUnited
May.
cide .iuh -0 in New York in the United
Service Club. b\ shooting behind the ear
with a revolver.
He died almost instant-
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lemporary abberation oi the mind is
given as the cause. Lieutenant May was
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ing. The entire loss will exceed a million dollars. There are rumors that some
lives were lost_Monday was the hottest
day of the season in Washington. In some
parts of the city the mercury registered
In New York it was the
105 degrees.
The next
hottest 25th of July on record.
hottest was in 1885, when the temperature
rose to 01
On July 25 ol' last year the
A strange
highest temperature was 85
feature of the temperature all over the
was
that
it
varied
country
very little.
Jacksonville was no hotter than Portland,
and Boston's temperature was exactly the
same as Chicago’s....Cruiser No. 12, better known as the
Pirate.” was launched
from the yard of Cramp A Sons, Philadelphia. Monday afternoon, Miss Kdith
Morton, daughter of the Vice-President,
christening the new war vessel the Columbia.
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\. ('roll’iit’s recent letters
the more prominent of the

men

of

N ASlllMiToN

ol’ \Y.

Ill

nm-

describ-

younger
tin- National House of Representahe
‘‘Doubtless
some
of the
tives,
says:
men 1 have mentioned will be leaders of
Congress twenty years from now. They
certainly will if their States know a good
thing when they see it and keep them in
their scats. Maine has only four members,
but she has as milch iniluence as the largest Mates.
Indeed, New York ami Pennsylvania habitually get out of the road
when the sparsely settled Pine Tree Sure
drives down its
matchless four-hoi e
team.".The President has issued a
proclamation appointing Friday, October
21. as a general holiday for the people of
the I nited States, in commemoration of
the 4<)<>th anniversary of the discovery of
America by Columbus.The anti-option
bill was the topic of dismission in the Senate duly 20, but it was finally laid aside
without action.The act ing comptroller
of the currency has authorized the Fort
Fairfield National Rank of Fort Fairfield,
Maine, to begin business with a capital of
•Sbo.oot).Hon. Louis E. McComas, of
Maryland, has been appointed by Chairman
Carter secretary of the National Republican committee. Mr. McComas has accepted the position and will begin the discharge of his duties in New York city
forthwith.President Harrison has
sent to the Senate the nomination of Andrew I). White as Minister to Russia. A.
Louden Snowden to be transferred from
the mission to Greece, Roumania and
Si-rvia to Spain, whose place is to he filled
h\ Truxton Beale, now Minister to Persia.
Cyrus W. Field was nominated as Consul
to Brunswick. Germany.The Senate
has continued the nominations made by
the President Thursday, including those
to the Russian, Spanish and Grecian mission. The President has approved the
act for the relief of the ports of Bangor
and Yanceboro. The secret a r\ of state
announces
that an entirely cordial and
mutually .satisfactory settlement has been
reached between tin governments of the
I’nited States and Chili respecting the
indemnity t<» be paid by the latter on
account pt the assault upon the mew of
the Baltimore.
Seventy-live thousand
dollars in gold will be distributed among
the fani|||cs of the two men who lost their
lives and to the surviving members of Die
w h
were wounded.The M-natc
mvw
Tuesday confirmed the nomination of
Ceorgi '■diiras. .I)-., to be associate just i<v
of Dm- I nited States supreme court.
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thousand Grand Army comMr. and Mrs. Will Ford returned home
rades of Maine are going to Washington
from Hook land Tuesday.
in September to fall into the procession of burial.
Mrs. Julia N. Anderson is
the grand review, which will be second
visiting in Bar
Harbor for a few weeks.
only to that memorable review of the vetLucy H.. wife of Mr. B. F. Field, of Belerans at the (dose of the war.
The Na- ;
Mrs. Nettie Wentworth is visiting her
fast, died July 20th, aged nearly 75 years.
tional Kneampn.ent is to he held in that
A short time before her death, Mrs. Field
brother, Mr. A. A. Small.
city on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs- was afflicted with
strangulated hernia, which
Miss Mildred Seavey, of Lynn, Mass., arday, Sept. 20, 21 and 22. Headquarter
cars of the Maine
Department leave Skow- the surgeons tried to reduce without a sur- rived Friday to visit relatives.
hegan at S a. m. Saturday, Sept. 17, on gical operation. Not meeting with success
Mr. J. II. W. Ford, of Philadelphia, has
the regular train, so that all comrades an operation was performed which in a
been at the Crosby Inn for a week.
and posts can unite. Arriving in Portland
younger person would have been successful.
Misses Maud •Johnson and Kate Bickford
the train will run as special via Rochester,
Death resulted from peritonit.es.
Mrs. Field
Boston and Maine, through Massachusetts,
are spending their vacation in Monroe.
was the daughter of the late John Haraden,
over the
Poughkeepsie Bridge, them e by and a sister of Mr. I >aniel
Mrs. Hattie White and grandchild, of
Haraden, Mrs. Asa
the Baltimore and ()hio#Bailroad to Philaarc in B» Hast visiting friends.
delphia and Baltimore, arriving in Wash- Far,nee am: .Mrs. Joseph F. Noyes. She was Lewiston,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mahoney, who have
ington Sunday morning.
iife-ioiig and consistent member of the
The party will occupy two cars and as (
'"ligregai iomil Church, and a conscientious been visiting here, left Friday fur Portland.
made up will he as follows: Department Christian woman. She
leaves a husband,
Mrs. Hubert Whitehead and Miss Lizzie
Commander Gen. Isaac Dyer, Assistant
t\\"
-"tis
and one daughter—(ieorge P.
Owens left. Monday t«*
isit friends in Lynn.
Adjutant General < has. F. Jones, Senior
Fa id, -J Boston : Charl-s H. Field, of BelN ice Commander A.
F. Nickerson and
Messrs. Irving Dinsmore and Frank M>
and
Mrs.
of
Charles
S.
fast,
Bangor. ser\
wife, of Swanvillc, Junior Vice ComPearl,
ey have gone t•. Vinalhav*-n <•:; a vacaMi. «iiid Mi's. Field had been mai led m;tii\
mander .1. II. Swell and wife, <>f Kiiltry,
tion.
Assistant t^uariermaster General 11. A.
lift
ars, and in all that time death had
Mr. Albert W'cb-h, who resnles in Rhode
Shorey and wife, of Portland, Department not entered the tamil.\ until the circle wa>
<
of
A.
st.
Chaplain
Albans, broken by Mrs. Field's demise. Having Is' mil, arrived Friday t.u v:s:T relatives and
Southard,
Judge Advocate S. I). Leavitt and wite,
friends.
lived her whole life time in Be.fast she beof Kastport. ( liief Mustering Otlieer \. D.
Uev. Myra Kingsbury will spend h»-r six
Bussell, of Augusta. ( apt. J. A. (.'lark, came identified with all the local charities
weeks vacation ill New York. Philadelphia
wife and daughter of Augusta, Nelson and will be much missed. The aged and afHoward and Mrs Howard. >f Lewiston. <>
and Washington.
flicted husband, as well as the whole family,
S. Haskell and Mrs Haskell, of Pittsfield.
have the sympathy »f the entire community.
Miss Blanche Kerne, of rfonu rville, Mass.,
1>.
SatTord and wife, F. B. Buck The funeral took
George
place Friday afternoon and arrived Friday and is the guest of Mr. md
and wife, Joseph (). Smith, M. J. Allen
was largely attended.
The services were
Mrs. .J. F. Wilson.
and wife, George K. Goodwin, James II.
J. A. Boss, of Hampton,
Lord, Charles Smith, Dennis Murphy, conducted by Uev.
Mrs. .Joseph Tyler and Mrs. Oeorge E
Marion Mills. Mrs. B. K. small, of sk«*w- N. H. formerly pastor of the church in BelBrackett, of this city, are spending a vacaA.
hegan, Henry Murphy and wife, <
fast, assisted by Dr. Field, of Bangor.
tion at Vinalhaven.
Harrington. Ksq.. Herbert K. IlaleofXorMrs. Mary Luring and Mrs. Dora Wagner
ridgewoek, G. A. Savage and wife, F. J.
The funeral of Mrs. Cora E. Howl«*y took
Savage and wife, of Fairfield.
left Wednesday for North Haven, where
2
afternoon
at
from
her
this
o’clock,
burnside Post starts from Auburn Satplace
No. Hi Vine street, and was they will remain for a short time.
urday morning, going via Poughkeepsie late residence,
attended by mourning relatives and
Mr. Will Durham, of Kansas City, who
largely
\ntictam
and
Harbridge, Gettysburg,
deeply sympathizing friends, the service beper's Ferry, bosworth Post, Portland, ing performed by Kev. J. C. Snow, I). I)., of has been in Belfast several weeks visiting
starts Sunday morning from
Portland,
the Summer Street Church, with vocal se- his parents, returned home Monday.
going over tin same route as burnside. lections rendered by the Alpine quartette.
Jas. Carney, who for the past year lias had
Heath Post, of Gardiner and others to the Around the casket in which the remains
rested were clustered a profusion of roses charge of the printing at the Dana Sarsapanumber of 400 goby water from Gardiner,
dowers, the testimony of rela- rilla factory, left Friday for Chicago.
leaving Thursday, Sept. lb. It is expect- and beautiful
friends to the memory of a departed that the Dover and Foxcroft people tives and
Mrs. Rosa Jl. Ellis anil daughter,ol Washed companion, mother and friend. Of these
will make up a ear, occupying it at Washofferings were a “gates ajar,” composed of ington, 1). C., arrived Friday and are the
is
a
It
that
battalion
is
reported
ington.
choicest, flowers, with a white dove matling
of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Haney.
being raised at belfast. The Augusta at the portals, and above all appeared a guests
Grand Army will doubtless make up a
Mrs. id-urge ('. Lincoln and grandchild,
guardian white dove. This was from Mr.
Gen. George b. Ileal and ( apt.
Rowley. At the head of flu* casket was a of Do. clu ster, Mass., are in Belfast, the
party.
Mamma”
Samuel W. bane, of Augusta, and bast doral pillow with the word
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Sibley.
w rought, with sweet pea blossoms, from her
Department Commander .John I>. Ander- <mly ehihl, Dolly. At the foot of the casket
Mrs. F. M. Hopkins, Moiu-c«-ilopk in*, and
son, of Togus, are going.
was a panel of Easter lilies limu .ted by
1‘he two belief < orps of Maine will have maidenhair ferns and peas, from Sarah T. Alfred Hopkins are at De.-r Bark Hotel.
D. <
Sundav Herald.
headquarters with the department at Row h ; from Mr. and Mrs. lien A. Hall LWashington,
The Morton. .*>2:) Thirteenth street, N.
was an open basket of Jap roses, lilies of the
Miss Edith Clay, of Buxton, is in Belfast,
t\'.. w ithin t wo blocks of t be White I louse valley and other choice dowers: upon the the guest of Mi and Mrs. Levi
Miss
Clay
of w hich
and National Headquarters.
All are in- casket were three floral links, one
Clay will remain in Belfast with her brother.
was broken .Mrs. < 'h,tries I hisenbury, of New
vited by the department officers to appear
York wreath of beautiful pinks,including the
Mr. and Mrs. Wald
Newton, of Boston,
at the ybove address timing theii stay at
name “Cora,” Mr. and Mrs. 1. Wilder Chase
arrived Sundav and are the guests of Mrs.
the capital and join in a cordial greeting,
basket nt li'ies, roses and habie's breath, the
business headquarters ba\e been alloted Misses Chase : basket of choice dowers, Mr.
New toil's parents. Mr and Mrs. .]. A. < Lito
the < ommamle!-in chief at the City and Mrs. H. I. Ruck: another floral basket, more.
W.
F.
floral
and
Furness:
Mr.
Mrs.
crescent,
Hall for dl departments.
Mr. Herbert Bend let*.a.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Peters: clustei of thirty
Lv nn. ai r:
d
The department has a<l«»pte<I a handpinks, M r. and M rs Rios nan : elegant basket in town last. week. With his wife, u in- has
some red, white and blue badge, with gilt
•f roses and other choice flowers from the
trimmings and bar. No other Maine hoard >*f aldermen, an offering of thirty been lu re -Mine title In- returned I lie- Satbadge will he worn. The inscription in r11si■ s, Mom s 1! I)ow cluster of thirt\ roses, urday
gilt letters, is •»,. A. lb. Maim*, iffith Mr. and Mrs. Ahm/.o Messer: basket of
Mrs. M. 11 Blackwell, ol Fairiiei.I
choice dowers. Dr. and Mrs. Pitcher, clusNational bn aaipiuent. Washington, 1 >.
Mrs. lieorge Kelley:
Mrs. ( naan 11. I larding, ol Water; !!e. are in
<
Sept. -\. l.strj." It also bears the ter of Thirty roses, white
beautiful cluster of
roses, the Misses
Maine coat-of-arms and (.rami Army star.
Belfast, tin* guests "i Mr and Mrs. F A.
Hanson and Tuttle: cluster of pink roses,
At the bottom is an eyelet, to which must
Robbins.
tied with pink ribbon, Mr. and Mrs. L. H. H.
be attached a pine com*.
luster of thirt;. white pinks, Mr.
Ta_\ ior
Dr. (i. B. Lombard was ii. "i;l\ Belfast
The mounted stall in the parade will and Mrs. (ho. |[ Rieluirdson, of Howell:
dentist to attend the annual meeting .*! t i.at
<
consist of the department officers present
and
Porter
Mrs
raised flora! cross. Mr.
Tin
as
named above, with the exception of <Tov.
pall hearers were Messrs. H. association at Bon laud last week, i I a
Wilder ( has. W. Frank Ferness. H. H 11.
riv ed home Thin sdav
Southard
and
Officer
Chaplain
Mustering
! -vloi and Deorge Nichols. The burial was
bussed. and, in addition,
apt, .lames A.
Mr. Baul Kalisli. win* ha- in i-n visiting
lot in Pin wood cemetery.
it, the famil\
( lark, \ ugusta : George b. Satford, Skow
his parents here i--lt Thursda; for New
[ Haverhill, Mass., Ha/cUe, July 14.
began: C. >. bmerson. Auburn; .J. WesMrs. Rowley was the grand-daughter of
York, and from iheiiee will )>!••■«. .[ r«. mley Gilman, (Oakland; A. W. Ingersol,
(’
the late Mrs. (
Kimball, of Belfast.
home in Sioux Cit v, Iowa.
Hoult.on; M. C. Dilworth. beltast: W. lb
SuiekjM»U*. Ibdlowell. The t ommander
M
Lev. and Mrs. <i. W. Field. Mis F
and staff will appear in white gloves,
II.'li. Daniel
Cony died at his residence
Field and daughter Nellie, and Mr. and Mrv
side
and
a
without
arms,
blue in Augusta, Jul\
after an illness of i
wearing
S. Bearl, ol Bangor were m Belfast la>;
mackintosh.
All comrades must be at- se\ era 1 months, of heart disease. He was C.
week to attend the funeral of Mi-. B B.
the second sou cl Hen. Samuel Cony, the
tired in blue uniforms,
ami was horn May
war go\ ••i iior of .Maim
Field.
He was mayor of Augusta in ls.‘»7.
ls.iT.
Miss Bertha Bird is tin model officer "1 a
II.
Frick Shot.
< in the d. atli of his father lie was chosen a
director of the First National Hank,of which
bulge. She is Noble Crand of the Behckull

Fully

horn in New Hampshire 4o years ago. He
in command of the war-ship Chicago
which was sent to Chili.Charges have
been
made against leaders of the Knights
mi; wkkk.
v} \w oi
of Labor an attempt to blackmail the
World’s Fair directory_Hugh O’Donnell
utkis,
The death by falling
and Hugh Loss, accused of murder in eonii in Ww Brunswick of State
mi lion with
the Homestead riots, sur.ink <»ilman will be remember- rendered and are in jail.Three alleged
murderers were arraigned in the superior
l '•so.ooo insurance <»n his life.
court at Pittsfield. Mass.. Friday.
They
Mii-s.will not pay. claiming In
are Charles E. Adams, charged with the
fell off. instead
.f being murder of Louis Lussier at Lenoxdale on
u
md then killed. It is quite m;i- Jan. hi: Martin Casina, charged with the
murder of his uncle, John I Idles, at C t eat
areid'llt insurallee xvllcthei
Barrington on July 4, and Charles Abrad< ad when he left the t rain.
ham. of Noith Adams, charged with kilDavis, a .•surviving partner.
ling his wife. Augustine, on June 24.
Kadi defended and pleaded not guilty.
.' oisalty and Fidelity of New
( ounsel were assigned them and date of
Mercantile \> idem of Ik1rials w ill he announced later.Another
Mi-. <. i I man f<>r live tlionssevere storm has been doing damage in
<
n il.
and
iiapliu
Vpjdeton
the West.At Baltimore July 2l <
W.
_11 on. John I .vneh. who Dortnage and W. A. lYnscyer-. of the
; M ainc I >ist net in t In
the pi
Buffalo Athletic Club, on a tandem safety
St and 4'Jin! ( ’ongi esses. died
in a li \ mile rue made tin- distance in 12
Inly l'1 *f In-art trouble, hav- minu;<•> ;md il i-‘> second.-, bhuiing out
He was tiie world'- n.rd of 12 .’at made
k !<a M \eral weeks.
by /.im«
Portland and was engaged ii, j meiuiac and Bradbur. in F.ngland the
■:
ea 1 ly in life.
He sei \ed in j sum w < l
\\ ill.
races at 1 let r«-it,
0 ure of Maim oi lsO'J and S'>4.
Mich., .iui;.
i. Budd ! )ohlc drove Nancy
1 nr
1 ni> m
.»i the Wadii ngo n
! lauk> to beai her
.-ord of 2.00. lmt faii’• i\a s a
!h
id<»w
"77.
cd t.> do hetfei than 2. II
\.A < ‘oiin.
I iie A r« *< *stook rn i! -ad
oid. N. 11.. granite manutacturei states
.euter]»rise undertaken in tha- it will take ten years to restore the
T«* eomjilet e he
l'oi.iin ai. Points.
Messrs. Cleveland
ny a day
granite Imsiness to where it stood before
lillnll t<> Brow |i\ ille. hel.W cell the strike ...The internal revenue collec- and .Stevenson wcr- otticially uotilied of
’mbei i ’it h. w ill require the tions for the Portsmouth. N.
II., district, their nomination ii Madison Square Car.ooo me11 and matrix l.Ooo
den. New York. July 20th in the presence
w hich comprises tin* Stales of New Hamp• i.
I)a\ i<l T. 1*
liamherlain shire Maine and V ermont, for the
of 20,00(1 pc ip" c.
Both candidates made
year
•ad in bed at Dove;. V 11.
Mrs. Cleveland oeeupied
lidiiiu June-Jl. lv.»2. were <74<77<>.
Of hrief speeches.
heai t di>cas.
He was horn ! hi.-. New
Hampshire contributed s4s<i.- a box. There was a great deal of entliusMe.. ill ls4n, gi initiated from M4. Maine s:;t»,pr,o. and Vermont
s2(),()f)u. isai.ii.L. T. Carleton. Ksq., writes to
'h'dieal ('ollege, and practiced
Peecipts for the past three months from tin* Winthrop Banner to deny the charge
._'on
for >e\eial years, going the t lu ce States aggregate Si 4<»..V>2_1'lie
that in the recent < ongressional contest
! s7"
The delay in t lie eommiltee
appointed last week at the he sold out to Milliken after claiming to
nt
the
American Bobbin.
meeting of the indignant stockholders of lie a Burleigh man all t hrough the. canvass.
<
Mnitt le
«>iiq*any's afiairs the < ieorgia-A lahama Investment iV De- He says he told the Burleigh managers lein
felt
Maine.
The
riously
velopment < ompany met at New York, w-odd not submit, if he could help it, to
Kn\er'*tt lias been shut down.
Monday. It was decided to select two or a Wiswell delegation, or a delegation that
onsiderabie number of men three
meant Wisw ell at any stage of the contest,
experts, who shall proceed to Tallai'io\ meiit.Hon. < rovei poosa. Cm., examine the plant there and and that the Governor lost the Winthrop
will probably visit Sorrento,
It wili endeavor to ob- delegation because the majority of tinreport its worth.
\ ugust 4111 and remaining an
votes were not for him.
Mr. Carleton
tain possession of the hooks of the comHe will be the
:gtli of time.
pany and prosecute criminally all the of- concludes: '‘other causes contributed to AN ANAlli IIM \
A > I A
V! llo.\| K
IK A I).
:i
frank .Jones.The old
the defeat, such as the quite prevelant
ficers and directors, from <General Butler
NIK WOI M»K1) M \ N ImHNO WKI.K.
-idpbuildcr in Maine is I J. d"wn to the lowest officer.\ secret con- idea that the Winthrop delegation would
who is in his sdth year.
He ference was held
1 *111 -in iI’a., .1 nl\ lM.
Many stories
July 21 at Homestead do the Governor no good it he got it: Milnuid. and lias built over 100 between Coventor
were told yesterday during the exeitemeiit
Pattison. President liken's speech : his statement that he could
name is a
familiar nne in
tin*
of
sell
the
conWethe 'i the Amalgamated Association; help Libby
product
regarding the assault on II.
Kriek,
’ies all nver the wnrlil.The
and Mi
Brennan, chief legal adviser of densed milk factory to the United States chairman of the ( aniegie Mcel <ompan\.
die granite work on the big the strikers.
—William
K.
was
The
facts
aie
Alexander
1
><
that
Neither of the three would government."
Harrity
lgman,
dditions, Lewiston. has been reveal what took place. It is said the unanimously chosen chairman of the Dem- apparently a Derm,in .lew. yesterday callMurphx Bros., and W. K. A force in the mills was increased July 21 ocratic National Committee. S. 1*. Sheer- ed at Mr. Kriek*.- other. He had been
i-r. and the granite will come
by loO men. There has been friction be- in made'secretary and Robert B. Roose- there several times before, representing
w
quarry at Welehville.
tween the people and
militia all over velt treasurer.The Aroostook Demo- himself as the agent ot an employment
Max. nt St. John. N. If., the
town_Henry H. Ityder, Fnited States cratic county convention adopted resolu- bureau and so was admitted yesterday.
"f
xvas
__i-i
clothing,
brought < onsul at Copenhagen, lias been arrested, tions denouncing the alleged ballot-box As soon as he entered Mi. Kriek's room,
ii is.Nioner
bisk, in Boston.
charged with fraud in connection with slutting, and false counting at the Demo- he tired several shots at him with a re1
000 for examination.
eid in
cratic district convention in Bangor, June volver, two taking effect.
Mr. Kriek's
the lupiidation of a testamentary estate.
procured bail. s. ii. Smith ....Henry .1 (iardner. governor of Massa- 7, and declaring that the Democratic vot- secretary rushed in. and although the
th defendant, who xvas ai
eliuset.t s from 1855 to l*5s. inclusive, died ers of Aroostook are free to east their votes man succeeded in cutting Mr. Kriek with
at the September election for any Dema
villainous looking knife, he was over'j">rt, Me., mi .luly JOth, hx
at his residence in Milton July 21, from
iM.rx
Mr.
Kriek's
Agent smith.IleadHe was a graduate of Bowdoin ocrat who may he legally before the peo•aneer.
powered and arrested.
i;-' s xvill remember the slioot( Allege, class ot 3s.< Mlieial telegrams
ple of the district as a candidate for « *m- wounds are not, dangerous. The bullets
-.'me wardens in the wilds of
entered the hack and were extracted.
from Batavia confirm the recent account
gress, without regard to the action of said
Mr. Kriek slept well during the night
"limy in IsSii by Calvin IV
of the awful destruction caused on Great
Bangor convention.The Republicans
;>«• 11
killed
his
which
dog,
icy
Sangir island, belonging to Holland, by a of Jirunsw iek and Topsham have formed a and rested easily during the day. His
le was employing for the \oJeanir ei
which
started
out
club,
with
a
temperature was Its. He seems quite
upturn June 17. The advices campaign
egging deer. It will also be state t ii;n the whole northwestern portion membership of over one hundred.1. 11. cheerful and confident of his recovery. A
that
Craves
successfully of t he island was dost roved. Two thousand Palmer and Riley Champlin. two promi- curious thing was another cut discovered
pe to t he 1 *aeilie uoasl where inhabitants were killed.
\A Europeans nent Democrats, of Cortland, N. V., last to-day missed in the examination made
'aoi> arrested and was linab
week resigned from the Cortland DemowerSaturday. It is in the left leg just below
among the victims.Dangerous
*. in the Maine State
prison, fores! tires are raging on (.'ape Breton and cratic ( lull and came out for Harrison, the call and almost severed the tendons.
since that time lie lias mam towns arc in
danger of destruction. In a letter’of explanation Mr. Palmer says The patient passed the day listening to
xi nijilary prisoner.
Craves*
letters and telegrams and dictating replies.
-.In Detroit July 21 Belle Hamlin and 1 that Mr. Cleveland's letter on the “force"
e1111 \ been persistently at (ilobe. <
He has also gone over the papers quite
J. Hamlin's team, heat the hill which is not an issue, is a cowardly
iexx to securing his pardon.
of
evasion
the
and
he
has
been
retruth,
regulation track t rot ting record of 2. 13 1-4,
closely and discussed the contents. It is
hat a petition x\ liieli is being made in
• o11vineed
Mr.
Cleveland's
the
intention of his associates in the comlay
Philadelphia, by a quarter of a luctantly
"Ugh Washington and 1’enob- sefond for a purse of si,(MK).Palo .\ 11o, own actions of his “trueiileney and his pany to let Mr. Kriek continue the direchas hundreds of signatures.
the pride of Senator Stanford's stable, is dishonesty and insincerity" on the ques- tion of the contest at Homestead from his
w ho saxv this
home as it is believed anxiety and enforcpetition recent- dead of pleuro pneumonia. He was the iion of the tariff.
14 feet in length.The
ed idleness in such a crisis would do
chief of stallions, his record being 2.08 3-4.
\ssmi iation elected officers
more harm than work itself.
Mr. Kriek
.( apt. Bedford of the lost ( ity
of
IIkmmkntai. lint muxs.
A letter from
|
follows:
President. L. s.
( liieago loses
himself will not hear of any other course.
his commission for nine
A. M. True of the 12th Maine
secretary
j
vice
H.
A.
Bangor:
“I said 1 would be back at the office Monpresident.
months for allowing his vosse. to proceed
Regiment Association announces that the
1 'land :
b. Bry- at full speed in a
secretary, <
heavy fog. A greatjnany reunion of that regiment will occur this day." he declared. 4*Lf I can't do that.
iadd. treasurer. K. J. Boberts.
I can at least take up my work here.*’
commanders of ocean livers have commityear at Ret.licl, Thursday. August Is.
uiaii, blbridge Bacon, of ted the same offence, and
I)r. Litchfield is in att» ndanee at the
they will doubt- The annual reunion of the Ibtli Maine
oMiuixc committee. D. \\
is doing nicely.
less continue so to do until they, too, run
association will In* held iu Wash- house and says Mr. Kriek
Regiment
:
utland. II.
Kelley, "t their ships on the rocks.While at an- ington. 1). (’.. September 20 and 21. A I nless something now unlooked for ocJ
curs the patient will be up and about in
Boberts, of Augusta. J. chor. in the fog, on Nantucket shoals
special train will leave 1 'oi l land September a few
•'I
Brunswick, and T. K. Sunday morning, W. K.
Yanderbiit's r> at 12:45 p. m.. from 1\ A R.
days. Much more anxiety is felt in
station, the
Rockland.
Tin* next meet- yacht Alva was run into
family over Mrs Kriek's condition
by steamer II. E. for Providence, where the party will take
id in Portland.(.overnor Dimock and sunk. All on hoard the
Alva, steamer to New York. They will he trans- than her husband's. She become a mother
"da\ nominated Benjamin F.
including W. K. Vanderbilt and party, ferred to Jersey City and go to Gettysburg twelve days ago and has been in a weak
<*t Biddeford. railroad coiuThe papers were
and nervous condition.
were saved
and taken on board the Divia the Philadelphia and Reading railroad.
tdl t lie vaeaney caused by tbe
moek and proceeded to Boston.It is
kept from her and she was given to unTwo full days will he spent at tlie battle
"•oe L. Bowers.I. I*. Bass,
derstand that the affray at the office was
estimated that there will he a delieit in
tield, and then to Washington, with short
'■'.-••r has been in Portland cona
tin* Oregon grain crop of 2,800,(XX) bushtrilling one. This morning she got
at
and
stops
Hagarstown.
Antietam,
•1 udge
hold of a newspaper and the effect of the
Symonds relative to tbe* els and a shortage in the Washington Harpers
Ferry, arriving at Washington whole
die Eastern Maine State Fair yield of about half that amount.
The September 10.
story given at once was almost disTickets are good for MO
> said that as
Mr. Bass's asshortage is principally due to the severe days, and allow the holder to stop at va- astrous. She is receiving the best atten1
refused to assume a lease;
tion
and
the best results are hoped for.
weather of the spring and hot weather rious
points. Tickets for round trip, sir,.
’"have absolute control.C.
that followed.U. S. S. Kcarsarge, now 75.
Staterooms on steamer and seats in
die Waterville horseman, is at
Portsmouth, will be sent immediately parlor cars, extra, of course. Those deSir Charles Uussell. Mr. Poland, Mr.
"!|-mi with bis string of trotters
to Honduras to protect American intersiring to go can get full particulars by ad- Moulton and several other prominent law"i into
training at Maplewood ests there.It is estimated that the dressing J. P. Parker, Malden,
Mass., yers in England have declared that the
ll‘‘ bead of tbe trotters will be
granite workers' strike has already cost president of the association.The 10th new evidence obtained in the Maybrick
1
Nelson, 2.10.Reliable in- the town of Barre $30,000
The board of Maine
Association
will
hold case has convinced them that that given
Regiment
h;»s been received from St.
walking delegates struck their greatest their Annual Reunion at Xorridgewock, at the trial did not justify the verdict of
die effect that
Robinson blow in New York Monday
against the Maine, on Thursday, August 25th, 1802. guilty. As Sir Charles Uussell will certniu* manufacturers, of that Iron League and the
Building Material One-half rates will he charged upon the tainly be a member of Mr. Gladstone’s
1
told their men to resume work Dealers’
when
Association,
general strikes Maine Central and Somerset Railroads. government, and very likely home secrey bad agreed to the bill of
on the Waldorf Hotel, 33d street and Fifth
Members should he in Waterville to leave tary, if he entertains the convictions at1
ho,sun Brothers belong to the avenue, and the New Netherlands Hotel, on the
Skowhcgan train for Oakland at tributed to him he can hardly avoid recom-dnd Manufacturers' Union and 55th street and Fifth
avenue, were order- 8:47 a. m.
Excursion to Smitlifield and mending to the Queen the pardon of the
['■ !h«* neighhorhood of 50 men_ ed. Over 1,700 men quit work in a body. business meeting in the forenoon. The unfortunate life prisoner.
"’"ruing, C. E. Crosby, of Fair- The cause of the strike was the employ- people of Xorridgewock are preparing a
M‘"ak man on freight No. 148, and ment of non-union men to handle buildThe President has vetoed the bill to
hospitable reception for the regiment, and
’he well known Maine Central
ing material and non-union cartmen to we hope all will be there and answer to amend the act establishing the circuit
was
knocked
haul
kodney Crosby,
it.Bay City, Mich., was almost roll call. All will he provided for while court of appeals
in cases of Indian
top of a car by an electric light wiped out by tire early last
Monday even- there.
depredations.
was

Personal.

Personal.

Capt. Henry Wyman, who has been ill for
time, died at bis home in Belfast Saturday night, aged about 70 years. The body
was taken to Montville; his native place, for
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W. Howes. <1 Boston, arri \ ed last,
and is visiting his brother. Mr. \ \.
Howes.

Mr.

;
;

j
I
I

Mr. and Mrs. 1-

exception

of Miss Fostina

mained

('amtlen.

Mr.

and

and

f

ieorge

in last week's .Journal will He interested in
the following from the Waterville correspondence of the Kennebec Journal:
The Kceley Institute at Farmington has
number of graduates in this city who
have never touched liquor since finishing
their course of treatment there and are the
best advertisements of the efficacy of its
< >ne of the recent
cure.
graduates is particularly enthusiastic over the institution
from which he received so much and loses
no opportunity to speak a good word for
He has recently been guilty of a kind
it.
deed and one that does him great credit.
There is in Waterville a professional man
who has been a tremendous hard drinker
The gentleman who was
for many years.
recently cured circulated a paper about
town and succeeded in raising sufficient
funds to give him a course at the Farmington Institute and departed for that
place with him yesterday. The man is a
good fellow and a perfect gentleman when
himself.
a

The Mew York version—“The earth is the
Lord’s,” but the downtown sidewalks belong to the wholesale trade.
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Mr. John Bel«

her,
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Boston,

is in

Belfast,

guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Conant.
Mr. Belcher rode from Boston to Belfast on
a bicycle, and reports a very pleasant trip.
He was accompanied as far as Portland by a
the

who

count of

a

was obliged to stop
sprained ankle.

there
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learn with surprise and regret that
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1 lie old soldiers will flock m sipiads
ay*in platoons and companies, To help give
Drover Cleveland siieli am Ti er druld.ing
that he will stay lieked for all time
C..i,
Shaw, E\-Se. retary of Slate and E.v-Chairman of
Ih-mocrath Slat*- Committm -f In-

diana.
I do not feel like supporting any
has treated the old soldiers tin-

man

way

win*
Mr.

Cleveland has treat'd them. JKy his insults
he sent Ceiu-ral Mi Indian with a broken
heart to his grav e. I f*-«• I as the old soldier
'hies.
I tell y ou, sir, the old soldier will not
vote tor Cleveland.
He cannot carry New
\ ork.
[Den. Daniel E Sickles.
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Wilbert. Brier, who has been in Belvisit, returned t Boston Monday.

week

Snow, of Winterport, ami Miss
(ieorgia Snow, of Brookfield. Mo., w.-re m
Belfast over Sunday, tin* guests ol Mr. and

accident.; but

learned it from the pikas,
possibly
the “calling hares" of the steppes, which
That
cut and stack hay for the w inter.
idea would tit in nicely with the theory
that Central Asia was the “home of the
Aryan race,'1 if we were still allowed to
believe it. and haymaking is certainh an
art mainly practised in cold countries, for
winter forage.
Probably then* are no
meadows in the world so good as those in
England, or so oi l. Yet from the early
Anglo-Saxon times, old meadow iias been
distinguished fn in “pasture” and lias
always been scarce. Two-thirds of what
is now established meadow land still
shows the marks of ridge and furrow ; and
from the great time required to make a
meadow
10 years at least on the best
men have
land. 100 years on the worst
alw ays l een reluctant to break up old pastille.
The ancient meadows, with their
great trees and close rich turf, are the
sole portion of the earth's surface which
modern agriculture respects and leaves in
Hence the excellence of the meapeace.
dows in England, and the envy of the
A merivan.
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Tuesday from Lock-

lodge meeting. returning

Wiggim .f B.-klund, v\ lit,
visiting in Belfast, returned Imine
Saturday accompanied l-\ Mrs. Margaret
Frost, who wil! spend a w« ek or t\\. in the
lime eity.
Mrs.

has
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Mr. and Mrs.
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simply sun-dried grass which lias been partially fermented, and is as much the work
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Lodge and
land

Unity.

Misses Annie and Carrie Field left Mon-

day

>

lie was president lor several years preceding
He did an extensive business as
his death.
He was married
a hay and grain merchant.
to Miss Mary Jones, daughter of a promiBoston.
He leaves a
nent leather dealer
daughter and sen. Deceased was a brotherin-law of Hen. Joseph H. Manley.

is in

rank h rederiek, of Boston, is visiting
friends in Belfast.
Mr. h

..

5

F. W. Chase, of the Belfast High

Libby, and is about to
remove from this city.
He is a young lawyer of much ability and good acquirements,
and we all hoped he would remain with us.
&

He will remove to Boston, where he will enter into partnership with John E. Hanly,
Esq., formerly, of this city, and now a successful attorney at the Hub.
We wish them
both continued success. [Rockland Opinion.

Swa.w
•

Mrs. E.

ii.i.k.

Lowell, Mass.,

is

v

A.
Van Lyck,
isiting her uncle, Dr.

Brow..Mrs. Maria

and

Miss

of
,1.

Josit*

Hoodlum,

of Bangor, are
visiting relatives
in town.. .Miss Emmie
it*.wen, of Lewisis
toll,
spending her vacation with

friends
here-Mr. Janies Pomeroy is about to move
ills family to Ml. Waldo, where be lias
employment on the granite quarry... Farmers

getting along finely with ’their having.
Miss Gertrude
has returned to Bangor... .Joshua Nickerson is
able to
be out once
T.
I*.
more-.Capt
Nickerson,
who has been quite
poorly, is out again.

are
...

Hntcbingson

Fnom

i.kttkii

m:v.

k. tufts.

<.i:o.

(’itv

s. s.

Durthe poorer classes of tlie great city.
ing the evening there was a service of

Europe.

to

Voyage

A

of

Komi:. /

song on the promenade deck in which
hundreds joined.
The moon was shining

a few years in the further cultivation of the voice, gave a concert for the
benefit of these bereft orphans.
Nearly

spend

neat, elegant and sub-

buildings

were

stantial.

But of course this is Protestant
If the southern counties had

Ireland.
only been

so

as free from the grinding power
£200 were realized. During the night a
and our ship was ploughing nobrightly
baby died in the second cabin, and on of his Holiness in Home as the north has
a.in.. I
On the second
bly through the waves. How beautifully j Thursday morning another burial took been, and as Scotland has been, then all
stepped on board the City of Koine at New the music sounded over the waters that
Ireland would have been one of the garplace.
The boat did not leave for two
York.
evening. 1 was greatly pleased to notice
Would that stubborn
and
were cold, but dens of the world.
Thursday
Wednesday
on
the
of
were
hours, yet hundreds
people
that those who did not enter, in some
would
prejudice
place to fact, and
give
were
warm
We
was
and
beautiful.
Friday
1 spent the tirst
steamer when 1 arrived.
way. heartily into the divine services on
in Latitude 55 and Longitude 25', having thus attribute Ireland’s misfortunes to the
hour looking over the magnificent ship t lie Sabbath, were
comparatively few. A nd
She
journeyed 2,145 miles. On Sunday we proper causes. That time will come.
about to carry me to the Old World.
rarely do we see so large a number of pro- made 317
I wish to say to my friends who read
miles, Monday 307, Tuesday 304,
is one of the largest passenger ships afloat, nounced
Christian people together on the
this not to expect letters from me. I find
Friday
362,
373,
362,
Her
tons.
Wednesday
Thursday
a
of
S.41.">
length land. Mr. Nelson, who read the Collects
having register
Saturday 370, and 260 from Saturday noon that tourists rarely write letters. They
She lias four masts and three
is :>(«(» h et.
at the morning service, prayed for the
to Sunday forenoon, when the journey was have not the time.
funnels. The upper saloon or drawing President of
the United states, and for
ended. As nearly as 1 can estimate about
is
100
deck
and
room is -Mi the promenade
Her Majesty, the Queen.
200 of the passengers have been unable to
Glasgow, duly 11, 1802.
feet long, and elegantly furnished in white
Monday morning, duly 4. came. Eng- come to their meals
I*. S.
I am now on land.
Am at Cenof
the
most
is
the
below
during
main
deck
and gold. On the
lish and American flags were displayed on
It is a monster—I
All the ladies in our party and tral Station Hotel.
dinning room, 7- feet long ami ->2 leet all sides. About ^ o'clock some children j voyage.
Its elegance
at our table, except one, were compelled know of no better word.
There arc several other rooms on
wide.
began to celebrate by blowing tin horns. I
throws everything about the City of Rome
is
a
Miss
Walker
This
one
to
surrender.
The sofas ami chairs, but the
this palace afloat.
noise soon become inaudible, owfar into the shade. Glasgow is the second
of Xew Haven, and a graduate of Wellesand carpets are very rich. The carved
ing to the wind springing up freshly from i
in size in Great Britain, London only
city
at
’SO.
She
told
me
class
of
dinner,
mahogany and carved teak wood, the pan- the south. As the dashing waves blew ley,
1 had no idea of its rocky
when nearing the end of the journey, that surpassing it.
eled Mails of figured brocaded silk, the
higher. 1 thought of the flowing verse of
and the beauty of some of its sursolidity,
on board—
all
of
the
Wellesley
graduates
1
lie
furniture
curtains.
upholster- of Homer:
tapestry
I passed through Paisley and
and there were several—she was the only roundings.
ed in costly amber colored plush velvet.—
“Terrible was the clang <»f the buul-soumling seaj.’
In the great steamship
1 re- Greenock hy rail.
one that Xeptune did not disturb.
There
turn.
met
at
these
every
my eye
At our noon lunch I think fully 200 seats
of the Clyde I was interested.
The
yards
the
whatever
excellencies
marked
that
are staterooms for 4s0 lirst class

July 9. IS\)2.
of July at P.:H)

\

passengers. The steamer is lighted by electricity
So
and lifted with eleetrih call hells.
much for

nn

of the

survey

ship.

minutes before sailing time, the
bells rang, as a signal for those not going
And sueli a
to Kurope to get on shore.
.lust

ed with band

parted

were

the tugs

ship's

stampede was accompanishaking and goodbyes. Some

The

stampede!

While

to meet again.
tugging hard to bring

never

were

other

three

around,

how

our

large

ships, alive with passengers for Liverpool,
steamed down the river ahead of us,
among them a huge Cunarderof S,000 tons.
We soon passed all except the latter, and 1
noticed that in four

taking

a

and the

twin cities

five hours she was

southerly route.

more

was warm

or

sky
soon

were

The day

clear, the great
passed, and when

w as

the lmgle called us to the dinning room to
lunch at one o'clock, the two modern
wonders

the

of

world—the

Bartholdi

“square meals," had the full attention

of the
our

:;<>

Those of us, who could take

vacant.

were

our

and

waiters,

friends win*

expressed sympathy for
unable t<* enjoy the
before us in such

were

appetizing food spread
abundance, variety and

At 3

excellence.

o'clock the rain descended and the winds
blew and beat upon our house, but it fell
not. although it was not founded upon a

rock;

and I was

glad

there

were

no

rocks

to be founded upon. They were two miles
from us. that is at the bottom.
This was
the first little storm 1 had
and it was worth going to
three of

or

went

us

as

at sea;
to see. Two

ever seen
sea

far forward

as

we

could get, 500 feet from the stern, and
held firmly to the ropes to watch the
piling up of the waters. I could now ap-

preciate Longinus on the Sublime, while
being rocked in the cradle of the deep.
This cradle. I should guess, is about 550
feet 0 inches longer than the first one in

parks

and

I should
not

sorry they have missed so much, the
lectures, the concerts, the games, the
am

princely mansion
like to describe, if

expect

perity

to see

in the

such evidences of prosdistricts. The crops

look well. And then every inch of ground
is utilized.
Every barn that I have seen
is of stone, and the walls painted white.

promenades, the changing scenes of the
ocean, the forming of new acquaintances
the bountiful tables and the bracing and
The herds of cows grazing in the fields in
stimulating atmosphere.
There are quite a number of distinguish- the vicinity of Paisley and Glasgow arc a
This
ed personages on board, among them Mr. sight to behold—so large and fat.
John Barry, member of the British Par- afternoon two of my travelling companions
liament.
He is a very gifted man, apro- take a ride to the birthplace of Robert
nouuced Christian and a Presbyterian. Burns. The days are long here. I can read
I have heard him speak on two occasions, a newspaper b\ twilight at ten minutes
past ten. There are about eighty Amerionce on the subject of animal life on the
ocean’s bed in connection with Dr. Mur- cans now registered at this hotel, and I
ray's second lecture, and once on the Sea- presume several other houses are just as
full.

man's

Orphanage at Glasgow, for the benthe
a concert on Friday evening
ing
Mr.
1
noticed
is
an
argiven.
Barry,

efit of which
was
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And

so
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over

carry the best and latest
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Bridge—had

Brooklyn

the

recently declined tobe

candidate

succeed Rev. Smith Raker at Lowell.

to

The second class and steerage passenI should judge, outnumber those of

gers.

the ties:

uhin.

’people

vouii:

1'here

oiit-numhei the

are

a

great many

hoard, and the

on

1

men.

was

women

PIANO

1892.

ever

CENTRE

FINISHED

shown in this

fore I had heen

of cultured people whom it was a
great pleasure to meet. The party with
whom 1 travel through Belgium. (Germany,

score

Switzerland and

twenty, and
wlu

we

fii st

Italy, numbers
spent

some

be

humanity

nearly

little time,

Dana's

as

Sarsaparilla.
But 1 wonder if'tlu* afternoon of the
fourth

windy

and stormy in Belfast.
A dense fog followed the rain.
But in a
few hours the sky became clear, the sun
was

appeared

moon

and the stars twinkled all night.
There
was a coneert in the evening.
Some very
nice music and
all passengers
was.

few recitations

a

by

Tuesday morning, July

ladies.

were

young
found

deck.

What wind there
was favoranle, arid the
ship's sails
spread to the breeze. At 10 o’clock

began

on

pass among the icebergs,
southeast of Newfoundland. They tower
we

to

hoard, talking over
placed us to- ed hundreds of feet above
water, and the
gether at meals. Among the men are sev- sun’s rays falling
upon the crystal pyraeral young college professors and minismids added greatly to their beauty. Many
ters. and am<mg the ladies are several teach- of
the passengers bad strong glasses, and
ers in
high schools in New Haven and
accommodated those who
w

n

our

e

elsewhere.

came (Hi

'The steward

plans.

of these are graduates
of Wellesley and other colleges for women.
By the time the dinner hour- from
si\ to eight
had arrived, quite a number
of the passengeis were sick, and failed to

appear,
board.

Some

even

The

this second meal on shipind w as now blowing brisk-

at
w

from the south.

ly

Sunday morning duly d. 1 went up
the promenade deck at <t o'clock toget
viex\ of the broad Atlantic. But one
ship
bn

<m
a

in sight, a large steamer from Europe
nearing the American coast. Posters were
displayed all around: “Divine service
this morning at 10.47."
At i» o'clock,
was

whih seated at the breakfast table a man
came to me and introduced himself,
saying:
"'The committee having charge of the
worship this morning, request you to assist in the service.

You may give a short
sermon of fifteen minutes or so, and other
clergymen will take part as you may arrange among yourselves.“
Well, i had
no idea of
stepping into such prominence
either

on sea or land, so I said: “You had
better get Prof. Wilkinson, of Rochester
University, that is, if you want a Baptist.
He is a D. I)., and L. L. D., and all the

of it, and writes books and review arThe man replied:
“If you will
come with me and find
your friend and
rest

ticles."

get linn to do this,
otherwise I can’t.”

I

will let you oft,
I saw my time had

come, so oft we started among the crowd
of passengers, and on finding Prof. Wilk-

they cheerfully

had

Those

who carried Kodaks
were busy taking pictures of the
floating
mountains.
The
temperature lowered
none.

considerably,

and

we

donned

thickest

our

While among the icebergs we met
sailing vessels headed for some west-

wraps.
two

I noticed several young ladies
their brushes, putting those
gorgeous columns of floating ice upon the
I had supposed that an Atlantic
canvas.

port.

ern

busy

with

voyage

monotonous, but 1

was

was

agree-

ably disappointed. The ever-changing sea
gave

endless

variety;

and the sea is
the tactics of a politician

us an

as changeable as
just before election day.

hundred cabin

The four

passengers

live

or

really

were

a

family of kindred spirits, each seeking to
add to the others pleasure and profit.
Some

are

travelling

health, and

some

for

pleasure,

some

for

to pursue further studies

abroad.
A Baptist minister, of Richmond, Va.,
introduced me to a family with whom he
and his wife are

travelling, composed of a
her three daughters. Some

mother and
six years ago she spent two years with
these girls in Europe, chiefly in Italy and

France. They then came home, and the
three graduated at a female college at Elmira, X. V. Xow they are going abroad

again for further study. The eldest
spend some time in archaeological
search in
fessor in

the British Museum.
a

will
re-

A pro-

Baptist college, whose three

daughters have graduated at Wellesley, is
inson. I said to him:
“My friend here. now taking them to the Continent for
Mr. Brookings, a prominent member of a
special work. A superintendent of schools
Congregational church in Springfield, in a Massachusetts
city near Boston, is
Mass.. wishes you to conduct the services
taking his wife and two girls to spend a
tliis morning." the Professor replied:
year in the study of art, chiefly in Venice
‘■Just let me take you both to my friend, and
Paris, and he will go over for them
Bev. Dr. Landrum, a prominent Baptist
during his next summer vacation. Quite
clergyman of Virginia, who is always ready a number of young teachers and profesin any emergency. So we went for him. sors in
colleges are leaving their positions
When the Prof, made known his errand,
Dr. Landrum replied:
“You had better
get my friend here Bev. Mr. Nelson, an

for

a

work
world.

time in order to do
the historic

on

With

some

ground

special

of the old

large number of these,
others, I have become well acquainted. Rarely have I met, and never
have 1 enjoyed, so many charming people.
after a short consultation the programme
The nearly three thousand miles of ocean
was fixed and 1 felt relieved, in
getting seemed only too short. On
Tuesday and
out of the difficulty so nicely.
The
Thursday evenings Mr. John Murray, LI,.
man who got me into the
I
afdifficulty
It., F. R. S., one of the leading scientists
terwards learned is Principal of a High
of England, treated the passengers to a
School in New Haven and a graduate of
lecture, on ‘‘Some Phenomena of the
Bowdoin College.
But the service was
Ocean’s Bottom.” His scholarly lectures
an inspiring one.
Mr. Nelson read the were
highly appreciated by all, and most
Episcopal service with the prayers, and highly spoken of by the college professors

Episcopal clergyman and rector of Grace
Church, New' York,to lead the service,and
I will sing a little and talk a little.”
So

Dr. Landrum preached an excellent sermon from the text:
“All have sinned and

come

short of the

glory

of God.”

The

a

and many

on

board.

Wednesday, July (i, was quite an eventday. A poor woman among the third
class passengers died in the morning, and
ful

One could easily tell
fine.
Episcopalians as they could join was buried at sea at four in the afternoon.
in the responses so much more readily
While the captain was reading the Episthan the Baptists, Methodists, Congregacopal burial service, four officers, with
It was my
tionalists and Presbyterians.
uncovered heads, lowered the body, engood fortune to become well acquainted closed in a rough box, around which was
with both of these gifted men during the
wrapped the British flag, to the water’s ]
the voyage. They are comparatively
edge; and at the conclusion of the service
young men, and great workers. On Tues- the box dropped out of sight and the
flag
day evening after dinner, Mr. Nelson in- was hauled in. The woman left two
vited me to promenade with him, and I small
children, some four and six years
was greatly interested in his description
old; and in the evening some five or six
of the work his church are doing among
young singers, who are going abroad to

singing
w

ho

was

were

ma

New Sideboards, Chiffoniers,
Parlor Suits, Chamber Sets &

Millinery
1892.

OF

l.ARGE STOCK

A

Wo carry the largest and most \aried stock of
Millinery of any one in the city, and are always
ready and willing to show goods. We have no
special day for an opening, lmt always have a nice
selection of

Burial

and

Caskets, Robes,

Gooq

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

HATS AND BONNETS, SPENCER
Both Trimmed and TJntrimmed,

<£

WILSON'S
JONES.)

(FORMERLY SPENCER &

so that we can truly say every day is an opening
day. Do not hesitate to look at our line of Millinery. for it is a pleasure to us to show it. as we
feel confident that we can please one and all.

A New Rranite Company

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.
Belfast, April 28 18<>2.—17tf

Belfast

in

the British Isles and

1 heard two

men

inquir-

lirst-class tailor. Thousands of

was

beneficial t*>

as

TABLES,

city, call and examine the entirely
just arrived. Also the

none

from China, and about all of her
from Egypt and India;

IT

grain products

while the 200 millions of

people

in

l"

NOT >I“<

>KT,

1U T

III"!

< II

I:IJ

GRANITE MONUMENTS
Headstones

Gill ml Cwtlj I

V.

.lacking, or floating, for it is the same
thing, represents the second degree of ani-

those

Key to inform the /tnhlic that
are jtre/tared to furnish

■

virtually

stir}>rised to dipped into the ocean, the

leu >oeial tin passengers were.
Beon board a single day I
became acquainted with more than a

see

which 1

both

at->

handsomest lot of

to see the

rocked, and the motions of dent supporter of Gladstone. But I
hap- Americans bring large trunks, and they
the same. i. e. from side to
to get into conversation with two patronize the tailors while abroad.
They
pened
dwindled ti» mere points.
side, and not from end to end.
You may other
Englishmen on board who are just can wear their line clothes twice over here,
In the printed list of first cabin passenLadies do ab< ut the
suggest to some Belfast inventor the ad- as ardent on the other side.
With men of and are all right.
gers I .•••anted 117 names, among them 17
visability *u' taking out a patent—for the both parties I talked freely and I asked same. Americans have the reputation. I
clergymen -Baptists. < 'migrcgationalists. benefit of the mothers—of a cradle rockthem many questions in regard to Eng- lind. ot spending money freely.
Episcopalians. Methodists, and Presby- ed
by the wind. It would be a good labor land's colonial policy and the developGi:o. E. Ti t>.
terians. My room mate. Rev. I). A. Newsaving machine. Have the factory in Bel- ment of colonial resources. In a few
years
ton. a class-mate of President Hyde's at
Deer-,lacking.
fast. and the new interest might prove to she will
buy all of her tea from India and
and

statue

styles

BOTTOM PRICES.

Specific Go.,

OF

WILSON?

&

-Simply because they

on

application.

of the latter,
I could. 1 did

farming

j

1892.

BLOOD POISON.
these and every kindred disease arising
from impure blood successfully treated by
that never-failing and best of all tonics and
medicines,

estates of tin* Duke of Hamilton and of
the Marquis of Bute, especially the deer

possess, it was evident that
it did not average very high in turning out
good sailors. But several more have been
in their berths during most of the passage.

college might

I

JULY 9,

ULCERS,
CANCERS,
SCROFULA,
SALT RHEUM,
RHEUMATISM,

mal murder.
And yet hardly tin* second
possessions are yearly increasing their degree either, for it shows the criminal
demand for
England's manufactured premeditation: it represents the assassin
goods. Egypt has now virtually become lying in wait to spring on the unsuspecting
animal under the cover of darkness.
an English possession.
During my jourWho that understands what jacking is
and
and
other will have the hardihood to call it
ney through Italy
Germany
sport?
countries, l shall look carefully into the
Long ago these columns described and
museums, art galleries, cathedrals and the condemned it.
The outfit consists of a small boat or
like: but art and historic ruins will not
canoe that may be sculled.
In the bow is
occupy so much of my time as the social the jack, a lantern especially manufactured for this purpose, with a powerful reand political life of tin* people.
flector, and on the pattern cf the bull's
Since coming on board the steamer I have
The party consists of
eye dark lantern.
changed my proposed routes of travel the guide, who manages the boat, and the
I shall go with our party butcher, who sits in the bow back of the
somewhat.
lantern.
They move silently about, not
through Belgium. Southern Germany and far from the
bank, until the deer are heard
Switzerland.
After this my room-mate, when the
cap is taken off the lantern, and
liev. I). A. Newton, and myself, will a strong streak of light thrown on the
water.
Xo\t the guide swings the bow
go through Italy, France and England
around until the deer are discovered standalone.
My first Sunday in the old
ing, probably in the shallow water, and
will
in
world
be
Glasgow.
My then keeping the light in their eyes, which
second Sunday will be in York, and either dazzles or fascinates them so they
1 shall worship part of its diiy in the cele- do not attempt to escape: the boat,
unseen, but quietly and swiftly, draws
brated cathedral.
Then I start at once near, sometimes
getting within fifty feet.
for the Hhine.
Will look into the art gal- The butcher, completely in the dark,
eries and cathedrals at Antwerp and waits until within range so short that the
Cologne, and while at Brussels, our party chances of missing his victim are few:
then lie tires, nine times out of ten using a
will drive to the field of Waterloo.
I
shot-gun. which none but such as he
should like to write you from Venice and would draw on
large game.
And this is sport! This is what the
Home and Naples, but 1 know that my
time will be so busily occupied that 1 people of this State countenance as such
by the acts of their Legislature!
shall hardly drop a postal card to my
Does suckling their young are quite as
friends.
I shall make my stay several likely as
any to be killed or wounded in
this
weeks longer than 1 first expected.
I am
fashion, at a time when the meat is
unlit
to eat. and the fawns likely
utterly
writing this sitting in my easy chair on to
die of starvation.
I could dilate for at
the steamers deck sailing along the least a
column on the cruelties of jacking,
Northern coast of Ireland.
There are so and the many reasons why its practice is
not only a disgrace to the men who enmany objects of interest to admire, and so
in it. but to the State as well. There
much noise all about me, that had 1 time gage
are those who claim that
jacking is legito read these pages over, my pen would
timate, because it requires skill." One
out
cut
half
1 have written. My might likewise claim skill for the assassin,
probably
is able to trace and locate his victim
rapid scribbling must be very imperfect. ! who
in the dark and finally deliver a fatal blow.
We are soon to enter the mouth of the
Some degree of skill is required for almost
Clyde, and I must drop my pen and get everything.
my baggage in shape for the Custom
Probably the strongest objection to jackHouse officer and the coachman to take ing is the fact that does suffer equally with
bucks; in fact, nine times out of ten the
me to the hotel.
; butcher in the boat is
some city chap out
for
a few days’
I have been a week without news. Wars
airing, who in his agitation could not tell whether he is shooting
may have been declared and noted men at a
buck, a doe, or a cow.
Another reason for condemning it is
may have died since I have been shut out
from the world.
As soon as I reach Glas- that this class of men almost invariably
hunt with a shot-gun, and the results of
gow [ will patronize a newsboy, if they
their inaccurate aim are horrible to conhave such in that city.
The nights are
template. Who can say how many deer
In this high latitude, one can have scampered away from the water’s
very short.
read on the Steamer's deck at 0 o'clock in edge seriously wounded, to wander in the
woods until death relieved them of their
the evening, meridian time. The voyage
sufferings and their carcasses became prey
has been so enjoyable that I should like to for the
things of the earth?
I have spoken several times in the course
take it over again, and i presume I shall
of this article of legitimate hounding; pernot be satisfied without
coming to Europe
1 would not follow the hounds
It is a much easier thing sonally,
every summer.
if I never drew bead on another deer.
I
to do than I supposed.
I find that there object to it first, last, and
always on prinand
the
are over twenty people from Maine on
on
ciple.
moreover,
biggest bag
board.
Some half dozen of them are record from following the hounds would
not please me half so well as a few days’
going to spend the winter in Italy and still hunting, even though my tramping
Paris, and return next summer.
They and patience were unrewarded by a kill.
are going to study music and
painting. Sportsmen ought to take down their ilies
The large steamships to Europe this sum- for sport, and not to fill the role of the
butcher.
mer are about all crowded with American
It you don t happen to get a deer, what
tourists. They number tens of thousands. of it? You have plenty to eat in
camp,
I wish many more would avail themselves haven’t you? You have had your sport in
the woods, eh? Oh, but then you must
of the pleasant recreation that such a
have blood! Is that it? You must tell the
journey affords.
fellows at the club how wont/ you killed,
I wish l had time to describe the beau- and exhibit the same spirit as those hogs
(excuse the inelegant language, but it is
tiful scenery for miles along the north of so
fitting) who are not happy unless they
Ireland, particularly about the Giant’s fill up their boat with duck, or literally
Causeway. Moville has a beautiful har- load themselves and their man down with
the results of their day afield.
These are
bor.
Nearly 100 of our passengers left us also the fellows who,
when they have fillthere. Such beautiful fields of barley 1 ed their creel,
go home dissatisfied benever saw before.
Then the potato fields cause they have failed to deplete the
stream
at one fishing, and are disgusted
looked well—the rows so straight—not a
because some one else perhaps has securweed to be seen. Every foot of ground is
ed a few more fish than they.
utilized.' The houses of the farmers are
These are not sportsmen; they are those
stone, a few brick, and the grounds very who, having eaten their fill, regret their
to clear the board; they are
neatly kept. The farmers I observed, inability
that ought never to get
have cut most of their hay, but the hay butchers, snobs,
outside of their own beaten circle, where
fields are small, most of the ground being everything revolves to the pitch of their
covered with barley and potatoes.
[Harper’s Weekly.
For inordinate vanity.
a stretch of about ten miles we
hugged
Bucklea’s Aralra Salve.
the shore after leaving Moville, and 1 did
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
not see 20 square rods of forest.
The Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores,
Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
straight stone walls, away to the top of Corns, and all Skin
Eruptions, and positivethe distant hills, marked the boundary ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
to give perfect satisfaction or
guaranteed
lines of the farms. I had no idea that the
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
soil was so productive, or that the farm For sale by R. H. Moody.
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-first-class in every re>{*.

Prices—< nshion Tire, Sl -'L'
matic, $IoO.
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D1

The host wheel

Prices—Solid Tire, $85
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for the money.

world

the
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SKNII
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l-'OK

Agent

FOT-iLiETT,
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STREET.
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MAINE.

Meat A New Business for Belfas

Makes an every-day convenience of an
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.

Prepared

with

scrupulous

THF

Highest

care.

^MATTRESS WORK IS
They

can

be made

as

good

Any Style of

!

^Harness

WILL

ENGAGE

IN

COVERINGS

UPHOLSTERING

award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having the
None Such brand.
MERRELL & SOULE, Syracuse, N. Y.

AN I*

FXDKKSK'iNKn HAS (C.ME TO TOWN

NOW

ORDER

IN

We make NEW TICKS '■»• 'deans*, the
you in a short time. 1 can make you

as new.

and

-Id

COUCH or EAS1' CHA IR i)t any *tyle of fra>»■

Djys Quicker

than any
Excursion.

despatch HARNESSES of all graded in stock
I make to ordor Harnesses from $17 to $60.

other

O HEARER’S personally conducted Tourist ExO eursions to Colorado. I'tali, and all Pacific
coast points leave Boston Boston A Album depot)
every Thursday, :{ i\ m.; arrive at San Francisco

A GOOD HARNESS FOR $11.

!

jI

Rates, sleeping car berths, At
Arc., furnished on application to vour nearest I
ticket agent, or to F. E. SHEARER. Manager, or |
to,IAS. S. SMITH, Agent, o State St., Boston.
Tuesday following.

1

Repairing and Carriage Trimm

Remsmn

done with neatness and

Two

\\

! WHIPS, HALTERS

F. A.

and every thin

in

mi:

ROBBINS,
37 Main Street, Belli'

the Wadlin Stora,

■{m2'.*

W. F.

RUNNELLS,
Attorn? and Cmsoltor at Lai.
All

matters

prompt

entrusted

attention.

able
Office P. O.

to

me

will

Collections made

receive
(>rn20

Building,

MARK

Wlnterport,|Ve

WANTED.

THE

LARGEST

LINE OF-

To select from to to loiinil in the city, an.I.. prices are as low as can he foim.l ii t
We hare some NhW anil h hi. AN r DESIGNS in
PLAIN ami
WORK
whu It v\t* inv ite join attention t >. It you are in need of :uivt Id tig CARVED
in our !i tic call
we win save you money.
We also handle the HKI) 9WKDK and M OTCH hKAMTK'
l.'F't we keep everything usually found m a tirst-class
marble shop
caH i;
prices before buying,

MARK WOOD &

Steady employment and good wages. Apply
Y. f. K3I0HT A (0.,

WOOD «£ SON

CARRY

Finished ITALIAN A AMERICAN MAKItl >

Coat, Pants id MMm
3w2(»

-OF-

-WE

at reason-

rates.

MARBLE WORKS

SON, Phoenix Row,

near Phenix Housa

t>>

3*3 Main St., Kockland, Me.

tfs

I

(hase-Sanborn’S

I

We have
bratetl

-alt

just recei\ed
ami otter

Royal Gem*

•

car-1"

Bbls. containing 22
Mil.
Bbls. containing BO 10-pouml bag'
bbl.
Bbls. containing 00 5-pouml bag'
bbl.
Sacks containing 14 14-poiiml 1m.
sack.
Halt lb. sample pockets given
purchase. The quality is very tin*
will please all those who use It.
1

!

a

the follow,.
4-pouml baa'

it at

SWAN & SIBLEY
Belfast.

The

Best grown in China. Finest drank in America.
Packed only in half-pound and pound tea-lead packages.

same

as

served in the

We send free,

Oolong

Japanese

Garden at the Pure Food Exhibition.

receipt of a *c. stamp, sample of either Formosa
English Breakfast Tea. State your choice.

on

or

CHASE & SANBORN, Boston, Mass.
We sell only to the trade.

COM?!'1

April (>, 1802.—14tf

Joseph Williamson,
Notary Public.

|

,b»s. w
Collections

v
>

JOSEPH WILLUMSON S &
Attorneys & Counsellors-'’
duces Over inerlcsn

*'
Kipress 0*cf.

ESTABLISHED
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Salvador.

San

ILthia,

AND

TJIE

kinds; the feathery Jupatix, drooping over
the water’sedge; the giant Mir it is, stretching straight and true to its green dome
like the columns of a temple; the graceful
-1 xxais, shooting skyward like a rocket;
the liaccaba, or wine-palm, from which
the flowers droop in long crimson cords,
set at intervals with
bright green berries;
the cocoanut palm, whose flowers burst
from the sheath in such a long, heavy
plume of creamy blossoms that a strong

wide, the Rua da Praya, queens—their ancestors, from generation
long lined with shops and to generation down to the last drop of
The blood flowing in their veins, maintained
warehouses and public buildings.
growing city gradually crept up the in luxury at the expense of the people.
I
heights and back into the country, and Look at Greece. The same fertile soil, the
j
now everybody lives in the town above,
same blue, genial sky smiling upon her
the samtftinlets, the same harbor,
transacting business below.
people;
though
I
While waiting the coming of the health capable of accommodating the fleets of
| and custom officials we have time to count the world, the same Olympus. It is the
the domes and towers and spires and same land where Homer sang and where
|
of the sixty-seven churches which Pericles
steeples
spoke. It is in nature the same
j
man could not lift
it; and others too nu- are the favorite boast of its 200,000 inhab- old Greece; but the living Greece is no
We are surprised to see that the more.
I merous to mention.
No wonder the palm itants.
Descendants of the same people
I tree has been named the “Prince of the
houses, most of them solidly built of inhabit the country now as then; yet what
j Vegetable Kingdom.” It ought also to stone, are three, four and five stories is the reason of this vast change. In the
! tailed the Special Providence of South high, their white, yellow and pale blue midst of the present degeneration we see
walls roofed with red tiles, and many of the
; America, for it furnishes tin* natives reglorious fragments of the ancient
them braced up on the very brink of the works of
mote from cities with nearly all the necart—temples with ornaments and
j essaries of life.
precipice by gigantic stone butresses. inscriptions that excite wonder and admi!
Take for example the hut of an Ama- They have green jalousies and are broken ration; the remains of a once high order of
j
zonian Indian.
Its rafters are funned by out all over with tiny balconies, like warts. civilization which
have outlived the
j the straight, tall L< i>t><>liliiia imlehra palm: The great yellow trapiches, (ware-houses), language they speak upon them all Ichait is thatched with leaves of the ('armui that line the w ater front have iron latticed bod has written.
Their glory has departpalm: the doors and frame-work are the windows,and everybody’s roof is shadow- ed. Why is this so1 answer, their institusplit stems of the Irarfea xhorii/a palm. ed by a towering palm or tig or mango tion and their government have been deThe old town below and the newer
From another species he takes the wide tree.
stroyed. The resource from which sprang
bark that grows beneath the fruit for town above are connected by several steep, into newness of life the people that condot’ll, from which to make his scanty rocky roads, constructed centuries ago at stitute a great nation lias gone. The pulse
dress.
llis swinging bed is woven from great expense, and also by a brand-new that once heat high and full has stopped
Landing at the stairs its throb. 'The life that once constituted
the libers of several palms, and are so his passenger elevator.
bow -string and lisldine. The comb which ol the Alfandega (Custom House), you the nation and electrified the human body

,|.m:ST CITY,
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dog-day—the

a

ise to be

moldy
ihermometer, (which seldom
ninety-live degrees;) and every
,»( n worse than the days, dark■•..mg no alleviation of the clammy
hut increased activity to all
__!mg, crawling, squirming and
pests that infest this lovely
Inferno.
Feeling that nothheat in

w

no

a

\*•

•i

a
sea-voyage would relieve
brought on by so long breatb-

•l
e

tavorable eircumstanees the
tour days: and right here a
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this nip. doll't take a
mer. t hough dozens of them
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harbor and you may be
a w eek tor some nortli-
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Knglish
•«

the\

uses

hooks from the spines of the same.
He
makes caps for his head, hags in which t<»

e(miinuallv plying u]>

are

is

invariably ollioeiiud cooked, so to speak, by carry his jarrito of deadly
are

and

tuguese. and in neillu*r oapaeif the I herian peninsula a

i

One

•css.

sin

have

can

from the libroils

and

profane, careless

out

when

the

Hum

the

view

.•in

of

geography

mulit

to

pronounce

were

erro-

Fry-oli.

The

granite towering perpendicof the water marks the spot
oast line forms a right angle

"t

s<

abruptly to flic north. A
lighthouse stands at its foot,
a use of its lmilding lies rotting
wv -the remains of the
Fnglish
u

running at ten
hour, was dashed against t hi^
i; the darkness of night and rein

tlieoflieors and

•!

erew

jjy

nuts

1mo

ers

oil for illuminating purposes, cordage for
hammocks, fuel, and goodness knows what

can

hank,

for

days

\

(io\a
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a

miles above.

is

I ndiaus. |

I

lei

produces the best sugar made
W e had nul\

:

hour ashore.

an

lint

j

as

are

alive

w

which embraces the

serpents and poisonous insects.
ting upon the Captain's advice, we
arose at day-break on the morning of tlie

•wince,
ptaincy of that

name

importance

French settlement

and part of

caries settled: yet it is far
"j'lilated than in aboriginal

•rests are
ls

:ke

occasional

days

its seat to Rio.

preci-

drugs; yet vast
over hy
savages,

settlements. It is the old story
n. true of all tropical countries.
live

to

\

|

on

..

itliout work

banana and black

••

de.

man

flourish

The Portuguese are not an
Hire, and of course not much

!

progress can he expected
I
negroes, the only working ehtss
of

I

l*ut the last half centun

iat r \.

ist

people, (rtiostly farmers)

there

arc

the whole territory,
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schools, mostly

sus-

he government.
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roast, however, in all the
mile* between Bio and Bahia,
"i ;i single port or city of eoiise-ii«

1

mad worth the

interior,
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lie

or

a

Barahiba.

name

leading

navigated

stream

So far
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as

can

only civilized person who ever
this portion of the Brazil-

■

i«‘.l

over

Prince m ximilian, of Neum<l that was many years ago. He
miialist as well as an author, and

•ust was

iiher line have exhibited

more

and perseverance than did His
the hook w hich he subsequent-

'in

to

the world is the best -indeed

account of the

>
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these

people

and scen-

Says he:

wild

regions.
scratched and maimed by
soaked by rains, exhausted by

:'"igh
•

perspiration,

caused

by

the in-

"at, often famishing and always in
peril, the traveller is more than

delighted beyond words to
with the magnilicent vegetation.11
“tic sort of
vegetation, that which
*lly distinguishes Brazil, the palm
obtain some ravishing glimpses
lie is

1

M’-

bar.

it is said that there

up(,f jjve ]iundred varieties of the
>n South America, and notwithCiii.i; the ummon character which
are

Nk

■

l"«sess as a class, there is the most
difference between the various
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province and a railroad is!
In ls-tu there were only seven |
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The ancient

it did in
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some
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J will mention:
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to
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not

The
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was

supply the army with blankets
English manufacturer. We want an

administration for the American, without
courting the favors of foreigners. We

1
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trade,

by
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QUINTAL.

—A Valuable Rook on Nervous
Diseases sent free to any address,
and poor patients can also obtain
this medicine free of charge.
This remedy lias been prepared by the Reverend
Pastor Koenig. of Fort Wayne. Ind., since 1876. and
16 now prepared under his direction by the

tion

with them.

of the town reminds

for all

eight

along shore,

one

of

The situa-

Valparaiso,

from two hundred to

hundred feet back from the line of

surf, rise precipitous bluffs, whose

aver-

The original San
age altitude is 250 feet.
Salvador lies close to the water and to

day comprises nearly all the business
portion of the city, though in some parts
this

from which the germs of their organic structure quickens into life, takes
root and developes into form, nature, and

source

!

the

KOENIG MED. CO.. Chicago, III.

whieh has grown
The howl of the wild

Sold by Druggists at *1 per Bottle. 6 for 9,
Large Size, *1.75. 6 Bottles for *9.
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STAR PLUG Tobacco

as

& Myers Tobacco Co.. St. Louis. Mo.
A. R. Mitchell & Co., N. E. Agents,

Liggett

lyrl

TO-DAY

People from out of town will do well to write
me for prices and samples before placing
their orders.

there is of any other brand made.
We manufacture more tobacco than any
other Factory in the world, which enables
us to
give t< baceo consumers more for
their money than any one else.

chewed
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MF

WVF.

R.

E.

SO

1 nrni

GUARANTEED.
A

j

SWAN .V SIIH.KY «•«. Affimts.

CATiL.

SHUTE,
St.,

>I;t in

Property belonging

Ballast.

-HKNtl A>11 \

Mass. Real Estate Go.

to estate

<•!

( ARVKR.-

Pi lie l.irin. 1 40 acre-, know n a- t lie < a r..u i.mu
1 1-2 miles from village "i; shore r<>;.d. too
trout age on Penobscot Pay
woodlam,. pasturing
and mowing fields, underdrained mi ting
1 oo tons best hay large barn. 4' > by so leet.with

aliotTt

I

246 Washington St., Boston.

;

|

Per Cent
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It'- nn„H .All'll1' HA
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I
suit1.- am .'iiiinn-.iis
:im I :i
\ )
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H
I I I'
/1/ \n r nln \
....

September J4, 1SSM.—:{i»tf

house, smaller barns am' implementExceptionally fine spi mg water. |..,f.ition very
elevated and commanding an extended outlook.
Also point N. P. of the illage. known as Mack's
Point, bo acres, finely timbered woodland, mixed

growth.

Apply

to

CHAS. F. GORDON,
Hank, Sear.sport, .Maine.

Pare National

growing cities.
$2,000,000
Capital paid In. 1,250,000
j Surplus..
100,000
(Invests in Central Real Kstnte in

Authorized

|

Stock offered for sale at $108 per share
t*25
until July 31.
Send to

or

call

at

the office for information.

PILLS

A
Orifinal •iwf Only' Genuine.
•AFC. always reliable,
ladics, ask
Druegist for Chichester a English Dia-J9u\
mond Brand in Krd and Gold metallic\%Hr
|boxes, sealed with blue ribbon. Take Vfly

other. Refuse dangerous substitu- V
)no
tions and imitations. At
or send

4e>
Druggists,
particulars, testimonials and
Ladle*,” in letter, by return
10,000 Testimonials. Name Paper,
^-rOhlehewter Chesnlcai Co.,Ma4laon HqmarOfc
fold by All Local Druggist*.
PUlada. Pa
in stamps Tor
“Belief for

-—»V

AT

House for Sale.

Capital

Oku.\nizki> in 18S.r>.
Raid Dividends of 5 percent, per annum for 4 1-ii
years.
Raid Dividends of 7 per cent, per annum since
July, 1890.
Average Dividend since organization over 0 per
cent per annum.
Surplus at close of last fiscal year, over $100,000.
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I ton these facts,
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DR. WOODBURY'S ANTIDOTE
the

Belfast, Me.

Spoons!
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%
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bristling

M'ra

Place.]
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j

hills are

Souvenir

the

READ,

44 Main ot.,

Fancy spoons!

ouc

274 St. Paul St., Montkeal, Ma ch, 1891.
A young man of 82 years, afftcieu with epilepsy lor over 20 years and a very ban case, having at least 10 to 12 tits daily, after using all
kinds of medicines without benefit, used Pastor
Koenig’s Nerve Tonic with thedesireo effect.

over

christened San Salvador, but took its presThe influence of the (Government on us1 a thriving city.
name
from the magnilicent sheet of! is like that of the
atmosphere around us. | beast and the Indian’s warwhoop have
water in front of it. which Americus YesIts benefits are so silent and unseen that been drowned in the busy hum of voices.
pucius discovered in 1505 and piously call- they are seldom thought of or appreeiat- i The wilderness has been converted into
ed Bahia de Todos os Santos. “Bay of all ed.
We seldom think of the single ele- cities, and the thoroughfares of commerce
'■'.lints.'
It is similar to that of Rio in ment of oxygen in the air we breathe; and have riveted
together the two great oceans
shape and size and lies north and south, yet, let that simple, unseen and unfelt by a chain of railroads unsurpassed by
17 miles long. 27 miles wide and with ail agent be withdrawn, the life-giving cle- any other enterprise in the world's hisaverage depth of forty fathoms.
But, nil- j ment he taken away, and what instant tory. Commerce has been the messenger
like Ri«» bay with its exceedingly narrow ! and appalling changes would take place of
mercy which has cleared the western
entrance,
this has two openings toward in all organic creation.
It may be that w ilderness and populated its plains, t ommerce has opened the doors of America to
tin1 south, one of them ten miles wide.
we are all what we an* in sp.ite of the gen| the oppressed and down-trodden of every
\nd this is not environed by a wall of eral government: although it
may he that land.
Commerce has carried our manuj
lazy peak>. leaning in all directions “out without it we should have been far differ- factures into every clime. Commerce has
the hud of promise to exceed the
blessed
of plumb," lmt there is no land in sight ent from what we are now.
It is true
of the most enterprising genthat there is no equal part of the earth expectation
rising higher than live hundred feet.
ins of the world. The prows of our whiteThe hay has also given its name to the with natural resources superior to ours,
I winged commerce have dashed over every
province, which is •me of the most impor- That portion of the country known as sea. No hidden treasure has heen too
The governtant in Brazil, with an area of 2<H),(KH)
the Southern States, stretching from the intricate for our search.
nient. lias
protected and not robbed
square miles, including many towns, vil- Chesapeake to the l*io (Grande, is fully these
to
the governj
enterprises. Jt. is
lages and rich plantations. Bahia oranges j| equal, if not superior, in its natural capac- ment that we owe our greatness. Withit
could
never
are the best raised in South America, and |
out
America
have heen
to
other
of
the (Globe: but
portion
ity
any
its tobacco is good enough to he made into ! how many ages and centuries passed be- what she is. No kingly crown or despotic
We
chain binds these .Mates together.
cigars and sold in the United States, and in ; fore its capacities were developed to reach ; live and
prosper under a popular form of
it
as
also
! this advanced stage of civilization. The I Government, elected by the people, and it
genuine “Havanas”;
Furope
produces enormous quantities of sugar, | same hills rich in ore. the same great riv- i is hut just and fair to sav that with the
election of either Harrison or < leveland to
Some of the most fa- ers, the same valleys and
cotton and rice.
plains, are as the
I
highest ollice in the gift of the Amerj
mous diamond mines in the world are
they have been since they came from the ican people the interests and enterprises
found in Bahia province—and part of our hand of the Creator.
Uneducated and I ol‘the nation will not be materially changit cannot he, however much one may
business here is to visit them, if practica- i uncivilized man roamed over them, for ed.
hope to see the Republican party remain
ble.
how long no history informs us.
It was in
power, that the vast machinery of deSteaming slowly past the great, palm- I only under our institutions and form of velopments will not he kept in motion
eovered island of Itaparica, we come to government that the natural resources of with the election of either candidate.
John W. K axi:
the tall round light-house, directly oppo- the country have been developed.
This
lilue Hill, July 18, 18112.
site, which marks the southern beginning development is tin* result of the enter[(’apt. Kane shows very conclusively
of the city.
At the foot of the light-house
prise of our people under the operations
that Cleveland’s Administration was unis a fort; and presently we pass another of the government and institutions under
American in two directions, and there is
and another.
Then on an enormous which we have lived. Even our people
much more that might be said on that
boulder,a short distance from shore,is the without the fostering care of a wise govlie represents the party of free
point,
fourth, a huge, circular castle, its top ernment never could have accomplished
trade, free ships and free silver; and the
was
of
sowith
which
what
The
covered
have.
they
completely
guns,
organizations
fact that Great Britain favors his election
built many years ago by the Dutch and ciety have much to do with the developalone to be sufficient to cause his
looks to-day like a great Dutch cheese. ment of the natural resources of any coun- ought
defeat by the votes of the American peoBahia is rich in forts, for several others try or any land.
The institutions of a
Journal.]
and all the
are scattered along the city
people, political and moral, are the re- ple.—Ed.
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Clocks!^®

Fancy

Wool
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Elizabeth. N. .1., March 7, 1891.
Before 1 took Pastor Koenig’s Nerve 'Ionic 1
could not sleep nights and had a numbness of
the legs, arms and sometimes all over the body,
but aKer taking the second oose o
your Nerve
Tonic 1 could bi< ep will, and in three days all
numbness was gone and have not leitK since.
FERE IN AND BRRNN.

back upon the century past we can hut
wonder at the great development of every
resource, mental as well as physical.
The

show her consideration.

monials and get

y^“I>on’t Forget

who suffered from a most
painful nervousness as 1 did. 1 feel like myself
the
ionic.
after
again
taking

voice in the government and the administration of public affairs.
When we look

1

AERMOTORS,
arranged lor pumping and powei ntirposes,
adapted lor all light work requiring from two to
six horse power: also for water supH\ for residences, farms and villages. Call ami see testi-

lEast Side of River, BE

success,

FOB

as

B. KELLEY

velopments. Without the proper administration of the affairs of the nation, what

j

all grocers.

by

-ALSO ALLXT I <)I{-

THE

supply our own army with blankets, important, history can he written from the
and supply American steamships for cardevelopment of its resources*.’ None whatrying the American mails, without paying ever. The historian would find a barren
a foreigner to perform that service.
The field from whieh to draw an interesting
un-American part of Mr. Cleveland' sad- chapter.
ministration is likely to affect the public
No nation or country in tin world is
mind next November, and defeat him.
favored with such political privileges as
England looks on our national election the American people. IN cry man has a

likely
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can

1

POSTAL

SEND

offspring of the Government, the
fruits of t he administration of the people,
A Perfect Success.
VII
which constitutes our form of (divert intent, I The Rev. A. Antoine Refugio, of Texas, writes:
think l'astor Koenig s Nerve Tonic is a perfect
I
the outcome of all these wonderful de-

to

GEO. T. READ,

in Cottolene.

COMFORT POWDER CO.. Hartford. Conn.

far exceeding any other nation
We can look around us and

carcon-

So

always fry

we

DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

ALL

orld.

bids

why

matter.

Lady’s Toilet.

a

I agriculture,

people.

which

recommendation
clinched the
that’s

sec peace and plenty smiling from the 1 ireside of every home in this broad land;
prosperity in all branches of industry—

Rio

Capital

For

errors

in the

cor.-

cooking authority
out and gave it a big

came

druggists.

It insures perfect complexion.
It is the only powder that combines
healing with the ordinary qualities
It removes
of a face powder.
pimples, blackheads, oiliness and
roughness of the skin.
Emii.v Palmkr, Ashwillet, Ct.,
I had skin eruption so
savs:
badly I could not attend entertainComfort Powder has comments.
pletely cured me.”
An'N'ik R. Cook. I,win, Mass.,
says: “Completely removed
pimples from my face.”
Mrs. II. T. McRrF.i., Fayetteville. NT. (’..savs Comf:..'t Powder
relieved her of pimples and blackheads. Xothing can equal it.

lot.

commerce, art, science, and
every department of education, physical
and mental, as well as moral advancement.

were

loth. r's favorite and

AGENT

the experiment; for if it fails, as
rrecce and Italy and in the South

developed

about

tilings
(>pening
to foreign steamship companies for
rying A mcrican mails, and giving the
Two

us

unpleasant odor
cooking, and lastly

lyrSRtc

and defects lids country lias
grown to he a great and powerful nation.
The resources of the country have heen
these

stain.

that

merman

our

Let

found

N. K. FAIRBANKS CO.,
CHICAGO, and
5 Central Wharf, Boston.

prediction

can.

further

y4l)

creative

“a HEALING WONDER.”

in its administrations, and shortcomings of many kinds; hut in spite of

no

were

<

we

1

“richness

no

crlun

ours

errors

black marks against
him and bis record is far above r.-poach.

It is true there

avoid it if

has had

us

of

We

: ..id

pain instantly.
1 ynrml4

and the

us

—

that, unlike lard, Cottolene

25 cents.

it may never be restored to us again.
There are defects in our Government,

where

a

much for

venture the

of

on

attack

luce.

■

Indian Oil
Kickapoo
kills

American republics, and in every other
place wherever liberty is once destroyed,

and stump speakers will lind

good; iiis private life is without

All

1 not

r.:i
c.n

Kickapoo
Indian Sagwa

j

improvement. even here,
ming the nomad Indians, there
-••me

d'o.noo

of simple herbs,
roots, and barks, which asserts its power at once.
No
instance of a failure to cure
kidney troubles has ever been
recorded. It cleanses the blood
and restores vitality. What?

compound

bottle.

did,)

too rich.”

COTTOLENE

Pure B ood, Perfect Health."

a

it often

was

finally tried

We

j

people

lias furnished the

is

so

or SELF •PRESlKV ATT ox. A new and only
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
PHYSICAL
ERRORS of
DEBILITY,
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and all DISEASES
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 800 pages, cloth,
invaluable prescription*.
Only $i.o<j
gilt; 125 double
scaled. Descriptive Prospectby mail,
us with endorsements mpfi crim
of the Press and voluntary LUb L I
testimonials of the cured. ■ ■ ■■■■» ■ NUW,
Consultation in person or by mail. Expert treatment- INVIOLABLE SECRECY and CERTAIN Cf'ir\ /*"-'•<-« Tv. w. IT. p.-rker. or
The Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bullinch St.,
Boston, Ma»tB.
The Peabody Medical Institute has many imitators, but no equal. llcruld.
The Science of Life, or Self Preservation, is a
t^asure more vdua'de than gold.
Krai it now,
every WEAK an 1 N MTtVOT'S man, arid learn to
be STRONG.— Mtdicui liecuic. (Copyrighted.)

people,

used lard

formerly

said it

we

j
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Mure

j

can

folks

family (which

ent

raids

plundering

see

us

rashly try

milch mud to daub either candidate
with.
Tin- public record of Mr. Harrison

candidate,

coffee,

full of the most

and .useful
-till roamed

more

now

Let

occupy the
for the next four years,

fair record, and it is hard to

Like most other

forall such purposes. When
it disagre.d with any ot the

people have been destroyearthly power to bring back

that similar results will not lie

should

Presidency

who

KHOW THYSELF.

D o u g h n u ts, Ve ge tab 1 es, etc.
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eloquence, poetry

world,

who the Amer-

del with an evil eye.
She wants the United
was heard of. 1 States to
adopt her free trade policy, and
For more than two centuries Bahia w as the she does not
expect many favors in that
capital of all the Portuguese possessions I direction from the Republican party, and
in South America, up to the year 17<»:>.
hence favors the election of the Democrawhen tin1 Brazilian government transferred ! tic
as the one most
to

south, Yellegagnon,
Janeiro, (founded in 1555),

Its rich

wholly unimproved.
■iapted to sugar cane and

thousand miles far-

the!

This is the portion of l»ratioal discovered. and where the

nro.
1

a

see

Saratoga Chips, Eggs,

cur

$1.00

Vitality!

Our Meat, Fish, Oysters,

a

which have done

\er\

fourth

un-

House

politicaiis

A<

days' voyage, in order to witness
nun and rice, instead of coffee,
the approach to Bahia, —the oldest city in
agues beyond the disembogueSouth America,—-Brazil’s second city in
lie Parahiba, we find ourselves
size,though not in commercial importance.
use along the shore of classic
It was founded 5iv> years ago, and was of
the great Kspirito Santo (Holy
considerable
before the little

i''

.1

ith ferocious beasts and

moinioiis

extensive

may hope
desire

peopb*

to

both candidates fm the

feet actually beneath those
\iewed from a ship's deck,

pilgrimage,for the

.loFKNAI.. NoW
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Strength!
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our?

Cottolege.”

rem-

and song.
The same may be said of Italy.
Where
is Koine, once the mistress of the world?
There are the same seven hills, the same

honest, ballot, and honest

an

bis lout yea is*

were our

jungles

comparatively

quite

commerce

for deal h's i»«• n imiant

the tale of the Palmer’s

Salvador, it appears to be
]»rogressi\e place than San-

ie
s

n

ElUTOli

wo

White

make the shop1 appear like an enchanted
land, we would probably not live to tell

salt

1

Is rough | oii

palms that,

enough to view t lie litit h its well-pa ed st eet > am 1
!*• easas shaded by mango trees.
world knows

of

claim the suffrages of the Ameripeople, we must soon expect to hear

ican

palm

!

is

■

or

to

count,

Think not to win a la-aven oj n si and giory
li thou -halt reach its gates without thy

tin*!

remely

ext

iio t

balm,

;

tjie

as

(Plains of

Icaxe.'.

1 .oim:

THK

Then, with

within

and llaby 1 on: of date bearing paints in the
oasis <»t Africa.and similar varieties shad-

e

twenty

at

no

this disease the

cure

frv

must penetrate the entire

v

the germ of life and vitality to kindle
them there any more in that ancient land

of the beginning of the campaign, and the
victory will be looked for next November.

I’arahiha rushes to he

'let:

1

T<>

e

uianag-

rounding region, known

as

ed, there is

“We always

Dull

Science has discovered nothing that will do this,
but Nature has given us a

from which their great
sprang, and when once the

developments

—

system.

resource

instit nt ions of

that the two parties have held their conventions and selected their standard bear-

Others furnish him with

this point the
The
sea
and I ing the ruins of ancient Kgypt.
w<>ids ot an old hymn ran in our minds
ai iis into ir. ha\ ing business to
.i San sal \ad'ii.
nourishing v ii- 1 < >!. 'aiming s.'i.i 1 hat n ad-m well this story,
a

ment, the

importune you to buy feather lloweis
manufactured by the nuns, hand ma le

sight of an endless variety of those tropical ^nonarehs, w
thought of the fascinating lands of the
Orient- of Palmyra, "the city of palms”:
of Klim, the "city «»f palms” and of Persia

and clinging t<* projections of
seiied two days later 1 »\ a passNot far

here

great bassoon-like musical instruused in Indian "devil worship” are

Sailing

kemselves by crawling up the
'••■ipice out d' reach of the dasli-

■

for food,

It

seen.

palanquin is as common
Hong Kongoi Calcutta. Other

for the sedan

not.

instant: and

an

serves

were

They want to carry you up
a eadiera (curtained
chair)

hill in

the

made from the stems of young palms.
wax for candles,

vessel,

kindling wood

riu

ments

Von remember how the
hound

mu uim

of services.

of the Jam assn,
lie gets
substitute for salt,

The

led

11-

To

edy

lace, living snakes and tanned skins of
produces a
cylinder for squeezing mandivia-pulp dead ones, monkeys, parrots, fruits; and soil, the same resources. Nature is the
from another whose wood resists the ac- the instant your luggage is released from same.
lint what a ruin of human greattion of the poison juice for a long time. the Alfandega, an ebony Hercules, who ness meets the eyes of the traveller
The enormous spathes of the maximiliuna was brought over from Minas in slavery throughout the length and breadth of that
rcyia are used by liunters to cook meat in, days, swings your iron bound Saratoga on down-trodden land. Why have not the
as with water inside they
stand lire as top of bis woolly pate as lightly as if it
people of that heaven-favored clime the
well as iron.
Arrows are made from the was a feather’s weight and trots with it, spirit that animated their fathers?
Why
spinous processes of the I'utmia palm, and griuningly, up the steep street to the this sad difference? It is the distraction of
a
mile
from
the
landing.
lances and heavy harpoons from the hotel half
their institutions that has caused their
Faxxik 1>. Waj:i>.
The long blow pipe,
Friatea
utri'Oxu.
ruin, and if we in an evil hour rashly pull
down and destroy the institutions which
through which he sends poisoned arrows
A Sea Captain on the Political Situato bring down birds, peccaries, tapirs,
the patriotic hand of our fathers labored
tion.
etc., is furnished by the Scfiiiiru palm.
so long and so hard to build
up, and

find ourselves

we

ape Frio, of school
i<• 11 in those days wo

of the

ever

Troubles.

pain in the back and
region of the kidneys, uneasiness, shooting pains aiong the spine, fever, preceded by rigor, costiveness, languor,etc.

Symptoms.

mind, from the eradle to the gray
haired sire, has ceased t«* beat. These arc
but the fruits of t licit form of govern-

his

tin- Serra dos Orgoas, which
.1 rued to love like human friends.
mi dim and dimmer and finally
<

spathes

burning the little

un-

peaks

poison

feather ornaments

harvests of fruit that

••lover <•!

colossal
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that all ilahia is highly “colored.”
Dozens of Negroes oiler yon all manner
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town and the center of its business activity, and are besieged by swarms of the
at

step

in adorning his head is made from
the hard wood of a palm, and his tish
he

vessel.
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1

\genless air. we determined to
t«> 1 labia
another Brazilian
ne thousand miles north from
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SHEEPMEN everywhere are using Cooper
Dip.
Positively genuine ami elleetive.
“Cooper Dip is worth its weight in gold.” [C.
\V. Hilton, Anson, Me.
One 50 cent package enough for 2o sheep.
Circular and guide to dipping, free. Send for one.
3inl8*

Agent,

ROSS 0. HIGGINS,
P. 0. Thorndike, Maine.
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real

estate
as

on

Bridge

street,

in

Belfast

WILLIAM O. ALDEN property
THEknown of the
with ell
the

consisting

large

two

story house,

and barn, with good orchard and garden grounds
This property is well located and in good eondi
tion for a boarding house, and will be sold at a
reasonable figure. If desired, one-half the purchase money can remain on mortgage a reasonable
time. For terms, apply to
ROBERT E. or WM. O. ALDEN, Portland,
or at Belfast Savihos Bank.
Belfast, .June 15, 1891.—2fttf

Estate of the late HARK ISO X
.MAHONEY, on Northport AveHelfast, consisting of house,
1., carriage house, barn, and one
half acre of land.
The buildings are all in first-class condition. The location is
upon the finest avenue in the city, ami commands
an entire
iew of Helfast bay. The estate will be
sold for cash, or half cash, and balance, with
mortgage at low rate of interest, for a term of
years. Apply at house.
MRS. SARAH S. .MAHONEY,
Or E. H. MAHONEY. Admr.,
1st J
li(5 Cross St., Host on, Mass.
nue.
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Harvard, 1V7H.
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175 TreHoat Street. Boston.
I References given.
(B__ J for
Send
Pamphlet, j Consultations free.
Office Hours:
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Piljh I III II
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cepted until Oct. 1st.
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OI K GEORGE GOES TO THE RANGELEYS.

BELFAST, THERSDAY, JI'EY 23, 1892.
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EVKKY

Republican

TIU KSDAY

MORNING

ween Phillips and Rangeley is a great
lumbering district. There is a camp at one
station called Reddington Mills, entirely
composed of lumbermen. I should think
there were twenty bouses, some of them
large boarding bouses. There is a large
steam mill in operation, and the way it is
chewing up the lumber will have a tendency

Bet

BY THE

Journal Pub. Co.
j

CHARLES A. PILSBUUY

Hl'SSELL G. DYEK.LOCAL Editok.

HEP PELICAN

clear some farms in the near future. The
lumber is either spruce or hemlock, very litBefore we reached
tle pine being visible.
Rangeley the ears pulled up, and a woman
jumped aboard. When 1 first caught sight-of
her, she looked like a cross between a woman's lighter and the Salvation Army. She
was dressed in a dark blue blouse, with her

to
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FOR PRESIDENT,
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HARRISON,

OF INDIANA.
FOR VICK PRESIDENT,

REID,

boots.
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Kor

some

CLEAVES.

Presidential
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4S minutes.
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Troy..

jWali'lo.
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interport.

was

look-

4
2
r.

J’oral.as

a

4 1-”

oz.

Strictly speaking,
were

“no

Hies”

T cannot say

her, for they
were wound about her cap, and I'll venture
the assertion that the fellow who puts his
arm around her, will get a fish hook stuck in
bis Huger.
Miss Crosby knows everybody
about Rangeley—all the guides, all the
hotels, and all the “regulars,” who come
there: and we were under many obligations
to her for favors received at her hands.
M iss Crosby's nom de plume is “Fly Rod,"
over which name
she furnishes sporting
news to the Phillips Phonograph. She takes

that there

The Republicans of Waldo County will meet in
■invention at the Court House in Belfast, Saturtlav. August t;. IS1.*2, at lo o'clock in the forenoon,
lor the purpose of nominating candidates for the
followingottic.es, viz.: Senator. Sheriff, .Judge of
Probate. Register of Probate. County Attorney,
County Treasurer and County Commissioner.
Tlu- basis of representation will be as follows:
Ka-eli town will be entitled to one delegate, and
.in additional
delegate for each fifty votes, or
.fraction of twenty-five or m< re. ea.-t for Governor
TJurlcigh at tlie election of lsss. This basis entitles tiie several town', to delegates as follows,
v iz:
Belfast.
jMorrill. 2
Jtelmont.
Northport.H
3trunks
Palermo.;t
.Burnham.
Prospect. 2
.'Frankfort
Searsmont.4
Sears port
<;
Freedom.
j
iStoekton Springs. 4
JsleslK.ro.
.laekson.
|S\vamille.
Kno\
jTliorinlike. ;;

•.

She

rod. She lays claim to
the champion fly catch on record, 54 trout in

EEPUBLICAN COUNTY CONVENTION

11’n it v.

half day's fishing.

pairs, with

For Kepresenlailves to Congress,
Sccomi District. Nki.son Dinoi.fa.o1 Eewiston.
Third District— S. E. Mii.i.ikfn, of Belfast.
Fourth District..C. A. It*ttelli:, .if Bangor.

J.il.erry.

a

strung about 40 as handwould care to see, the re-

were

as one

ing for Dr. I.apham, and on finding him, introduced herself as Miss “Connie” Croshy.
of Farmington, and informed him that the
Later on when
tisli were for our breakfast.
we came to know her. we found Miss Crosby
a most genial and pleasant lady, an anient
rly fisherman and a sportsman from way
hack. Of this catch, she had taken three

THOMAS \\ H\ HE. ..1 Bath.
\MEEE\M .M NASH, .»l ( hcrrvtield.
First District.. E. M < d»i> a i.i
.1 Sanford.
Set.-mi District. .M.
Wrog r.w.>• >i>. of Eewiston.
Third District ...A. \Y. MTi ofs. of Skowhegan.
Fourth District.. Roonrv < Rfn.nj y. of .Monson.

J.ineoliiville.
31 onroe.
m
n«

which
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trout

sult of

Kleetors.

1 OR Kl. ROTORS

a

polr.

FOR GOVERNOR.

B.

fitted her “too much.” In one hand
rly rod, and in the other she had a

which

OF NEW YORK.

HENRY

up to the top of a heavy pair of
On b'-r bead was a man’s helmet hat,

looped

dress

WHITELAW

on

great pride in exhibiting a beautiful gold
watch, a gift from her friends, on the ease of
which is engraved a trout, just as he has
swallowed a Hy. His countenance would
lead one to believe that be had swallowed a
bumblebee. She also lias a hundred dollar
fishing kit, including a Wheeler (of Farmington) 4 1-” oz. rod, a Hue reel and a book
of Hies.
When Miss Crosby was in repose,
and not skirmishing for trout, she resembled
any other lady, but when she gets on her

pennyroyal

paint to keep off the mosquitoes and her fishing rig. I feel obliged to
assert that she is a daisy from way up the

■»u n r
Tin
citmnii: tee will he in session at the
‘inrt Hnu>e f'
-me Innn piv\ ions t«> the meeting
d th" •• i;v«■ 111i«ni lor the purpose of receiving
mieut i;i!- iif delegates.
Per order of Chairman
Wai.im> <
Ur.n in.n AN ( "MMn l-1-:.

war

arrived at Ilangeley in season for a
late tea.
Our headquarters were at the
Lake House, and Landlord Marble provided
ib with a meal that went right to the
spot,
and settled up ail outstanding indebtedness
due our stomachs.
Fried trout and field
strawberries don’t have to doff their hats to
anything else on a hill of fare, and we had
We

consolation to know that hoi
her has been in Maine t In nierir\ rangi-i still higher in otlier
parts of
<>t‘ the * '.i.ntrv.
ii

a-

,s

some

the

eat

Boston

Beeonl:

Americans,

one

and

iii. do love

a man of pluck, and the
way
Frick met the anarchist Berg>aturda\ thrilled everybody, lie isa

ihat 11.
niii

of

ma.

the

them to

(

iron nerve.and in the end

countr\

as a

wliole will

jiulginents it has made
policy, in general.

on

we

reverse

our

heart's content.

Ilangeley

is

a

small lumbering town at the head of the
lake. I shall not forget this little village
for some time, not till the new skin grows
«>ii my shins.
This is the way it happened.
After tea my better seven-eighths suggested
that we take a little walk. It was a trifle
dark, ami I was not acquainted with the pitfalls and snares that beset tin* stranger. We

fancy
some

his business

We must look this year to Nova Scotia.
Maine and California for apples.
In the
great apple licit of western New York,the
prospect of the crop is discouraging, and
it is said that the situation is still worse in
Missouri. Kansas, Arkansas, Ohio and
Michigan. | Boston Journal.
Judging from the reports that reach us

were

proceeding

brisk pace,
in contact
darkness 1
sault, thus

down a street at a rather
when suddenly my shins came
with something, and into the

went, turning
triple
heating all previous records by
1 lauded all o\er myself in no
one turn.
particular place or township. When my
Maine will not contribute very largely to
wife feels very badly, or is greatly
depressthe apple supply, hut those who do have ed, she
always laughs, and she must have
apples to sell will be likely to get good had a great sorrow come over her about the
moment I was making my revolutions. She
prices.
'Hie

anti-compulsory pilotage lull,

a

somer-

did not tell me what her trouble was, but I
satisfied it must have been something

am

which

terrible.

pa>-cd by the Senate through the exon ion- -»f Senator Frye, has been defeated
in rhe* House, the Democratic majority of
the* M in' ittce on Commerce refusing to
"as

collided

Investigation proved that 1
with a cart pole, that was run

into the street.
nn*

it has

time I

report *he measure. < Mir shipmasters and
owners, thanks to the Democratic
party,

II it

lunl
out

had been waiting for
:rs purpose.
Everv

accomplished

see a

cart

tongue for the next sixty
I shall think

years my shins will ache and
>1 Ilangeley.

thereiore pay for services not needed. and the pilot monopoly will continue
inusr

To

n»l» Tin-in of

a

Tuesday morning w.- took a small steamer
at Kaugeley and went to the foot, of tile lake,
large percentage of their where a carry of ;i mile and a half brought
u>

l ire Boston Herald advocates the marketing of lish alive from a tank, arguing
that much of the flavor of fish is lost if
not cooked and served soon after
killing.
This is now done in some sections, and in
the

of lobsters, crabs and other shell
On the Potomac river and Chesa-

case

fish.

peake Bay the sheepshead, a large fish, is
marketed alive. As the fisherman catches
his fish he attaches a small line to the
honey part of the mouth and ties the
<»rher end to his boat. In marketing them
he hauls in the line and shows the fish,
usually selling the lot at so much a head.
are passed over to the
buyer. who makes them fast to a pier, and

Then the lines

when he wants

a fish for dinner he hauls
in and has it dressed and cooked.
In
the Southern cities people buy their poul-

one

try alive,

on

the hoof

as

it were.

\\. Bates, late commissioner of navigation, contributes an able article to the

to

a

hotel with

-July number of the Republican Magazine, Mr. Dickson and a friend and mounted just
showing the ruinous principle involved in as they appeared when shot. They were
a resort to free
ships as a means of build- huge birds and as they swing, moved by the
ing up our foreign commerce in American
bottoms.
The closing paragraph of the
article is in itself sufficient argument for
still continuing to protect the American

ship

in tiic coastwise trade, and still fur-

ther protecting those
Bates says:

foreign bound.

built a series of dams and so raised the waters
the lakes, that at the time we were
there they were eleven feet higher than at
low stages. I learned another thing, too, !
Miss Ella Fogg, of Brooks, and a Miss Ice1 have often heard the expression of someland, of Mass., stopped over here one day
body “owning the earth,” but I never real- last week to see the sights and then took the
ized the truth of it till I came here. Where- steamer for the river towns.

of

ever

you go

on

Moosluckmeguntic or Cup-

the
as

far

Mr.

W hat is a “free ship" proposition to
the people of the I'uited States? It is the
abandonment of the sea, and nothing else.
There is folly in every feature of it. There
is treason and surrender on the face of it.
To quit building ships ourselves and buy
from tlie British flag, is to go under that
flag on our ocean domain. It is to repudiate our own Hag every time a
ship is
launched for use in our trade.
Having
To go to Canada or Great Britain to see
the launch of an American (?) ship or
steamer—how does tlxat sound? Is there
any true sound or sense in it? Ask the
shades of Washington, Jefferson, Madison. Hamilton or Franklin.
Why, Jefferson Davis, and his
compeers of secession
memory, never put their hands on the
American ship in the domestic trade.
They cut off subsidies in the foreign
trade; they could have passed J “free
ship” bill; tliey could have opened the
coasting trade to Great Biitain; but they
were too American to stoop so low in
party measures. A decent self-respect,
pride in the land of their birth, in the
time of bitterest politics, kept the hands
of Southern statesmen off the
shipyards
of the North. Strange it is that it should
be left to the present time of sectional
peace, for pygmies to strike the blow1
1
that giants scorned to deliver.

1

of

any
and

man

plant

a

amp and
And 1 was tohl

that all this

bill, to what these

was

but

same men own

in

an

occupied Express Messenger Rich’s cottage
at Temple Heights, returned home Saturday.

ant

Religious services were held in the grove
Sunday forenoon,preaching by Re\ Mr.
Hogue, the pastor at Brown’s Corner. Singing and prayer service in the Bangor chapel
in the evening.

Aroos-

last

Somebody must have taken them up
'• *111*>
a
high mountain, and asked them to
fall down and worship him, and they must
have fallen, too, T should judge by the result.
There is not an Indian in this region. The
took.

Mr.

last one, old Metallue, died years ago, blind
All the guides here are whites.
All that is
left to remind one of the pour Indian is the
names of everything, and some Indian corn,
but there is not a corned Indian; not one.
Whatever possessed so lazy a thing as an
Indian to invent

su

h

a

string

of

will

sausage-

remain here for two weeks.

announced,

from the fact that the auditorium will not
he erected as was expected. The
building
will go up this fall and be ready for next sea-

Re-organization of the Dana SarsapaCo.

Messrs. George A. Bruce, Charles A. West.
James E. Whitney, William H. Hill, BerMr. C. H. Haskell, editor of the Pittsfield
nard Jenney, Albert C. Tufts, Edward
Advertisin', has leased Clear View cottage,
Glines. Charles H. Mersey and William A. at South Shore, and Messrs. Decker and BilWhitney, of Boston, of the new stock hold- ker. of Clinton, with their families have
ers of the Dana Sarsaparilla Company met
leased Poplar cottage. These cottages bein Belfast Wednesday for the purpose of
long to Mr. George FT. Brackett, of Belfast.
re-organizing the company.
Guests at White Rock Cottage: Mr. and
Charles Baker, president of the old com- Mrs. George W. Gorham,
Bangor: Mr. C. V.
pany, called the meeting to order, when the
Mart felt, Dorchester, Mass.; Miss Rosie M.
was
turned
over
to
the
new
corporation
| Reynolds, North Vassalboro, Me.: Mrs. Adstockholders. The following were elected die Sherman and son
Rudolph, Lynn, Mass.:
directors:
George A. Bruce. Charles A. Mrs S. T. Woodward, Lynn. Mass.
West. James E. Whitney. William 11. Mill
The convention of the Penobscot
County
and George L. Lovett: George A. Bruce was Union of
tin* Christian Endeavor AssonaI
elected president. A treasurer will he electtion will be held here Thursday, July ‘js-di.
ed in Boston, with an assistant treasurer in | An excursion will
leave Bangor on the s in
Belfast. Mr. E. F Hanson will be loca. a.
m., train, and will leave Northport after
manager.
The even; ng sir vires ic. steamer and s]*eoia!
The capital stork has beet: fixed at s.'oo,train.
ooo. s-jnn.oun ,.f which will he preferred stork
Monda\ morning was the hottest. V..ur
with a guaranteed interest of in per cent.
was up and dressed before sunr.se,
The business will be continued in Belfast, reporter
ami fouml that the thermometer at 4 a. m.
and all the present force will be retained.
At noon the mercury
registered just 7-'
Among the assets w hich the old company stood at
:>4
and at 4 p. m.. it was at S7
turned over are S‘.Ht,O0n in cash in the Bel- |
Sunday night must have been the wan test
fast National Bank, of this amount >7.“,000
in this section for many years.
will be divided among the stockholders, the
balance being held here to meet local deMr. James Q. A. Ford, of Philadelphia,
mands.
Pa., and E. S. Gorham and his daughter,
A new power house, boilers and a
large Mrs. Lane, were at the big hotel Sunday.and
the following named Belfast parties were alstore bouse will be at once erected, and
son.

j

j

for next season's business. The new
management, recognizing the
ability of Mr. Hanson, will allow him to
manage the business as heretofore. Belfast
will derive as much benefit as under the old
management.
This is the largest deal ever transacted in
a local business in Belfast.
The old stockholders have reaped immense profits, and

preparations

there is

made

no reason

will

he

to

doubt but that the

new

equally successful. What
other town in Maine can produce a business
which in three years has paid its stockholdconcern

as

1

per cent, on the original investment .’ This is just what the Dana
Company

ers

has done.

Among the directors is William If. H1 iI,
general manager of the Boston & Bangor
Steamship Company
All the gentlemen returned L
Boston
Wednesday except Mr. James E Whitney,
who has gone To Northport To
stop a seas >n
with his brother. Mr. William A. Whitnev
The
TIm*

4th

Horse

animal

Breeders.

Waldo X.

H.

registered. G. W Varney, B. F. Wells,
Jr., W. F. Hall, Mrs. B. F. Wells. Miss Hattie Cooleii, F. H. Colley and others.

so

"How to Get to Northport by Railroad,"
the title of a neat little folder sent, out by
the Maine Central to direct their patrons
who wish to go to that charming summer
resort.
L. T. Roothby, of Wateredle, wiio
is an enthusiastic resident of Northport during the summer, is the man who planned
the scheme of getting out this timetable.

of

Poston,
the hill.

on

arc

occupying

Mr. L. 11. 11amien.
Of Augusta. Me., says: “1 do not remember
when I began to take Hood's Sarsaparilla; it
was several years ago. and 1 have found it does
i good in my declining years.
me a great deal

though

not

former

seasons.

so

sons were on

largely patronized

to

est

w

Years

Hood’s

-.te, my bowels, stimulates mv appetite.
"a
: help* me to nIh-|» well.
1
it a
-para!ion ever was made so well <i;i: -d to
1,. I'. 11' II.I N.
t i* wants of ol«l people.’’
!•:ii*.i Street, Augusta, Me., Sept. 2d. lsnl.
g

HOOD’S Pills
safe and

efficient

are

a

cathartic.

JEWELERS.

mild. gentle, painless,
Always reliable.

Watches,

|

the excursion and their

Silverware,

as,

CASTINE, MAINE.

anything

Fall
A

Term
of

Begins

August

till,

Spectacles,

1

years eutitle**. to State diploma
Tuition free, flood hoard in eluhs. imdudiim vcr.r
of

course

two

'Finest Watch Work Done F

expense of rooki ng. wood.etc., less than
week. For catalogue, or particulars, ad-

room,

$-.50

a

dress

ALBERT F.

Castine,

duly _T>.

High Street,

RICHARDSON, Principal.

is;ij.

gwdo

LIVE

MRS. SARAH F. HEADER,
METAPHYSICIAN,

Belfast

MEN

I’an make lu_; pay selling
1

NURSElt Y

Lynn, Mass., will he in Belfast for a short
time, and will receive patients at the parlors
of Mrs. ('has. T. Lilmore, No.
High street,
corner of Pearl.
All diseases treated without
medicines, office hours, 1* a. M.toli r, m.
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praise.

Rev. <i. K. Tufts
The

in

the

Old

many

v

ery

friends. Mr. Tufts arrived at Olasg>w
1 iis letter was written while

July 10, but

steaming up the Irish
In a private letter
says he is

jump f

Dm

hav

ing

a

morning

ited and lum p' d
llrure

$10,000 Worth of Furniturt

roast.
to a

tine

friend Mr. Tufts

time

until

and is

evening.

on

She

Hr vis-

Ay r in the m u>c where
born, and also walked
across the old stone bridge over which Tam
O'Shanter rode. He took a sail on Loch
Loni'Uid. and visited Ren I.-mnmd and the
battlefields of Rami'" '. burn and of William
Wallace. At Stirling Mr. Tufts visited the
•id castle where Mary Rhieen of Sc.tr> t »"k
refuge. Mr. Tufts is greatly interested ;n
historical matters, and visiting such scenes
affords him much pleasure. He thinks that
Robert

FOR SALE CHEAP,

World.

interesting letter from Rev. Gem
E. Tufts, printed on the second page of today’s issue, will he read with interest by Ins

R. H. COOMBS £ SON,

at

was

The

Popular

is, in some respects, the finest city
visited.
Mr. Tufts is now on the Continent.
He
will visit London Aug. lb to remain two
weeks and will start for home Sept. lath.
ever

Augusta’s

New

Furnishers

ainttliet it E AI‘l 1we st i. i:
The ,M< >UE we sell the cheapvi we can srii
AN sell.
This is the secret „f
LARGE 1M LEASE of sales within
two years.
01"1! sales have MOKE THAN Dol'BLEI). ami we are w
When you want
In H ill.E Til EM \i. V! N

Anything
trade with us and
we are situated sn

Postmaster.

we
we

in the Furniture Line

will («I'A UA NTKh t> satisfy y.»u in IJl'ALlTY and
( AN and \\ ILL beat all r-unpetition in
7■<

R. H. COOMBS «£ SON.

is

An Associated Press dispatch re< *-;- cd at
Augusta Saturday afternoon, ann um mg
that President Harrison had nominated
Walter 1>. Stinson postmaster at Augusta,
afforded considerable surprise as it was not
generally known that there was any vacancy,
or was to be, in the office.
Mr. Stinson said
he knew nothing about it he had not received notice of his nomination. Mr. Manley,

House

we <

Edinburg

he

TOR SALE IB Y THE AGERT':

Sarsaparilla

as on sonic

pronounced equal,if not superior,
of the kind ever here before.
The band gave an e.\< client conceit from
the hotel veranda after dinner. Tin- hot-1
on this occasion furnished dinner to about
‘J<H> persons, all told. Many of the excursionists brought their lunches. There was
a cool breeze when the boat, started on her
return, and the trip must have been highly
enjoyed. A large crowd of spectators assembled to hear the music and the scene
was brilliant.
The party was an exceedingly well-dressed one, and behaved with the
utmost propriety, as becomes refined people. The Winterport Band was an agreeable surprise to most people who heard it
for the first time, and it received the warmmusic

91

am

2 months and 2d day- old. and my health i* p-rj.-.-tiy good. 1 have m- a.ehes or pains about me.

their

Between fiOO and lioo perhoard. The Winterport brass

accompanied

band

tSAFETYBICYLES

<

I

Thk I*i<; Lxcihsion. The annual steamboat excursion from Bangor and the river
towns to North port took place Monday on
the steamer Katahdin, and proved a success,

(’has. F. Bennett and Miss Alice East-

Mr. P. J. Haley, of Waterville, has leased
the bowling alley on tbe South Shore of the
Harriinan Bros., and will conduct it this

family,

cottage

Ricker, of Boston, arrived oil the
steamer Katahdin Sunday. They arc the
guests of Mrs. Candage. on Maple street, and

me.

rilla

How

man

Just imagine Mrs.
puzzles
season.
Lo going to the door of her wigwam, and
Mr. M. C. Hill, superintendent of the
j
yelling out, “Mollychunkamunk. Weloken- Northport
Camp (.round, and wife were in
nebacook, Magalloway and Aziseohos come [ the city Saturday, Mr. Hill coming here on
a
business trip. [Bangor Whig.
home to dinner, or I'll send Parameheiiee to
tell your father, and he’ll switch you!”
The Chaur.aiuiuans will not hold a fall sesOi'K George.
sion at Northport, as previously
like names,

ami family of Boston are occupying
their line cottage south of the Howes cottage.
Last week Mr. R. made some tine displays
of fireworks, and
Saturday night two
schooners anchored off responded with their
patent foghorns. Dwellers along the shore
looted their horns, and rowing parties swelled the chorus... Mr. and Mrs. \\\ ('. Crawford arc at the Crawford cottage, and the
erts

Mr. Alonzo Emery and wife, Miss Rackliffe, and Mr. Woodman, who for two weeks

Hag Jude on. Every hotel,every
every cottage is on leased land.

to

I

The craft makes about eight miles an hour.
Probably a floating stage or wharf will be
built for next season... .Dr. G. P. Lombard
and family are at Bircliwood for the season.
...Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H. Howes have been
spending a week at Hazelbank... .Mr. Rob-

Miss Myra Hayden and Mrs. F. B. Stover,
Waterville, are guests of Mr. and Mis. L.
T. Boothl»y. Mrs. Adams and friends, also
from Waterville, are at the Crowd cottage.

as the eye can reach in
direction are forests, every tree of which,
the ground they grow upon, is owned by
Coe and Pingree, one or both, and they will
not sell land enough for love or money for a

suptic Lakes,

trotting meeting <»f the
B. Association comes off in
this city August 24th and 25th. The third
and final payment <>f entry fee in colt and
trotting stakes will he due and payable Auto
Frederick
S.
longs
.Dickson, of Philadel- gust 1, with which payments all colts must
phia, and being a wealthy man, and there- be named, with sex, color, and name of sire
fore able to do as he likes, he courageously
and dam. These payments then due are:
named it Manescootuk Island, which means
Stake No. 1, yearlings, #2.50; No. 2, two
trout place. On the highest part of the isyear olds, #3.50: No. 3, three year olds. #5;
land. a few minutes walk from the landing, ! No.
4, four year olds, #7.50; No. 5, three
lie has built him a house which is unique in 1 minute
class, #4: No. <>, 2.45 class, #4.50. In
design, pretty to the eye, comfortable for addition to the foregoing stakes the Associathe occupants and expensively furnished. I
tion offers a purse of #200 for a 2.30 class.
think this covers the whole ground. Through
Entries close August 15. Make entries to
personal acquaintance of Miss Crosby, we the Secretary at Belfast.
Arrangements will
were invited to call, and were met at the
probably be made for a running race, etc.,
hv
Mr.
Dickson
and
his
wife
and
landing
during the second day.
shown over the establishment. Entering the
This ensures eight races for the two days
house we found ourselves in a large square
and the stake entries assure a good held, as
room whose ceiling was the roof of the
ninety per cent, of them made second payhouse, which was two stories high. A flight
ment. A special meeting of the association
of winding stairs led the wav to the upper
is called for Aug. 3d to consider the question
room
Below, all the rooms opened from this of
reducing the membership fee, and the
main room which contained a huge fireplace
Executive Committee meet the same day to
and was furnished as only a room can be
arrange program, etc., for the August meetwhen the owner has only to gratify his taste.
ing.
from
the
aboutone
third
Suspended
ceiling
Fisli and Fishing.
the way down were two wild swans shot by
the hob-tailed name of
Mooselookinegiintir House. T\vo miles down
the lake from Kangeley is an island, containing about twenty-five acres. This be-

<ea nungs.

Northport Camp Ground and Vicinity. I very handsome and with its verandah boxes
filled with flowers in bloom, and other
Mr. Albert Robinson, of St. George, Me., :
adornments, it is a very pleasant sight.
and recently from college, is engaged as
Improvements are constantly in progress.
bead-waiter for the season at the Northport A walk to the
shore, with steps descending
Hotel.
to the beach and a bathing house, are now in
Mrs. D. Hodgdon and daughters Adelle and course of construction. Moored off is the
Fannie, from New Haven, Conn., with Mrs. elegant little naptha launch lately received
E. R. Campbell and daughter Marion, are at
from New York. The machinery is all enLittle River Cottage.
closed and there is no smoke or smoke stack.

Mooseluekmeguntic,Cupsuptic, Mollychunkamuiik, Welokennebacook and Umbagog,
finally empty into the Androscoggin River,
and these waters are controlled by the water
power company at Lewiston, which is able
to so control the flow as to give them a good
supply throughout the year. They have

TJNDE5RTAKLIISTG.
In this department i<t our business on; reputation be Bext Worlt
We are always
Prioess is too well known to need mentioning.
reliable, and our stock of CASKETS, ROBES and BI
GOODS is always i-unph-te.
■

I

.u

ost

Pole ani> Flag Raising.
Mr. Melvin
Bhi
Tibbetts, contractor and builder, recently :
bought the “Davis Wigwam" Un ted near
the head uf Main street on a prominent cur- : who with his wife returned from Small Point
R. H. COOMBS df S ON
in the afternoon, was seen and gave the
ner and last Saturday evening made the
spot j
Kennebec
Journal
the
TO A T* J Main Streel, Bfllnst.
his
more conspicuous by raising a handsome i
following copy
pile nearly 110 feet long for a dag start' and letter of resignation:
r. S. POSTMASTFK. AUGUSTA
<
weather vane. The pole is sprue *, selected
Kfn.vfbkc (.'oi'my, Statk <>f Maim;.
by Mr. Frank K. Prescott near Pitcher’s
\
July jo. Iso-j.
P'ind, an.J is remarkably straight and hand- ! Hon. 1»fn-iamin Hakujson. President of the
United States. Washington. I). U.
somely
tajiered. A crowd gathcied around
!
I to witness the elevation and when the stars
Sin—Having ac-,i the position of member of the executive committee of the nationand stripes were hoisted upon it ’hree hear- i
al Pepublican committe.*, and desiring to
cheers were given. Following was an devote tile time exclusive!'. lo the duties of
1 t>
this position, I respectfuliy tender my resigahundanee of cool lemonade and a
display nation
as postmaster of this eity.
of fireworks.
In surrendering the trust eon tided to me.
I feel deeply grateful for the approval of my
The North port Pleasure Club, formed for
official work which my superior officers have
tlie purpose of mutual pleasure and to per- s..
generously accorded me.
tor toe SUMMER TRADE.
Now
1 am with great respect,
petuate acquaintances, et«'., was formed SatYour obedient servant.
urday with the following officers: ExecuJoseph H Manley.
(Signed)
tive Committee, Harry M. Prentiss, Belfast:
and Best Line of
—I have the
Edwin B. Lord, Stillwater: K. Harry Bisin
Ileal
Estate.
Transfers
F.
H.
bee, Waltham, Mass.;
Randlett, of
Pittsfield: R. E. Horn, Stillwater: PresiThe following are the transfers in real esde! t, Harry M. Prentiss. Belfast; Vice
Presidents, K. Harry Bissbee, of Waltham, tate, in Waldo county, for the week ending
Mass.; D. H. Randlett, of Pittsfield: R. E. July 2t>: Cordelia Bralev, Troy, to InhabiHorn, of Stillwater; Miss E. Whiting, of tants of Troy. Same to Chester O. Gerry, -THAT CAN' BP: HAD IV THE CITY AT A GOOD DISCO' V
Bangor; Mrs. S. F. Voce, of Madison; Miss same town. A. H. Bradbury et al., Belfast,
to I<la A. Mahoney, same town.
Callie DolA. Laidlaw, of Anson; Secretary, Edwin B.
Lord; Treasurer, Miss Elizabeth Pickard, of loff, Belfast, to Nellie A Luce, same town
a
Bangor. The club starts out with promise Ephraim L. Emerson, Searsport, to S A.
Rendell,Stockton Springs. Chester O. Gerry,
of a pleasant future. Applications for memTroy, to Inhabitants of Troy. Chester Hiibership may be made to any of the officers.
man et als., Troy, to Chester O. Gerry, same
a
What came near being
serious runaway
town
Oscar Hills, Northport, to Walter B.
happened one day last week, on the old Ferguson, Middleton, Conn.... Nancy Rob\
road near the quarry leading from Brown's
rt is my effort to suit you and give great bargains.
My goo«K are a*
erts, Belfast, to Daniel J. Roberts, same
l <iea.
I wish your attention to these tarts
mark is a living mark.
Corner. Lewis Benner and Wm. Pillsbury
town.
Alice S. Remington, Somerville, to
t
se'ami
s-*,me
vo
( all on
square with all of my customers,
had hitched a horse with a wagon near
Olive
E. Keen, Lineolnville.
Benjamin
the road while at work about the premises.
to
James
B.
same
Rowe, Brooks,
McTaggart,
When ready to return, while Mr. P. was
town. Sarah C Sholes. Belfast, to Abbie A.
turning the horse, holding him by the head, Me Keen, same town. William E. Snow et
the animal became frightened and
rearing als., Portsmouth, N H., to George T. Snow,
up threw him to the ground and ran over
Winterport.
nor did the horse
till

£S=The Belfast ClothingHouse4
A STRICTLY ONE-PRICE HOUSE
opened

Largest

Spring Overcoats

Children’s Suits I Make

Specialty

SUITS FOR YOUNG MEN AND OLD MK>

BELFAST CLOTHING HOUSE

Capt. Sewall Patterson is high line of the
local fishermen. Last Thursday afternoon,
well equipped with throw bait and jigs, lie him,
he had run
stop
air it seemed as if they must be alive. As our
I
set sail for Crow Cove, Isles boro, with Mr.
plump into the Penobscot House Yard, a
II Hi II
of
No.
Ill
8TKKKT, (PH<KMX KOW)
the
State Y. I*. S. C. K. Convention.
party
thirty-two tramped through
j
Henry F. Knight as mate. They spent .the mile distant, making splinters of the wagon
beautiful
and
rooms,
inspected everyon
board
the
sell.
night
Everett, at anchor in ! and giving Mr. Pillsbury a severe shaking
The State Convention of the Y. P. S. C. E
thing, and plied Mr. and Mrs. Dickson with the
cove, and next morning were fortunate
will be held in Bangor, August 25th and 27th, I
up, so that he was for some time unconscious
O’CONNELL
CHARLES
questions, it occured to me what a bore it
enough to strike a school of mackerel. For and a physician was called. Luckily lie has and an excellent programme is being arrangmust be to be rich, and to iet a mob into
ten minutes the fish bit ravenously and 240
come out all right, and with only a few scars
ed.
Rev. W. T. Chase, D. D., of Philadelone’s borne, as if it was a dime museum. I do
fine ones were taken, and then the school
though he received a severe wound on the phia, an eminent Baptist, Mr. Brokam and
not remember of having my palace invaded
disappeared. More than half the catch was scalp.
Prof. Saunders will deliver addresses, and
in that way. The dining room contained a
sold at the Camp Ground at good prices.
of Boston University, will
tire
over
which were these cabSteamer Viking on the Route. It it now Prof. Townsend,
large
place,
the sermon. Mrs. Seudder will also
Fidiermen report Penobscot Bay alive
alistic letters “Kanttimets wail goon," (think
definitely settled that the staunch little preach
of being able to own such a word as that,) with mackerel, ami they have begun to take' steamer Viking, Capt. Smallidge, is here to be heard on “Junior Work.” It is hoped
that President Whitman, of Colby Uimersi- j
PRICES OF
AT LOW
the hook. Saturday Mr. Thomas Condon
which means “there is plenty of food, and I
stay for the season, running between Beltv, may deliver a missionary sermon. Mr. j
judge by the surroundings that the word caught twenty-two fine ones off Murphy’s fast and North port so as to connect with the
Lamb, the singer, has been secured for the
spoke the truth. There were evidences of Point. Saturday night Mr. Charles Duuton trains of the Maine Central at Belfast. The
convention. An entirely successful and
in his nets. The waters are
help-j
in
ninety
that
room
to
create
caught
boat is nearly new, very strongly built, an
everything
dyspepsia
ful convention is anticipated.
and gout, ami I’ll venture the guess that full of feed, which is one reason why the fish excellent sea boat and very speedy.
She
will not take the hook more readily.
Fast Day is not celebrated in that home.
But leaves Northport early every morning, re>ews of tlie Granges.
The grounds m front of the house are the mackerel are with us in a large body turns at 10 o clock a. m., and her last
trip at
tastefully laid out in paths, walks and tryst- and doubtless they will bite before they night will bring passengers by the latest
The next Waldo County Pomona Grange
train. This arrangement will be a great conwill be held with South Branch Grange
ing places. I never trvsted myself, but al- leave the bay.
Three mackerel schooners came into port I venience to the traveling public, tilling a
ways thought I would enjoy doing so, if I
Prospect, August 2nd. The program will be'
BEST IN THE MARKET
The Caroline Vought, of Glou- !
could procure an able bodied try.^ter to as- yesterday:
want.
Saturday afternoons the the same as that for June 28th.
with 315 barrels of fish, the Geo. W, | long-felt
cester,
sist me. There were nooks, and arbors, and
Stove an«l Chestnut.
Kuj. *
Pierce, of Portland, with 112 barrels, and steamer Electa will connect at Fort Point
Prospect Grange discussed the question:
wigwams, and log cabins, and mosquitoes the Emma Frances, of Portland, with 30!) with steamer Sedgewiek, bringing excursion Should the World’s Fair be
Delivered and put in.
$6.50
on Sunopened
and black flies, and everything to make life barrels. The fishermen still report that the parties from Bangor to the Campground. La6.35
day? last Saturday evening. The Grange j Delivered in dump ('arts
mackerel schools are small though quite
ter on the Viking will make regular trips to
pleasant. After spending a most enjoyable
6.15
Delivered at wharf.
was about equally divided on the question.
plentiful. [Portland Press 25th.
accommodate visitors to the campmeeting
hour, we bid Mr. Dickson good bye, feeling
under great obligations to him for permitting
33^All Coal hand screened and guaranteed satisfactory in every way.
An umbrella for bicycle riders is the at Temple Heights, making the trip in 15
us to inspect his lovely home.
JQP^Special attention given to delivering outside city limits.
latest novelty. The umbrella ia made to minutes from the wharf here. On Sundays
the boat will run to Castine, giving parties
Tiie
Mooseluckmeguntic House is at be fastened in an upright position to the
Haine’s Landing, on the shore of the lake handle of the machine, and can be used opportunity to attend church there if they
shall be at inv office in Memorial building every
so desire.
day except Mondays, from 10 to 12 a. m and*2
bearing the same name as the house. Here to keep off rain or sunshine from the rider.
to 4 P. m., until August 15.
All persons who wish
North Shore. The new cottage of Mrs. to avail themselves of the discount of four per
we were to stay till Thursday, and I at once
When not needed it can be closed into a
cent, on their taxes must pav bv August 15, 1892.
Orders left with F. H. FRANCIS & CO., or at warehouse, foot of Spring St"J.
W.
of
New
interfere
is
the
to
and
will
not
with
the
I
found
small
York,
that
Dougan,
my
great
proceeded
get
bearings.
space,
H. F. MASON, Collector.
1
feature of the shore. The cottage itself is
30fcf
the chain of lakes comprising Rangeley, work of the wheelman.
Belfast, July 19, 1892.—29tf
promptly filled.

BUY YOUR WINTER’S COM
F.

C.

WHITE.

TO TAX PAYERS!

I

Wood of all Kinds, Slaw, Kmdlinp and Gliarcoa,

OF

NEWS
Cauci

\n

The

s.

requested

...

BELFAST.

|
j

Republicans

to meet in

caucus

at

House, in this city, on Saturday
1\ -iO, at 7 do o'clock, for the purging 15 delegates to attend the
County Convention, Aug. btli.
minate a candidate to represent

|
|
I
■

l
i

o’clock.

Thursday,

freights have been high-

Monday

hot day, some therin the shade. Mr.
L. H. March says that, at 1
p. m., it was 87
above zero at his house, and that June 14th
was the hottest day of tin* season.

youngsonof Mr.
ngliam, of Belfast, jumped from
i> last week and fractured his
a

was a

The Belfast hoard of registration

was

dicine. Mr. Hanson put on
.w the new stockholders how
made, and to give them some
1 a lit and its rapacity.

j

|

the

Frank W. Gowen, who is working under
auspices of the Good Templars, will
give a gospel temperance lecture Sunday
evening, July hi, in the church at Saturday
the

in

J

oil

an

stove

Mrs. Hesse Robbins

The

in

the

Spring

on

tin-

Si.

j

was

M

Susan

r>.

Thursdav

1 hirham

morning

C. mcter\

\'e

I f.

r

ved

ana

and

was

death

was

F

w.

it

They

be

is

excursion up the river
Electa. The first rail

a

nearly double that of last
»••• now. and have been for some
g twenty-live barrels weekly. If
••ii,

continues to increase 11».• > will
;i urge their works.
_vb t
'S

'd-ml and
in the

Maternity.

Tin- lecture

highest prai>e

]» att*d

the

at

s

by
place

and

Hue

re-

t<>-

this year and the eroj

y.-ars

into

L.

near

Milliken.

parade

1

|
1
i

_•

this

•-e

give

a

"Tove

season

good

tin* resiAt

noon

took

The Irwin Broth-

Mr. John F.

Smal-

itoiidt-m-e

ed.

years in the employ of Mr. K.
has leased the store in Peirce's

*•

a

new

t«

Irishman

never

fore

Bod ami

In

repeated

encores

cor-

of

gi

corner

was !»

the

program was nearly doubled and it
o’clock when the last piece was given

friends wash him

sin*-

Domingo. Authorities say
the mango has an agreeable blending of
dealers ai clothing, had a : sweetness and acidity.
In the specimen
king advertisement last Friday ; eaten we not only detected sweetness and
os was in Town. Henry Ward
j acidity, hut a flavor of kerosenee oil, old
udall was dressed in a coiispiru- boots, pine apples, carrots, and half a dozen
j
and on his front and hack were I other fruits.
On the whole the conglomercuts of the firm.
He carried a ; ation is rather agreeable.
I

ins hand.

One of

'"line

from San

the cards read

Steamer Notes. The steamer Sedgewick,
1 will shoot the man who says
of the Bangor & Bar Harbor Steamship Com\ >
do
not
sell
cper
clothing cheaper
pany, took a good sized excursion from Sar"flier firm in Belfast." No one
to Bar Harbor Friday, and after
gentville
claim, so there was no blood !
returning to the first named place, went to
Islesboro, where she stopped during Friday
an C. Tuttle took three
liaml- night. Saturday morning she went to Bans ..f the barkentine
Josephine on gor and made a remarkably fine run, cover: her
launching from the yard of ing the distance, about 55 miles, in two and
<!fc Brown. One represents the one-half hours, a fourteen mile an hour
gait.
1 before she left the
The Viking made a trip across the bay
ways. The
on board and the flags are streamSunday, and a number of Belfast people
The seco al shows the vessel as went over to Castine.... Six steamers were
■niters the water, and in the third at Belfast and in the
bay at one time Mon-w of tug Ralph Ross.
The latter day afternoon—the Penobscot, Katahdin,
hides the yacht Talisman as she Rockland, Emmeline, Castine and
Viking.
>"
rie
Josephine, and the smoke of her
Chat. Mr. Everett Mahoney, of Belfast,
iiible.
has opened a meat market near Dark HarKW
KAMTE Mach ink.
The Belfast
bor, Islesboro.... Belfast has received $45
i Foundry company is
making a in circus licenses this season_Mr. Hazeal
iig machine, and not a stave ma- Me Keen has bought the house and lot on
j
entioued last week. The machine Waldo
Avenue,formerly owned bv Mr. Ken■*»-r an idea of Mr. (V J. Hall’s and
dall Kelley.... Mr. James H. Cunningham
Pleasant River Granite Company
brought to market Saturday the first string
The machine is designed for beans of the
season-Capt. George Ma-f inite
columns. The cutter is a honey is
building a house on Salmond street.
ing circular knife. The stone is Work on the cellar began last week. The
!
enter and revolves the same as carpenter work will be done
by Mr. J. G.
*
a machinist's
lathe. The cutter Aborn-Bailey’s running horse Tocor was
onta« t with the revolving column shipped to Old Orchard, Friday where she
"ff the stone. If successful, doubtwas entered in a running race_Mr. E. L.
"!'s will be made,.
Macomher is building a new row boat for
Waterville parties who summers at North1
i«'Hks.
Rev. Myra Kingsbury,
port.Mr. B. P. Hazeltine has bought of
niversalist Church, preached an able
George Black the new boat Golden Star, for
iit sermon Sunday.
Her topic
the use of his boys.Locke’s souvenir
-•! rosy in America.’’
After picturing
Maine spoons are very handsome. He also
disease in ancient and modJ
has the Crosby Inn and Belfast souvenir
*• she said there was in
this enlightspoons-Dog days have begun_Mr. Rus1
t♦-♦-lith century a disease on the
sell Stephenson has bought the stock and
f
that
is as loath“very community
trade of Mr. William Cunningham, in the
1 hs
damaging as the former. She grocery business on the east side_Workthe vices of fallen men ami wornmen in Carter’s yard were
compelled to sus•inted out the remedy. It was a
pend operations on account of the heat Monsubject, but was admirably handled.
day. The riggers on the new bark Josephxt
Sunday the annual vacation of ine
kept at it, but could not work to advant"ill begin. The interior of the
age-Sam Locke, agent for the Warwick,
" 'll he
repaired during the vacation, has sold a fine
bicycle of that make to Mr.
boo. Hatch preached a
very inter- j Wm.
Cottman, a summer sojourner....
noon at the North Church last SunMathews Bros, are making doors for Tufts
Hje text found in Rev. 21-2... Rev.
College-Mr. J. W. Know 1 ton has a Span^-iitworth, the presiding elder of ish
dollar of the date 1720. The coin is in a
Methodist District, preached last
good state of preservation and has been in
''
u the
churches at Washburn and his
family more than sixty years. Mr.
111
Mr. Edwin Frost has been
Knowlton’s grandfather ow ned it for many
trustee of the property of the Meth^
years, when it passed into possession of his
111
h, in place of A. G. Ellis, deceas- father and in due course of time to his ownof
the
Methodist Church ership-The street
property
lights went out Tuesn trust
by nine trustees-Presid- day evening and the city was left in total
!m j.
‘^r
Wharff held regular quarterly darkness-Mr. B.
»
P. Hazeltine is having
the M. E. Church Belfast last
repairs made to the stable attached to his
l-V an(l
gave a sermon in the evening.
residence on Court street.
1

■

■

1

■

"•

$200.

He

a

cliaii and

was

committed to jail.

From the Eff.-cts of

“LA GRIPPE"

The fall term of the State Normal School
Castine will begin August 23, Prof. A. F.
Richardson principal. Prof. Richardson is
at

Are

j

of the best educators in the State, and un- 1
dcr his principalship the Eastern Normal !
School has taken a liigli rank. For
terms,
etc., see advertisement in another column.
;
Mr. Francis Whitmore offers for sale the
one

Alarmingly

on

High

street

now

MRS. C. W. HANEY

SUICIDES

j

store

Prevalent.

From the

Same

cause

Are Announced in every paper.

occupied hy Mayo

wishes to announce to the

White. The building with the tenements Would you be rid of the awful effects of
above rents for $33 per month, and the i
La Grippe?
whole can he bought at a bargain. He als-* !
There is BUT ONE SURE REMEDY that
offers for rent the stable in the rear, which
NEVER FAILS, viz.
in itself is a good business. See his advt.

public that

&

j

formerly occupied by

At F. H. Francis boot and shoe store, at ;
the corner of Main and High streets may be j
found a tine line of summer goods. His prices

Coming

Racks.

In

our

advertising

col-

1

other

classes.

given

next week.

A

The

running

We Guarantee to CURE you
FUND vour money.
WE

1)0

or

VIOUK

than

ever

11—H

To

larger

a

about

on or

stock of-

Her Entire

during

removal,
and

AUGUST,

Spring Stock will be closed

prices

lower than ever before
this vicinity.

■■M———|

liberal patronage.
meeting will be held in the vestry of the
Methodist Church next Sunday evening at 7
o’clock to discuss the moral, intellectual
and physical benefits of the manual training school. After a short devotional service, brief addresses will be made by Rev.
S. L. Hanscom, Rev. Myra Kingsbury, Mr.

of which will be made
the months of

an announcement
save

JULY

SKODA'S GERMAS SOAP,
Soft as Velvet.” “ Pure as
Gold,” that tells the whole
story. Most highly medicated
soap ever made. Try one cake. It
is elegaut. At all Druggists.
Price, 25 cts.
I

before,

later.

lyInrm

race, with

market,

as a

Clothing, hats, Caps, and Furnishing Goods,

RE-

ISN'T T WORTH A TRIAL?

purse of S200, will be a big thing of itself,
and the managers will spare no efforts to
make the meeting a success and worthy of

Owen G. White,

-when she will show

SARSAPARILLA.
COLLI)

list of the entries will he

possession of

SEPTEMBER 1st,

1

defy competition ...R. H. Coombs & Son,'
Belfast, have a $10,00o stock of furniture up- !
on which they off er great bargains.... A.
Harris, Park street, Belfast, wants an c\pe- I
rieiieed girl to do general house work.

she will take

The Store No. 10 Main Street,

the most

seen

out at

in

A

25 Children’s Suits at $1.00 each.
50 Men’s Spring Overcoats from $4.00 to $12.00 each.
100 Pieces Men s Underwear 25 cents each.
Derby Hats from 25 cents to $1.50 each.

W. C. Crawford and Mr. Sclieureh. The
latter will exhibit models illustrative of the
work, and Mr. Crawford will discuss it from
the educational standpoint. The meeting
should be of special interest to parents, and
indeed to all who have the welfare of the
community at heart.

Great Mark Down
Hats

bring to Belfast half a ton of blasting
powder for the water company. The next
heard from the yacht she was high and dry

to

breakwater

the

1

Jameson’s Point.
There is a light on the outer end of the
breakwater amt another at the end of the
exten>ioi:.
The ya ht people thought the
outer light was a \a ssel in the harbor and
so ran ashore on the
breakwater, w here she j
laid

"lie

over

tide

Rev. W. L. BROWN.

THE

off

Tuesday

the

yacht

was

Heart

j

g

HAS COME!

Straw Hats.
Hats formerh sold

$1.

now

Hats tor 5

now

MRS. C.

Trouble,

Dyspepsia,
DIZZINESS,

W.

cents

each.

H AN E Y.

Belfast, July 12, 1892.-28

AND

Muscular Rheumatism

!

hauled off by the steam yacht Adaline. The j
Leola was lmt injured. The cargo of powder j
was obtained and the boat arrived back in
Belfast at about ten o'clock Tuesday night,
j
A (xkhat llr.vi KH. Mr. Charles F. Corliss,
<*f Cherry field, one <>f the best guides and
hunters in Maine, was in Belfast Tuesday,
and left Wednesday for his home. Mr.
Corliss has for several years successfully
guided the Belfast deer hunters in Washington Count}
lie knows the woods of Maine
as thoroughly as we know the streets of Belfast. Drop him down anywhere in tin* wilds
of the State and he is at home. As a shooter
of game he lias no superior. For the past year
Mr. Corliss has been a game warden. He went
to Bangor Monda\ where he met the Gann*
Commissioners ami Mr. C. B. Hazeltine, of
Belfast, and had intended to resign, but the
commissioners recognizing that he is one of
the best wardens m the state induced him
to remain. Mr. Corliss then came to Belfast to meet his many friends.
He says
game is very plentiful and is increasing.
Not long ago lie was in the woods and in one
day saw twenty deer. Last season he des-

CONQUEROR

sold for $1.50,
for 50 cents.

on

This is a bona fide sale. Remember it is the
light weight
stock offered at this time to save the care and
expense of removal, and the sale will continue during Julv and August/at the old stand on Church Street.

Stkam Ya< hi Leola Ashore. Monday
afternoon Mr. Pere\ C Peirce, with a crew,
left for Rockland in his steam yacht Leola

on

formerly

for $1,

Special Inducement to Buyers Tlothing

CURED!
Rev. W. L. Brown, for years a member OF THE M. E. CHl'KIil, BI T FOR THE
LAST TEN YEARS AN EVANGELIST IN THE
Church of God. He is well known

visit.mr store anil see our Hue line of goods. ;.r such extr.uo.dv low
prices that atifail to interest the shrewd buyer. In order to test the value .'.f
newspaper advert sdetermine wiueh .d the two Belfast
us
the
we
best,
with th'-s
papers pavs
"\g
advertisement a coupon, winch if presented at mu-store within tliirtv .lavs ticic'd-!
°
DISCOUNT, payable
all purchase,
.0,
'V
?KNT
a,
of >1.00 and upwards. SPECIAL OFFER TO THE
BOVS Am b.o gettin*'a .-die.-.
111,11
of thus" ruupons and
presenting them to us when having a suit, wl
e:>titled, m addition to the 5 percent, discount, to a EASE EAI?I. ami EAT.

t..

not

BY THOUSANDS WHO WILL VOUCH FOR
THE TRUTH OF THE FOLLOWING:
Gents:—1 write to inform vou that the

TWO COURSES of SKODA’S DISCOVERY and LITTLE TA BLETS have done
I
pp
pp w*>nders lor me.
"
hardly realize
■
■
■“ ■m
it, the change has
been so marked.
I
I contracted the Chronic Diarrhoea
in the Army, and since 1S*>5 I have been a
constant sufferer. In addition to this, I
was troubled as follows: 1st
a lame
Back aiul Kidney trouble, 2d, Dyspepsia, lid, Faintness and an all-gone
feeling; 4th, Distress at pit of Stomach : 5th, Headache and Dizziness:
nth, Muscular Kheniuatism in i'hest
lie in bed for
so I had to
weeks at a I UAIWtime; 7th, a
.Severe 1 1
Heart
Trouble that would cause my pulse to
I was
run at !»S for days at a time.
treated by very eminent Physicians, but
would be compelled to leave my labors
and return to my home weeks at a time—
in fact i have had 1* fits of sickness
in the last 26 years, and several times
have been given up to die.
I feel that I am completely cured of
of all my bodily diseases except the Diarrhea, which is not cured
^
but greatly benefited, f; |J | gj
■■
I
take
shall
another
course which I think will cure me enAmours with gratitude,
tirelv.
REV. AV. L. BROWN.
Atkinson, Me.

BETTER

••

Republican Journal.
CENT. DISCOUNT COUPON

5 PER

entitles holder to 5 per cent, discount
merchandise bought of

a'.’,

on

Clark c£c Sleeper,
S.‘{ Main St.,

Custom and

j

Belfast„ Me.,

Ready

Made

Clothing.

and WEST'S FURNISHINGS
-PAYABLE IN GOODS.-

: fr 'Cut till* out and present to u* when buy Ins
stood* for thirty days from date, June 30, I sir'.

OUR

LARGE

STOCK

Fashionable Colors in Suits and
Splendid

assortment

INCLUDES

ALL

THE

Spring Overcoats from $4

of all kinds of If VTS AM) CAPS m „. ;
all kinds of GEXT’S FCKM$III\i;s."

‘'al> Vl"ir
tn
®TWe
Jlttniti;>u
these wo!llVl
to select from.
Jd— 1

goods

two

hat

points:

mr

to S20.
{

r,.o st..

1st—That »•,.
imm,.„... st„..k of
i*r.vst in th** e^v f..4.....* lr

prices are tin*
quality of g....,ls.

-OUR METHODS ARE STRICTLY OME PRICE TO EVERYBOOY._

CLARK & SLEEPER,

83 Main St., Belfast

CLOTHERS, TAILORS AND MEN’S OUTFITTERS.

Every

j

I

Dyer,

White Wings. Last Thursday evening
two sloops similar in rig came into this port
ami anchored below the steamboat wharf.
They were the Merlin and Primrose of the
Savin Hill (Mass.) Yacht Club, and their
crews were made up of enthusiastic yachtsmen.
They set sail from Massachusetts waters and spent the first night at Isles of
Shoals, running from there direct to Boothbay. which port they left Thursday morning. They had a grand run to Belfast, a
distance of about (>0 miles, and as one of the
party expressed it fairly “set the forefoot
afire." The yachtsmen enquired as to visiting yachts and were surprised that more did
not come to Belfast. Friday the Merlin took
a Belfast party to Castine-The first of last

working

we

a

were

2 30
“
Monroe. The Congregational ist minister 3.00
from Frankfort will speak at the village
Eunning Eace, five to enter and
church Aug. 7th, in the afternoon.... Mrs.
four to start,
Lewis Collins, of Lawrence, Mass., with her
Entries close Tuesday, August 2.
little son Fred, is visiting her mother, Mrs.
O. P. Clark. She has never visited here
since Mr. Clark’s folks moved to Monroe.
She and her litt'e son will spend a few
weeks away from the city, hoping the change
may prove beneficial to the boy’s health as
he is not very strong.Our village improvement society will meet this week with
Mrs. Mary Gilmore-Farmers are getting
along well with their haying. They claim
they can hardly remember of getting bay so
easily. There have been no showers to bother
them. If the weather remains pleasant a
few days ionger people will be all through.
.Mr. Jefferson Neally, who had his leg

her stern read upon it Lorita. That
doubt her correct name_A young
woman who went out
sailing the other day
described the bow and stern of the yacht as
“the point and the blunt.” The definition
is forcible, but hardly
nautical.Sloop
Hattie, Capt. A. W. Torrey, of the WinYacht
was
at
Boothbav last
throp
Club,
Thursday bound to Boston_The sloop
yacht Helen was anchored off the Northport Camp Ground last week, and Sunday
took out several sailing parties_Yacht
Ralph, Capt. G. P. Lombard, was cruising
off the North Shore last Sunday... .The Jen.
nette returned Monday afternoon from a
trip
to Buck’s Harbor with Nate Patterson and
others. The party went blueberrying and
also tried the mackerel, catching a dozen or
two off Orcutt’s Harbor.
They report mack
erel plenty in that vicinity and of good size.

that

under
is

no

his life

was

saved after

being so

Mr. John A. Cockerill closes
the New

York Herald

outlook

follows:

Entry fee five per cent., and five per

believe that he will

cent,

ad-

Citizens of Belfast and vicinity pationizea good
thing, and we propose to give them something for
their money. LADIES FREE
2w30

GEO. O. BAILEY.
B. H. CONANT.

on

a

low.

letter to

the

appliance

ever

worn.

effectually dispose

As goes New

York,

go

Don’t fail

try

one

|

this

They go like Hot Cakes.

-We have all the-

j We have them in the following kinds and prices:

|

Ladies'

;

Ladies' Fine Kid

Latest i Host Approved Pat- I
tons Of TRUSSES, jI
and

in

are

pleased

to show them.

Having

fitting

Trusses,

we

had

GUARANTEE

SATISFACTION in every

Prices

Worcester
Salt

.

hot weather.=swr

»^“No

the

Charge

case.

Lowest.
for

Fitting.

G*n»d Kid

POOR «£ SON,
DRUGGISTS.

Bluchers.$•_>

<*'

Bluchers. Picadilly

Last,.
Ladies’ Kxtra Fine Kitl Bluchers

...

2.50

3.00

Men's Buff

Bluchers.

j 75

Men's Fine

Calf Bluchers.

2.00

! Men's
Men's

Goodyear Welt Calf Bin. hers
2.50
Hand Welt Calf Bluchers, extra

£<>»>« I.

3.75
Tan Colored Bluchers
2.50
Men's Tan Russian Calf. 3.25

Men's

Boys' Bluchers,

3 to 5

1-2.

j 7.-

Tlieseareall

fine, nice goods, no CHEAP
COARSE STOCK about them, and way
up in style. Don’t confound them with some
of the

cheap goods that you

W. T.

of

goes

to

30 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE 30

political

situation at this time may be summed up
thus: Mr. Cleveland is not so
strong in
the State of New York as he was four
years ago; Mr. Harrison is stronger, and
the business interests of the country will

Presidency.”

LACE *

Is the easiest and most comfortable

1

see

advertized.

COLBURN,

McClintock Block, High Street.
Belfast, June 30, 1802.

STABLE 10 RENT,aii STORE S. L. HOLT&BART,

Southern States and of Northern demagogues will be allayed. The Presidential

sustain him.

LADIES & GENTS

200.00

the Force bill issue, which Mr. Cleveland
is endeavoring so strenuously to put to
the front.
The apprehensions of the

the

warm

A Cool Water Pad Truss

150.00
100.00

ditional from WINNERS ONLY.

“When Mr. Harrison
writes his formal letter of acceptance I
as

-The Latest Styles iu-

Truss knows

up

sloop yacht visited this port which
told was the Ida, of Boston, and
she was thus reported. She went out and
taken off, is able to ride and to get around
on her return a day or two later it was said
her naiue was Leola. Saturday she was with a crutch. He says his bodily health is
and he feels well. It is almost a miraagain in port and a Journal man rowing good
cle
week

a

-weather.-

The Greatest Race of the Season.

I

who wears

one

the TROUBLE in

Saturday, Aug. 6th.

>

j

I

Races? Belfast Take Comfort. BLUCHERS.

.•

'•

district lodge

a

CASES of INSANITY]

Shipping Items. Cant. Fred S. Dyer, of troyed many dogs and prevented much
Bath, late of Sell. Carrie A. Lane, has sold poaching. Mr. Corliss says there are
people
his interest in that vessel, and in future will
who will wantonly shoot deer in tin* water
THE ONLY MEDICINE SOLD WITH A
command the barkentine Lizzie Carter of just for the sakr of killing.
GUARANTEE CONTRACT WITH EACH BOTBath-Sell. Sarah L. Davis is at the RailiLK.
Try a course (*» bottles) at
Boubkhv at Camden.
Early Sunday
OUR RISK. IF NOT BENEFITED RETURN
road wharf loading paving for New York...
morning, the Villa Norunibega. the resiBOTTLES AND GET YOUR MONEY.
PAY
Sell. Ella G. Kells was in the dock last week dence of Hon.
J. B. Stearns, was broken
ONLY FOR THE GOOD YOU RECEIVE.
where she was painted-Sell. William into. The
glass was cut out of the window of
SKODA DISCOVERY GO., BELFAST, ME.
Flint is receiving quite extensive repairs....
the private office. The safe was opened and
KKOU.VS LITTLE TABLETS,
Calvin
of
has
Elwell,
Capt.
Xorthport,
valuable papers left strewn about.
Biltl, Safe, Efficient. Far suNone
been placed in command of Sell. William
perior to any pill. For Head*
were taken, but two
bags of silver were I aehe
and
I.iver
Complaint
Frederick, of Belfast... .The measurement taken, one in ten cent
pieces, and the other
■i,.tiling eau equal these Tabof the new barkentine Josephine is 9J9.8J
DISCOVEKV
in miscellaneous coin a collection of a delets.
With the
gross and 892.84 net tons.
they eure Rheumatism. 50 in
ceased son. The money value was seventy
a box only B5 ets.
Poor's Mills. L. M. and H. M Webster odd dollars. A
gold snuff box, also highly
left for Bangor last Tuesday with their parprized, a gold medal, money value sixty dolents-Mr. and Mrs. J. Webster, of Malden
lars, from the American Institute, New
Mass., spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. F. York, a great medal of Honor, awarded
Shepherd.... Ella Wentworth, of this city, Joseph B. Stearns for Duplex Telegraph,
while visiting her relatives at Poor’s Mills, 1872, was taken. The candle was taken
was taken quite sick at Mrs. O. A. Wade’s
from the mantel piece used about the house.
last Saturday night. She is a little better. The
lamp in the hall was blown out. Silver
....Mrs. Edmund Elting, of New Paltz, N.
ware in various places about the house was
Y., is visiting her brother, Mr. F. W. Shep- not taken. Several rooms were entered, but
herd-Herbert Jackson returned to Taunnothing else was missed. About the same
ton, Mass., last week. He did not remain morning a suspicious character called at the
at home so long as he expected-Mrs. Hollis house of Dr.
Sherman, where a light was
Moody and daughter are spending a few kept burning, a short distance above, for
days with friends in Albion. She has just matches to light his pipe. There was anclosed a very successful term of school in | other man
waiting in a team headed up the
South Brooks-MissS. J. Woodbury closed
Belfast road.
The matter has been kept
her school at Waldo Station last Friday. She
quiet. It is now in the hands of Officer
2,40 Class,
was liked very much.
$100.00
who is
the case.

j

icaiiv

warrents

young Copeland
nearly killed. Mr.
Jones says it is a question whether or not he
will recover. The boy had lived in Belfast
and will be remembered here.

streets,

His

two

was

regular

of Church

on

Mr. Francis Jones received a despatch
Monday stating that his grandson, Leroy
Copeland, of Albion, had been thrown from
a
wagon and seriously injured. Mr. and
Mrs. Jones immediately drove over. The
Copeland boy, with three other boys, was in
a wagon when the horse ran
away. Tin*
wagon was overturned and all were thrown
out. While all were more or less injured

building,
and will open a stove and the crowd reluctantly dispersed.
sT..re and
repair shop. Mr.
Thk Man*,.*. Mr. 1. Y. Miller has received
at t
Boston Tuesdav to buy
f the fruit of the mango tree and has
a
rat*
an
excellent workman and j
distributed ;t among his friends. The mango
oTieular attention to jobbing of
is ail East Indian tree, now naturalized in
Mr. Smalley will open about
most warm countries. The fruit in question
1

.-.itre

.Monday

be-

deliberately broke
in the windows in the front of the house. The
damage must be at least >25. He was arrested by the po'ice and lodged in jail.
For
drunkenness he was sentenced to thirtydays in jail* and for malicious mischief was
bound over to the Supreme Court in the sum

the

to

Court

was

him

ocation took

Noronibega SportsBangui. ;it regard to a match

response

Cuekt. Charles McIntosh

with intoxication and malicious mischief.
He pleaded guilty to both
counts. Sunday McIntosh was at the Ocean
House, kept by Mr. Ellis, and without prov-

forgets old

Dun Club is in

the

charging

view of the old sod is most in-

with

come.

Police

The Belfast haml gave an excellent con•■••tt Thursday evening from the stand on
S' !.onlh"u.M- common.
The stand was illuminated l>y lanterns. The attendance was
very huge, amt the music was much admir-

show

Stork.

receive

same.

Mrs. C. \V. Haney, Belfast, advertised a
in prices of men's suits and as a
consequence sold in one week 100 suits of
clothing. Her store was crowded from
morning till night.
Having disposed of
these garments she has now cut the price on
children's suits, derby hats, straw hats, etc.
This is a genuine cut down for the purpose of
reducing stock before removal. It will pay
to read her advertisements fora few weeks

club, of
shoot. Last year these clubs met in their
respective cities and each club won a victor
The tie has never been decided. The
Belfast club has been in vited to attend the
State tournament at Lewiston Aug. 24th and
25th.

place. The
'ited liotii afternoon and evening
riormanees were well patronized.
s a
go. d .me, by far the best ex-

street

a

men's

This riivib in
Belfast earlv Friday
mvas was stretched ill

Congress street,

An

The B'-lia.-'t
res

t’lKers.

Umi. Seth

\

last week to

the

slaughter

spiring.

arrived in
.■

ago.

Ireland and

nusually large.

the

Bangor

are

The Sarsaparilla company is making improvements in its outer office. A new counter has been put in which extends two-tliirds
the way across the room. Above the counter and extending across the room will be a
bronzed wire screen similar to what is usua'ly found in banking rooms. The safe,
clerks’ desks, etc., are all inside the screen.

this cit\ who sent for them. The
couple brought with them, by request, a sod
from tin- old country which is now in possession of a woman who left Ireland many

■

Sko:hkh>

at

steamer

and Belfast and return

relatives in

tile harn in excellent roncrop will rate A 1. and bring
price. Many of our farmers hav e
,iv even than last year,
when the

f

eaten.

young girl and boy arrived in Belfast
last week direct from Ireland. They have

recollecti 11 of the ohb st
the weather so perfect during

md

was

A

The

seas-ui as

s

made at

was

picnic dinner

boiler. She has a record of .".0 miles an hour,
made the run from Deer Isle to Bangor,
a distance of 00 miles, in about three hours.
The Now Then is a Herreshoff model, is 80
feet in length, ami is owned by .T Edmunds
Ad.licks, of Claymout, Del.

inly tanners have nearly tinisl
ad have about an average eroji.

it

an

steamer

ami

l.iy evening.

>

Viking lias made special rates
between Belfast and Northnort, as follows:
Belfast to the Camp Ground and return 25
cents; Belfast to Temple Heights and return 40 cts.
The rates between these points

The famous steam yacht Now Then arrived

F. Meader. of Lynn, a metaw
in Belfast, lectured Saturday
the rooms of tin- W C. T. I
t amRelle. of ladles
Her Sllb-

n

The

Thk Nkw Bank. Mr. Hanson, who is sosto.-k for the new National Bank,
If he negsays lie has £40,000 on his paper.
lects to call on any one lie requests such
parties to call on him. Application has been
made to the Comptroller of the Treasury
and the new hank expects to hr organized
in about six weeks.

Whi:.-. manufacturers of light
have had a large sale the

r*

small building in the rear of the Journal office, which was removed to make way
for the brick extension, is offered for sale.
The building is nearly new, is l(i by 20 feet,
and will be sold at a bargain.
Inquire of
Mr. I. W. Parker.
The

liciting

nk.'..

I

a

j

!

having Elmbrook foals of this sea- unins Messrs. (i<).
Bailey and B. 11. C<*nson for which they claim names, are requestant annoitnees a series of races at the Belfast
ed t*> leave or send full particulars t</ the
Trotting Park on Saturday Aug. fith. It is
Secretary’s office 10 Main St. Belfast. Give expected that Frank Nelson .Walter
l).,and
sex, color, marking, sire of dam, and date of Hai'oldson will
compete in the -.•>() class, and
foaling.
there will be from eight t<> ten entries in the

ant one.

Hat.

>.

on

nearing comready for

they will assist in organizing
of the Epwortli League.

Persons

Verona
From
thenee the party went to Bucksport and
Fort Knox. The return was made in the
early evening and tlit* trip was a very pleasPark where

been in constant
quarter of a century. The
be from the blade of a handsaw
once round, has been
:g bandit

;

yesterday

is

week will he

She will proceed to Baltimore in balWhile her hull is very handsome, sinlooks still better now that she is rigged.

the

as

The Universalist Church society made

well

which has

ly

what is known

Josephine

one

last.

Only upland plover will be shot, and
expt eted there will be a great slaughter

on

and in

sea.

<

Rigg>. the baker, has a spade for
tinl taking oat beans and bread
•n.

pletion,

Merrill
farm. Belfast, went to the pasture to milk a
ow.
The cattle were in a small enclosure
and with them Mr. Edgecoinb discovered
two deer, male and famale. The deer were
playing with the young cattle.

management of

should

The barkentine

A

Sunday morning Mr. Herbert Edgecomh,

u.b-r, and the other at Bradman's
side, under the management of
Fames.

near

of the birds.

ill take place in Bellay. eveirng— me at the

a

Poor

place.

vv

under the

;ndi

of Mr. and Mrs.

Liver.

who lives

'’Rests

About noon last Saturday a large ring, of a
reddish tinge, encircled the sun. It was a
strange sight, and many who saw it said
they had never before seen the like. One
man interpreted it as presaging a drouth.

voters.

Belfast Cun. Kith* and Boil Club will take

The H.-urnal last week. The
an:.allied h\ Mr. Mcll 1 lari’ u funeral sendees were held

a

new

picnic supper was served
under the oaks.
Among the visitors were
t he w ife ami laughters of Gov. Burleigh.
Next Monday will he August first, when
the law on plover will he off. On that day
the great plover hunt by two parties of the

<•

u

cottage

Little

thrust

Through
h.-re :t fell to the ground, and
extinguished h\ a bucket >*f
:c department was
not calk'd
ive

of

Cove, Northport.

A very pleasant party numbering about
fifty assembled last Thursday afternoon at

>

veiling

The

names

at

Mrs. S. L. Hanscom, Miss Georgia Pratt,
Miss Gertie Stearns and Mr. W. A. Macomber left Wednesday for Damariscotta where

this,
7.h0

Lewiston.

Monday evening to revise tin* voting
new law requires that the corrected list lx* posted thirty days before election.
the
There will he an opportunity later to put on
the
lists.

beginning

from

2b, thence to Fairfield, Norridgewock, Augusta, and the State Fairs at Bangor and

session

Saisaparilla factory started in
ruing to manufacture 25,000 hot

j
i

concert

common

Elmbrook and Westbrook are to make a
circu't in Maine, beginning at Bangor, July

very
mometers registering 92

Walter K.,

evening,

a

There will he an excursion to Northport
on steamer Electa next Saturday evening,
The Belfast Band will give a concert at the
hotel. Fare for the round trip 25 cents.

son.

Bek Oki>ek Committee.

\
\

than last year, and

The shoe factory of Messrs. Critcliett, Sibley & Co., is engaged upon a finer grade of
work than heretofore, and is Inn
ing a good
run.
Business is much better than last sea-

25.

uly

1

The Belfast Band will give
the stand on school house

er.

legislature,

Maine

Coal will l>e higher than last year. Stove
coal delivered will be St).50 per ton. The
dealers have paid ninety cents per ton more

FOR

Girl Wanted.
AN

EXPERIENCED
work. Apply to

Belfast, July 28,

GIRL

to

do

general house-

A. HARRIS, Park Street.
1892.—30tf

SALK.

THE subscriber offers for rent his boarding stable
1
in the rear of High street, near the Windsor
Hotel. The stable can accommodate fifty horses,
and is in first-class condition. Ill health is the
reason for renting.
None but a temperate man
need apply. Also for sale the store on High street,
now occupied by Mayo & White.
The building
has two tenements above, and rents for $33 per
month, which is 25 per cent, on the price of the

building.

FRANCIS WHITMORE.
Belfast, July 20, 1892.—30

67

Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.,
DEALERS

IN

Portable, Agricultural and Stationary Steam

Engines £ Boilers,

STEAM
•■d all

I3 IT M I*

S,_r.

kinds of machinery. Send for our
catalogues and quotations. Gui20

Poems.

Political

I

never

will vote

with

a

How Cattle

party that favors

Disfranchising freemen because of their

I’ve conch'oiled, after thi likin’ tliet the tim
hez now arriv’
me to give the country all the views I’ve j
I
goiter give,
j
I’m goin* to blurt right out an’ say jest what
I've gotter say,
I
An’ cackle like, an honest hin, who’s got an
For

aig

lay.

to

too few.

I don't want to take no pres’duney away Our Speaker from Maine is a terror on counting:
from James G. Blaine;
How they roared when he knocked their
But Blaine is sick an’ I am well, without a
tine plans all askew,
ache or pain;
I will never forget Maine’s indorsement.
An* llcrrisoii hez had it once, an’ so I’m
J
Will you?
feel in* free
j
To ask him to roll up his sleeves, wade in ^ I never will vote with a
party
pig-headed,
and work for me.
With its face to the
audits back to the

old,

new

I’m pop’lar with the people, an’ you inns’
un'erstan*
now in three elections, I’ve
en sillickmau.

Tliet

head

“agin it;”
Poor, back number crowd,

been chos-

Last year 1 raised the higges* slmtc tliet

An*

The

two

Cleveland

agin

runs

me

budge,

tliet shote before bis eyes, an’
riourisli rulin' tliet snake.

wave

sillickmau.

A

quake,

or

shote man, an'

a

ali in one;

Behul' yer standard

snake

a

bearer, 0

man

feller

my

countryman!

A name an' tame to last an’ grow ez long ez
ime endures—
March onward, feller countryman, the victory is yours.
IS. AY. l-oss in Yankee Blade.

call

An

egg

us

us

when

jays

went tew town

we

will hev

team
old moss backs who
of year,
Il'gosli! the country 's ruinetl, ail*
strain this tear.

Tew

m\

rt sur' ecT

fergot the

time

1 can't

re-

'Whar is the dcestrict chairman weth his let-

liy

ters

"Weth

m\

11uire

tin

envelope beside

the

name on

"esquire:"

big

a

E.

a

spirited pic-

as

Very appropriate for summer reading is
Dr. T. Mitchell Prudden's article on “lee
and b e-making," which appears in the
August number of Harper's Magazine.
The production of ice both in nature and
by artificial processes is lucidly described
by Ur. Prudden, and liis very interesting
paper is especially valuable on account of
its information concerning the sanitary
qualities of the different kinds of ice.
Several illustrations help to make the
article still more attractive.

change their ways.
The old associations, they hev vanished like
a dream,
Vt etii tiftecn dollar 'lection-days for hitchtew

in' up

Field," by Mary

for August is a pretty, dainty
the summer issue of the
babies’ magazine should be. Nurse Karen
tells a ( harming story. Sweetheart has a
good time at the seashore, and the Tiptoe
twins enjoy a garden full of dowers.
There are pretty stories and pretty verses
and pretty pictures, all made for Baby,
and mamma will like them better than
ever.
Price JO cents a year; J cents a
number.
I). Lotlirop Co., Publishers,
Boston.

The reeeiit. reapportionmeiit is hard tew 1111derstand ;
Ii chinks us in weth SpiIkinsville an' kills
our local band.
Then, chaps down on the railroad that used
tew

••Jane

Babyland

number,

MAN.

THE (lEKHYMAMMKED

serials,

by Merrill, illustrating the story of
Ella Wheeler Wilcox
“Jock's Journey.”
contributes a poem.
Vesper L. (ieorge
tells the boys bow to make a toy called
a “minie-dark.”
There are three excellent Fourth of July stories.
The most
instruction
valuable paper, combining
with entertainment, is the story of “Sir
Philip Sidney and his Oak,” by Harriet
C. W. Stanton.

—

ringe,

or

for

ture

did Cleveland ever raise
biggest shote .'
He will pint yer to his record—don't yer
the

But

Harper’s Magazine

Wide Awake opens with

lie will ask yer

lor yer vote,

But pause—reilee

Notes.

The August “Peterson” opens with two
very line engravings, both being artistic
gems. Cilberta S. Whittle’sartiele, “Nome
Noted Washington Women," will attract
much attention. It gives excellent photogravures of Mrs. Lieutenant Mason, Miss
Kate Heeling, Miss Mattie Thompson, and
various other society belles, together with
a delightfully written biographical sketch
of each lady.

j

car.'

li

and

Thomas A. Janvier, entitled “The Passing of Thomas.”

w

ago Iasi tatci in* J killed t he largest snake
ni
( <*lby county, with the handle
Ever
•! a rake :
An' now in\ teller countrymen, arouse!
arise! awake!
An* east your patriot ballot for tin-mail who
killed tliet snake.
J’w

News

Wilkins, and “The World of Chance,*’ by
tV. 1). Howells; a charming love-story,
“Troth,’* by Hose Hawthorne Lathrop;
and an amusing tale of Philadelphia, by

s

raised in town,
c took him to the lair lie bust the
dnmp-t art down :
evf* ybody seen it, an* i know ’twill
swell in v \ ote
boys wni ail Turn out t Meet the man
\\ b" raised t het. shote.
*eii

you?

Boston Journal.

August includes the continuation of the

ever

w

its ashes.
Will

The fiction in

out.”
that I'm diskivered, w'v not come
out fair an* square,
run with
Grover Cleveland for the
presidential chair-.
me

Ah'

over

Adams in

Literary

now

An*

weep

never

[John S.

An’ tlie\ came an* tol* me ’bout it, an* thinks
1, "without a doubt
The people «.f ibis country hez begun t«* fill*
An*

fading from

it is

view.

1 will

him.”

on

;

Each righteous reform finds that humbug

“Jed Butterfield," said Jim Maguire, “Jed
Butterfield,” said Jim,
“Jed Butterfield, our sillickmau, hez gotter

Professor Elilm Thomson, the inventor
and brains of the Thomson-Houston ElecI trie Company, contributes an entertaining,
A jiici,-r cl si.jne ginera:
ua sawbitek or a
scientific and thought fill paper on “Future
Y ?
Electrical Development,” to the July New
Whar wi. i we hold mass-incetin's now
England Magazine. 1 le explains the poswhat tavern patroni/.eV
What kind ol seegyars wili we suu-ke: what sibilities of electricity, in all the public
and private eonvenienc -s oi life*, and gives
drink our threats surprise?
IVgosh : I'm stumped when flunkin', an' it practical examples of ns application to
gl'ie\ s me tew t lie soul,
| manufactures, rapid transit, and domestic
Why. a presidential lection used tew buy offices. such is cooking, honing, heating,
w
niter's coal'
my
j gardening, raising fruit and vegetables.
I'm sad lew s.r sc. h doinks—changin' coun- I etc., etc.
W

t

<

Ii

eej-skin, postage stamps

an*

aeeuleiital i \

sieh,

an*

ties round an'such.
We're m:\cd wetli w ay back hayseeds, city
l rishmcu, an' 1 bitch.
The good ole hottest days is gone when only
statesmen ran
Fer office, ;iii’ I've lost my grip.
I 'm a ger-

rymandered

until.

Worden in J udge.

! A. T.

THE SILLK'KM AN.

There's var'us questions floatin' roun’ ’bout
how my life

began,

how 1 elum fame's dizzy height an' now
am silliekman:
An' lV»r the young man of the lau’, who after
An

i

J

me slial 1 n»me,
want to tell the story of
have elum.

jest

once wuz

hie

poor an'

ez

the way thet I
mean

an’ miser-

ez

you.
ez. poor, wore duds ez mean ez all
you fel’ers do:
my “indomitable will," ez the reporter

Et grub
But

said,

Alt' my “untiring
out ahead.

energy"

I saved my money, et

corn

eats grass,

row

An’ 1

hez

never

used

bread, jest

butter an’ I

no

brought

never

me

ez a

sigh-

ed for suss:
“Tough vittles for a workin' man?” Well,
you must un'erstan'
Jf you think too much ol fodder, w’v, you
can't b«* silliekman.
1

never

An'

tried to be

dood,

no

about,

wore

overlials

the outside got worn tliin, I turned
'••in wrong side oil;
Seven thirty-live a year lor elo'es—this wuz
w en

my
An'now

reg'lar plan—
l in reapin’ my reward--for

I

am

silliekman.

I stored my min' 'it 11

County Blow,

useful facts, I read the

1 horned it of neighbor N. al, didn't cost a
rent you know.
]
The Crass vale Banner is a sheet thet's fill
of spunk an' vim—
An' neighbor JSastm took it. an' J hurried it
ot him.

humble vittles, an' I Vonomized
time,
An’ J stuffed myself with knowledge, an' it
never cost a dime.
N"W you see 1 wear a biled shirt, lug a penSo 1

et m\

my

eil in my ban',
An' J set an' rule the

silliekman.
An’ J think it is my

done,
An'jest the

wa\

tryman.
Km* the young

people

duly

1 done

men

shall come,
now have told the story
have elum.

now

am

to tell what I have

it,

of the

lor I

to my

feller

coun-

country who after

me

]

[S.

of the way thet I

W. Foss in Yankee Blade.

HA11K1SON

All

men

with

AMi UE11).

ami

judgement good,
country’s need,

sense

Well know their
And hence will vote November next
For Harrison and Reid.

all tilings good the many wish
This land to take the lead,
But few there are who will not vote
Fpr Harrison and Reid.
In

“Protection” is a blessing now,
As all wise men concede,
And this great good may be preserved
Through Harrison and Reid.
“Free Trade” has not its many friends,
lii fact, but few indeed,
For nearly every person talks
For Harrison and Reid.
When all the ballots cast next fall
Are counted as agreed,
The largest number found will be
For Harrison and Reid.
[Rosewell Thompson in Boston Record.
WILL

I

YOU?

will vote with the party whose record
Identifies it with that traitorous crew
That strove in the gulf of disunion to swamp
never

us

trail in the mire our Red, White and
Blue.
I will never keep step to their music.
Will you?
And

are

Slaughtered for Market.
tracks

Register of Deep Water Vessels.

World’s Fair Notes.

SHIPS.

The World’s Fair Directory has expended up to date approximately seven and a
quarter million dollars.

crossed, and

railway
sightseer stands in the thick of a. cluster of packing-houses. From out of a doortrue.
under a phenomenally long porch
way
man.
will never go back on the black
come huge sides of red and white beef, shot
Will you?
out as if from a multiple cannon. These
never will vote with a party that’s howling
And cursing Tom Heed. Men like him are great weights of meat hang from pulleys

hue;
Should they do it, what mountains of gold
have been wasted,
j! And rivers of blood
of the brave and the

BUTTERFIELD’S CANDIDACY.

JED

!

Some

are

the

Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, sailed from
Cuticura Cures All Skin Eruptions,
New York May 10 for Seattle and Tacoma.
Gives a Clear Complexion Free
The exhibit to be made at the World’s
A G Hopes, David Itivers, arrived at New
Fair by Krupp, the celebrated German
front Pimples.
York July 17 from San Francisco.
A J Fuller, T 1’ Colcord. arrived at San gunmaker, will represent an expenditure
of $1,500,000.
Francisco June 21 from New York.
The largest cannon ever
Toe much praise cannot l-esaid r? the ('; ri<tka
Remedies, as I have* used then; l« the last year
Alameda, Chapman, Philadelphia for San made, weighing 122 tons will be in the and
a half or so, and ti:
tli ui to »• the greatest
sailed from Montevideo June J.
Francisco,
exhibit, as will be also several hundred
*• ..ui
that run upon a track overhead, and
s, I.loorl purifiers
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, arrived at Hong tons of war
material.
and 1. .nor lcuudiis of the
as
after
another
one
New
York.
swing
along
from
they
Kong June 25
I 1 .ve used a good
age.
C C Chapman, cleared from New York
boards are turned out of a saw-mi 11, and
An effort is being made to show by an
...led toilet soaps,
many
ii f tu.L'Ka fc*OAP
and 1
with force enough to toss the men who June 22 for Baltimore.
exhibit in the Woman’s building at the
1
the
t
T have ever used.
is
arrived
at
BosF
B
Colcord,
Centennial,
are paid to guide them as if the men were
World’s Fair the relics and data of the
I I nd it far superior to all
ton July 1 from Manila.
and
draor
jackstraws. These junks of meat were
other
tci.vt
medicinal
past
present
literature,
musical,
Charger, D S Goodell. cleared from New
Jt cures all Hkin
industrial and philanthropic work
soaps.
moving in the pens a short while before; York
April l for Hong Kong spoken ; May 7, matic,
and gives a clear
eruptions,
now they are being loaded into refrigerator lat 14
of women.
The Irish portion of this exS, Ion 25 IV.
complexion. As lor shamcars. In this building the cattle are being
Daniel Barnes, J S Stover, sailed from hibit promises to be particularly compooing I would use no other,
1 saw’ two Port Blakeley April lb for Philadelphia.
and for the lace either, as it
turned into butcher’s meat.
! plete and interesting.
is a cure for all pimples,
Frank Pendleton, \V G Nichols, sailed
fat and comfortable steers coming out of
The
State
at
the
blackheads, eczema and all
Washington
building
from
18
for
San
Francisco.
Madras May
told that they were
an alley, and was
i r: itat'ons and rouirhuess of
Frederick Billings, Sherman, sailed from World’s Fair will show to some extent the |
trained to lead the other cattle to the foot
the face. 1'or after using
San Francisco May 17 for New York.
I forest resources of the State. The founda- the CUTICFRA Roap :»v< Idle, it makes the face
of an inclined and enclosed gangway,
Gov Hobie, Amos Nichols, sailed from
lion alone will contain 171 logs, some of
smooth and ee.ol, and dots :<i rue that burning
!
there to turn and leave them, while the
edict soaps do.
sensation which so many etl.
Hong Kong March 20 for New York passed | them 120 feet long and 42 inches in diamthe (Ttk ika lD.Mt.nn> and y..u will not
other brutes went on and up the walk to Anjier April 24.
Try
eter
at
tin*
small
end.
The
|
superstruet- regret it that vou have ever done ho.
That is earning their
the slaughter pens.
Great Admiral, Howell, arrived at Boston
LEWIS I*. KEI.l.LIL
; ure of the building will contain, besides
living—and an honest one—w ith a venge- March 21 from Melbourne.
V. Lie Avenue, Bridgeport, Conn.
line brushed woods, showHenry B liydc, Bhineas Pendleton, sailed heavy timber,
ance !
ing the grain and structure of the woods,
1 saw that the beeves were driven into from San Francisco July 2 for New York.
Henrietta, A. M. Hoss, arrived at Boston and a complete exhibit of shipbuilding
Eczema (O Years Cured
pens, and that men ran along or stood April 24 from Melbourne.
! material.
1 purchased and used Cith nt.i with the most
over them on planks laid across the tops
Iceberg, F \Y Treat, arrived at Cebu May
< ommisNew
The
results. I was troubled with c- v.ema in
York
World's
Fair
gratifying
I saw that they jabbed and 22 from I long lvong.
of the pens.
the form of salt rheum o
ten years, and had quite
si oners have been trying to find a model
Iroquois, K D P Nickels, cleared from New !
of being cured. < n< i; \, with the help
prodded the poor beasts into the right
despaired
of Fulton's steamboat, the “Clermont,"
York
\
Francisco.
< Ttu rn.\
J111
San
of
the
and
then
that
15
for
<'I'TirntA
Roap
and
for
their
Kesoi.vent,
purpose,
position
lias permanently removed my
Jacob E Hidgeway, F (• Watson, sailed to he included in the State's exhibit at
inplaint, and left
they felled them with crushing blows of fn-m
flesh
sound
and
my
healthy.
24
for
New
York.
So
Cclientta April
far. however, they have
Chicago.
Then the j
hammers upon their skulls.
JAMES T. WILSON, Main bc-turing Chemist,
Josephus, Thomas Hogers, sailed from been unable to discover one. and they
52 Heckman Mart. New York, N Y.
doors of the pens were throw n open,
Hong Kong April 20 for New York.
have asked the Maritime Exchange to help
chains were fastened about the bind legs
Llewellyn J. Morse, Savory, arrived at them out.
have*
made
inThey
of the unconscious beasts, and they hung
many
Taltal June 2 from San Francisco.
luit have been able to get only
Cuticura Remedies
Lucy .V Niekcis, (' M Nichols, sailed from quiries.
upon a trolley running on a single oversome statistics as to the vessel's dimenAre the greatest skin cures, bloou purifiers, and
tinNew
York.
21
for
and
head rail. Silently
Singapore May
methodically
humor remedies of modem times. R.dd everyNone of the New York shipping
Luzon, A L Carver, clean'd from New sions.
slaughterers walked along and gashed
where. Price, (’rricniA, 5«u-.; Soap, 25c.; lit:
York April 20 for Shangliae.
men appear to know if
any model of the SOLVENT, Rl. prepared by tie l'l-l'IKli DlibU
their throats, and the mysterious red
Manuel Liaguiio, Edw Smailey, arrived at
old steamboat survives the eighty years
and Chemical ( oupouation. p. ton.
with drenching
essence of life was llung
New York Ma\ lb from San Fran< ism.
since the vessel was used.
How t" < lire Bieod Diseases,” mailed fw.
Kc
volume on the slippery lloor. llapidlv, far
Alary L Stone, CC Park, sailed from New
more
Visitors iron, the New England States
rapidly than the reader would York April 29 for Shangliae: spoken Max 20,
Rkiu .-.ml Re.,i:« purilied and
eafitilied
PUPY'C
will he agreeably surprised when they
believe unless he had seen it done, the lat 2 N. Ion 25 W.
;cn:A So.'.p.
DHD I 0 hy
Absolutely pure.
carcasses are sent hack to the next and
Nancy iVndlelon, J N Pendleton, mixed reach Jackson park to learn that a genuine
New England clam-hake is to la* operated
the next and the next set of operatives to at New York March 22 from Hong Kong.
RHEUMATIC PAINS
K I) Bier, A B Colson, arrived at San
have their hides taken off—so skilfully
The company that lias scIn one minute the Cuticura Antii at the Fair.
Francisco Feb 29 from Liverpool.
I’rtin Plaster relieve- rh( umatic, s« ithat they fetch more than any other hides
cured the privilege of operating this esH H Thomas, P B Nichols, arrived at New
atie, hip, kidney, chest, .md muscular
discarded by any other butchers in the York
: tablishment will spend sJO.OOO
in conpains and weaknesses. Price, 25c.
May 12 from Hong Kong.
world—to have their entrails removed, to
an
artistic
The
strucbuilding.
Haphael, Harkness, cleared from Sydney j structing
1.)
have their heads and hoofs taken off, to July 11 for San Francisco.
ture, as planned, is two storied, with a
Bohert L Belknap, Staples, sailed from ! casino roof.
be split and washed, and to be sent
It occupies a commanding
York March 20 for Yokohama.
i site over on the lake shore, near England's
swinging along to the cooling rooms. New
S P Hitchcock, Gates, cleared from Nexv
Silence, skill, expedition, these were York
building. The food will be cooked in the
9 for San Francisco.
July
the characteristics of all the labor in that
same way it is in New England coast reSan Joaquin, Drinkwater, cleared from
murderous place.
sorts, which are patronized by thousands
New York April 25 lor San Francisco; spoken
1
cu
a
ri
E ve ry thing—w i tliou t
of
parti
zing -May 11, lat 27 N. Ion 2b W.
people. During the Fair two special
that
too closely—every
St
F
arrived
at
New
single thing
Carver,
refrigerator cars will arrive every day
Nicholas, C
to
a
beef
is
sold
York
Francisco.
21
from
San
with
a supply of
April
slaughtered
appertains
dams, lobsters and seaState of Maine, II G Curtis, arrived it
The horns become the
and put to use.
fish.
The building will be finished in
New
York
from
Havre.
2b
May
horn of commere; the straight length of
time to give a reception to New EnglandThomas Dana, C N Meyers, arrived at
ers when the
leg hone go to the cutlery-makers and Tacoma March
buildings are dedicated in
29 from Seattle.
October.
Facilities will he provided to
others; the guts become sausage casings;
Til lie E Starbuek, Eben Curtis, at Porttheir contents make fertilizing material: land. <),
July 7. to sail for New York early i serve 10.<>00 people a day during the Fair.
the livers, hearts, tongues, and tails, and in September.
the stomachs, that become tripe, all are
Wandering Jexv, D C Nichols, arrived at
The new States w hich will choose presisold over the butchers’ counters of the Manila prior to June 15 for Hong Kong, to deiitial electors next
your
November, but did
I
nation; the knuckle bones are ground up load for New York.
not do so four years ago,
are
Wm 11 Mary, Ameslmry,sailed from Havre
Idaho,
into bone dour for various uses: the blood
Montana. North Dakota. South Dakota,
25 for New York.
is dried and sold as a powder for commer- April
Win H Conner. Frank J Pendleton, sai ed
Washington and Wyoming. They all
cial uses: the bladders are dried and sold from Manila
28
for
Boston
Anwent
April
passed
Republican in 1 sss by substantial
to druggists, tobaceoists, and others; the jier -May 25.
majorities, and in lSiXI Montana was the
into
and
from
the
fat goes
oleomargarine,
only one that went Democratic, and that
a
J’.A'KKS.
boots and feet and other parts come glue
by the slender majority of 2S:> votes. The
and oil and fertilizing ingredients.
Over
Adam W Spies, A D Field, arrived at six States control 20 electoral
so
votes,
nutritious
the slaughterhouse I found a series of Boston July 5 from Singapore
that it the Republicans lose New York
Alice Peed. Alanson Ford, sailed from ;
of bones and horns. j
rooms heaped full
and control the rest of these States, as in
Boston
2
for
April
Bridgewater, N S.
The bones had been boiled to get the
It
Beatrice Havener, Hiehborn, cleared f.'oni lsss. Mr. Harrison will here-elected.
1 fat of tlie marrow as well as to clean them.
is also well to remember that under the
Boston June Hi for Trinidad. B \V I.
Then they bad been dried and shaken
e system
new
Belmont, Heagan, arrived at llio .Janerio |
apportionment the States that went
about until they were as smooth and J title 25 fr< »i11 B< tsario.
have gained 1-1 votes in the
Republican
as
cotton spools.
The knuckle
Carrie E Long, .1 B Stowers, cleared roni 'electoral
j clean
w
college, while those that were
j joints bad b»-en cut off them, and one New York .July s for Haxana.
toimd in the Democratic column have
Carrie Heckle. Coleord. sailed from New
room was Idled with the ground-up Hour
only gained 7.
l
is
of those parts.
The white and pretty York Jan 25 for Champerieo,
Carrie L Tyler, Pattingall, cleared from
hones that remained were to be shipped
I
A <iood (iness.
New York June 11» for Buenos Ay res : spoken
to ('onnecricut. England, and Germany,
.June 21, 100 miles S of South Shoals Lightto be
worked into knifeltandles, fan j
The Maim- Press Association is off on a
sliil*.
bandies, tooth brush handles, backs for j Clara E Met. i I very, Phillip (iilkey, e.ea red pleasure trip t.» tie- Rangehv Lakes, when* 1_B^>_
the
trout and mosquito and w ary litt !«•
nail brushes, for penknives, and into from New York .June 17 for Ponce.
midge
abound. \ bom next week the
C P Dixon. N 1-' (Iilkey, sailed from Ariea
button-book handles, shirt studs, ruff
papers will he
bill of tisli Mnries. while the writer* thereof
buttons, and so on. n<( JujUtHmn. What | Molleiido May s for P-m.
Edward Cushing, C A Whittier,
leared i will lie full of very line guide! holes.
old
was to become
of the horns was still
>r< laird Sea She!!.
from New York .lime 22 for Demarar.t.
more
them
astonishing.
By heating
Edward Knlder, Meivin I’ark, sailed from
and then tapping them skilfully, the
Tocopilla May 5 for New York.
Edward .Max C C McClure. a1 Mali la Jum
operatives had loosened the soft cellular
tilling which solidities and strengthens 1 from Hong Kong, to load for New York or
each horn.
The substance around this, Boston.
I'd11ma T Crowell. A S J’emlleton, arrived
between it and the inner surface of the
at New York March Pi from Hong Kong.
for
horn, goes
glue: the rest is ground up
Escort, B (I W hit ••house, at Shanghai*
into hone meal.
The horns were then to

Hamilton, Mary

■

News of the M. E. Church.

[From The District Tidings.]
Union. The change in the place of holding
service is working grandly. All are greatly
encouraged. Pastor Payson is to he congratulated, as well as the people.
Montvillk. Faithful work is being done
here. The Pastor, Rev. W. H. Mattitt, was
united in marriage to Miss Addie E. Woodbury, of Northport, May Mrd, 1892.
Personals.

Rev. W. H. Crawford is

suc-

ceeding finely in his work at Pittsford, Vt.
In a personal letter he says:
‘Remember

me to all my brethren and friends.”_Rev.
H. W. Norton, P. E. Bucksport District, is
on a three weeks’ trip to the eastern part of
his work. All is moving pleasantly with
him-Rev. O. H. Fernald will have charge
of the Northport camp-meeting and Rev. A.
A. Lewis, of Bath, will conduct the singing.
The meeting will be held August 8-1.’1.
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Ask
Physician
about Horsfonl’s
Bread Preparation.
It is
pure, healthful and
powder, and sup] >hes
th
with the
phosphates ot uch
fine Hour
depnyed.

Livermore,

Louise ('handler Moulton, Helen H. Gardener, Frances E. Willard, Mrs. Gen. Lew
Wallace, Frances E. Bussell and the Editor of the Arena.
In addition to these
papers, there is a brilliant symposium on
Women’s Clubs in America, to which
eleven leading American women contribute.

Sudbury St.. Boston, %

■■

j

C.,

64

>

Tlie Story-Teller l"i July is made up of
long and entertaining story of girl-life
and girl-eflort in tlie Northwest fifteen or
twenty years ago, when St. Paul and Minneapolis were not the great eities they are
to-day, and when roughing it and doing
good could go hand in hand. The story be sent to the makers of
May in.
horn goods, Ij
Exanell.WJL Blanchard, arrived at Brisis called “True Blue.” and is b\ Mrs.
each horn skilfully and | ham- prior to June 15 from New York,
by
cutting
who,
Lucia Chase Bell, who tells how the girls
then pressing it between heavy rollers, ij
Evie Peed. A T Whittier, arrived at Yalwho are her heroines were really “true
to spread each one out into a Hat I: paraiso prior to July 14 from New York.
1»1 ue” alike in desire and endeavor. Price j manage
Harvard, Coleord, sailed from New York
ribbon.
In this shape it can be used in a
l'> cents a number. 1>. Lothrop Company, j
thousand ways. The artificers who do this April 10 for Anjier.
Publishers, Boston.
Havana.
Bice, arrived at Matau/.as July
work cut each horn spirally, so that it ;
15 from Havana t«» load for N of H.
Our little Men and Women for August
becomes a tight curl capable of being
Herbert Black, Albert Blancliard, at Pungives the boys a hint which they will un- straightened out. By immense pressure I ta Arenas May 14 for New York.
derstand in “What the Brook Saw.”
the curve is taken out of it. Good horns
j Hudson, J”' A Curtis, sailed froi Trapini
Joker, the clever monkey, meets some re- sell at *125 a ton. Il is by such thorough ! J line li for Boston.
markably clever relatives, and “What economy and ingenuity—by losing noth- ! Henry Norwell, Frank Perry, cleared from
July Id for Portland.
Spoiled the Day,” “Dick's Auction,” “A ing and wasting nothing—that the J’hiladelphia
John .J Marsh, H If Whittier, arrived at
Little Builder,” “The Plague of Locusts,” great linns in this business have monopoPortland June 25 from Boston.
“A Boy and A Girl," “Talks by IJueer
lized their field.
A small butcher in the
James (i Pendleton, Lancaster, sailed from
Folks,” “Did Tabby Cndcrstand'.1" “The East cannot kill his meat and market it in Valparaiso April 22 for Antofogosta.
are
the
with
the
Jaunt,"
J W Dresser, Parker, at Cienfuegos June
Tally-ho
among
bright competition
stockyards packers,
stories by bright writers, who with the because lie must waste w hat they save I! Id, from Pliiladelphia diseliarging.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, arrived at
clever artists help to make this publica- and sell.
Buenos Ayres Felt 10 from Boston.
tion the best and brightest boys’ and girls’
1 made a tour of the refrigerating or coolMatan/.as, B F Hire,sailed from New York
magazine ever issued. Price si.00 a year; ing rooms. They are kept at a tempera- June
22 for Havana.
10 cents a number. D. Lothrop Co., Pub- ture of :>«>
I believe. Vet, when the meat
Mary E. Russell, W S Nichols, cleared
fresh from the slaughter is railroaded
lishers, Boston.
from New York March 22 for Dunedin.
into such a room, the animal heat in it
Mary S Ames, Crocker, at Honolulu June
Pansy for August contains a compre- warms the room for a considerable
time, 2<x for Layson Island to load for Europe.
hensive paper on Jean lngelow, which
Penobscot, MrCaulder, arrived at New
and Jills it4 with steam as with a fog.
! will he read with pleasure and profit. It Once it is;
the sides of beef are York March 25 from Singapore.
cooled,
also
a
bit
of
American
HisSt
Lm ie. J T Erskine, at Auckland N Z,
gives
bright
j
firm and hard and almost appetizing.
I tory under the title of About St. AugusJune 12 for New York.
at the actual scene of
Everywhere,
except
Willard Mudgett, Crocker, at Rosario June
tine. and has likewise a goodly number of
slaughter, these houses and the work in 1.x for Rio Janeiro.
short stories, poems, sketches and verse.
them are clean and above criticism.
Pansy and Margaret Sidney furnish excel- While 1 looked
KK1GS.
on, they were killing four
lent chapters for the two principal stories.
beeves a minute, or 270 in every hour.
David Bttghee, Stowers, cleared from New
The illustrations are many and good, makYork July .x for Point-a-Pitre.
There were slaughtered in those .stocking a bright, attractive summer number,
H B Hussey, Hodgdon, from Roekport,
1800 no less than 2,210,:>12
and an every way desirable magazine for yards during
Me, for Charleston. S C: sailed from Rockbend of cattle, more than 1,000,000 sheep,
old and young alike, for week day and
land June 20.
and •'),7JJ.082 hogs.
H C Sibley, (> W Hiehborn, arrived at
Price si.00 a year: 10
; Sunday reading.
\s 1 passed out of the yards some one
Boston June 7 from Pascagoula.
Cents a number.
D. Lothrop Co., Pubhanded a card to me.
It contained a
I lishers, Boston.
SCHOONERS.
record of the business of one linn, the
The August Arena contains the second leading one of the
‘big four" packing
Benj Fabens, R B Condon, cleared from
It showed that during the Portland July b for Demarara.
instalment of Mr. Heed's Brief for the concerns.
Clara E Coleord, Coleord, cleared from :
Plaintiff in the interesting discussion of year ending April 1,1801. that company
transacted
sales
of sou,000.000 worth of Philadelphia .July lb for Bangor.
Bacon
vs.
j
Shakespeare. Whatever may
Edward Johnson. Warren, from Philadelmeat, and other goods.
he said of the abstract merits of the
It killed 712.000
phia for St Pierre: sailed from Breakwater !
j no one ca.n fail to be impressed withcase,
the cattle. 1.714.000 hogs, and nearly .">00,000 July 4.
ingenious and powerful array of evidence •sheej). It employed 7.000 persons, and
tleorgia (lilkev, W R (Jilkev, at Cardenas i
thus far adduced in behalf of Lord Bacon,
paid nearly *4.000.000 in wages. Li owned July a, Idg.
as tin* author of the
Ceorge Twohy, Farrow, arrived at, New !
plays. Perhaps the 2.270 refrigerator cars and .70 a.crcs of
most startling as well as t he most interestbuildings. It made 7,000,000 pound of York June 2 from Brunswick, (la.
Hattie ,Me(i Buck, II F Sprowl, cleared
1 xus- ;
ing disclosures, however, are yet to come. glue and o .700 tons of fertilizer.
from K<y West June 22 for Havana via
In the September number Mr. Heed will
peet that its hogs and sheep and boxes of ;
answer objections,
not only those that
glue and sides of beef and cans of meat Tampa.
Henry Clausen, Jr. Appleby, cleared from |
have been brought, forward in previous may stretch up, if piled one oil the other,
Apalachicola July lb for Philadelphia.
from
here
to
the
1
but
leave
the
discussions
of
the
i
Ioraee (I .Morse,1 larriman, arrived at New
moon,
public
subject, but
'j
calculation to others, satisfying myself York June 21 from Fernamlina.
others advanced in his own private correJohn C Smith, K me la ml, sailed from Balspondence with scholars and literary men with the reflection that America is great,
j
t.imore June is for Tampico.
and (’hicago is its prophet. [Julian Kal ph,
on both sides of the Atlantic. Other leadJos W Foster, S S Heagan, arrived at i
ing papers in the Arena are by United in Harper’s Weekly.
Savannah July s from Philadelpha.
States Senator .lames H. Kyle, lion. Geo.
Tester A Lewis, Burgess, arrived at Ban- |
Fred Williams, M. <
Hon. Win. T. Kills,
gor July 11 from Newburg.
Croat Call for Canned floods.
M.
Gail
A.
a

GREATEST SKIN CURES

XKw

Yokk, .July

111.

The

sliiji llcnja-

min F. Packard, from San Francisco, has
arrived here with 2:1.4111 cases of standard
canned fruits,:!,271 cases of Alaska salmon
2,011 barrels of wine, 12,599 bags of lima
beans, etc. Most of these canned fruits,
peaches and apricots, as well as other lots
to come, have been sold while on the pasThe diminished packing prospects
sage.
eastward and on the Pacific coast have
aroused strong competition to secure the
surplus of last year, and in view of the
firm advance for new fruit in California,
and the undoubted increase of table wants
to occur during the Columbian celebration,
picking the heavy blocks and remnants of
1890 has become an active speculation.
Experience has shown that trustworthy
goods may be carried safely in tin for several seasons. Lima beans continue to advance
regardless of the large offering
which has already come forward this year.
This article was never of a wholesale crop
character until California farmers took up
the idea and few garden productions ever
so quickly gained so strong a
place in
trade as these wholesome and easily prepared beans. City and rural places call
for them steadily.

Linah C
ed at New
S C.

Kaminski,
York

S E Woodbury, arrivJune 2b from Ceorge tow n,

Lizzie Lane, A C Closson, arrived at Bangor July b from Perth Amboy.
Lucia Porter, Crindle, arrived at Balti-

.July lb from Bangor.
Mary A Hall, M Yeazie, arrived at Ferliandina July 8 from Fall River.
M B Milieu, Dyer, arrived at New York
June 21 from Santa Cruz.
Mary L Peters, Williams, arrived at Boston July 1(1 from Baltimore.
B F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Boston
July 20 from Philadelphia.
Sally rOn, W H West, arrived at Charleston July 8 from Boston.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Philadephia
July 11 from Bath.
Warren Adams, Coleord, arrived at Philadelphia July 15 from Port Spain.
more

William Frederiek, Cottrell, sailed from
Fernamlina June 25 for New Haven.
Willie L. Newton, Coombs, arrived at
New York June 80 from Fernamlina.

She

Blushed

awfully when I told her what to do for those
horrid pimples with which her face was covered. She now says if you want a pink and
white complexion with a nice clear smooth
skin, you must use that best of all blood
2w30
purifiers, Sulphur Bitters.

Housekeepers,
Attention!
■

Are you ioteiiui;'..', to purch.iKITCHr.V RAW? •! so. exainr

s:

SANFORD'S

! Cleanse

Ginger

|

The Vitiated

I

Blood

;
t
'I he irtv.it sales
most Mirtr*v
t..ct that it
most popular lian^v iu tin- inn:!« •:.
<- ■,
e; rat
upm a>ntv is
,.m ’hiand m.iav thou.-.mo- v.
;
M
f the vei v I
< I \!
We warrant t
chnr.u

the

ingot warming st.en i ms,
it quenches thirst, \v a ins in!
strengthens weak stomachs,

Its impurities

\\\ t’nrni- h
make.
ie wanted.
hi bv v.idr-.m ake

st
S-

ti:r
St-.*

\m\

TV aim-.

I Bursting through
The Skin

digestion, prevents
chills, destroys disease germs
promotes

a

In

and

Pimples,
♦ini

from

protects the system
contagious influences.

Cooking Ran:

IMPROVED FG 3 1392

When you see

in water drunk, eradicates

Gold Clarion
Portable

MOST-'ll-;

craving for intoxicants,

THE ELEGANT

Blotches

18

And Sores.

Containing among its ingredients the purof medicinal French brandy and the best
of imported ginger, it is vastly superior to
the cheap, worthless, and often dangerous
urged as substitutes. Ask for SANORD’S GINGER and look for owl trademark on the wrapper. Sold everywhere.
est

Rely
ters

fingers

on

and

Sulphur BitHea!<‘l~

wils

follow.
^ ml 3 2-rent stumps to A. P. Ordway & <
Boston, Mass., for best medical work publish.'

MwiiTnnn

lynrm;:o
I

Nervousness.
HORSFORD'S Acid
An

cial

agreeable
tonic and

and

benefi-

food for the

and brain.

nerves

Phosphate.

A

remedy

j
I

of the highest value in Mental and Nervous Exhaustion.
Trial bottle mailed on receipt of 25 cents
Rumford Chemical Works,
stamps.
Trovidence, R. I.

in

!

The Old Standard Family Medicine.
Tt regulates the bowels, assists digestion,
and cures tho*e di-<n-*'- arising from a disordered stomach or liver, such as: Oonstipat ion. Biliousness, Indigestion, I.oss of
Appetite, Headaches, etc-.
BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
Price, 35c., 50c.. and SI.00 At all druggists.
Or of the Proprietors.
l&L J. F- TRUE A. CO., Auburn, Maine.

|

!

i|

i
1.VI23

|

1

__

me if: eras.
We have lots of testimonials of
We
any

his

curing

neighbor.

record for

would be hard

H.H. HAY & SON,
All

Cleaves the
Na.al Pfl..aS»,
•

r lmvi* rented the blacksmith -hop of .Mr. JONES
S. DAVIS, on Washington street, and am pre1
pared to do horse-shoeing, jobbing, etc.

ZELMA S. RICHARDS.

they have made.
can
supply them to most
townsman, perhaps from
door

dealers,

the True

to

forty

Their
years

beat.

Portland, Maine, Agts.

35 cts. Call for
L. F.” medicine

every time you

purchase.

Iyr30

Catarrh

1y 1

cures

next

ELYS

Belfast, June lf>, 18'J3.- 24tf

City Bleachery.
I

have

just returned from Boston with all the
leading stvles of HATS and BONNETS, also

all kinds of FANCY LADES and BRAIDS, old
work done in the best possilje manner. NEW
HATS and BONNETS made to order. You will
find all kinds of SEWING MACHINE NEEDLES
at my place.
S. D. BROWN,
12tf
High Sr., over Hervey’s Jewelry Store

Fire &.

Burglar Proof

SAFHiS.
First-class reliable safes with all late improve
ments. All sizes for sale low bv
15tf
FRFD ATWOOD, WIMerport, Me.

*-

A."Tr“Inflammation.

^^^CURfS^
Pte&g&*l
^jAri
■£0s/^ABi5l»Lr,n|
tVL|\ll/i

J
fl

sjS^*

M

Heals the Sore*, Kf
Restores the
Senses
and

^2^'^^

Taste
Smell.

of

TRY THE CURE.

^vV

HAY-FEVER

A particle is applied Into each imdi
agreeable. Price 50 cents at Oruggtst-.
1\ 1 ••
registered, 'Hi cents.
KL\

ItKOTHKKS 5»i Warren

Seaside

V--‘

st

Cottage

KKM AT N0KTHP0KT t AMP f.K0l M»
and most convenient cottage on tin
Cool kitchen and dining room in baseim
furnished except bed linen. Will rent
tire season. Fine location and the n
villa on the grounds, rommodious ami
tor a large familv. For terms, address
K. P. WALK Kit. Vm:.
Or .J. H. Pendleton. Carpenter at th*
Ground.
g-Jtf

FOK

■

ykdkx and household.

1.

Husbandry

,'|»

in

Notes

Maine.

industries which to-day culls
and increase, and one which
-nrc promise of substantial remit of sheep husbandry.
While !
he a question as to the possible
some other branches, there
a
as to this.
Recognizing this
Trustees of the State Agricult y have decided to increase the
heral premiums for this class,
in addition, the following;
vr.
.<•

on

Wood

A

Manufactures.

Chaiitaiiquan

Ode.

BELFAST

the closing meeting for the year of
Katalnlin Circle, C. L. S. C., of Foxcroft, the
loll owing ode, written by Mrs. O. P. Martin,
of that town was sung, to the tune of Auld

1 liese notes, taken from various
sources,
are here given, without
vouching for the

RAILROADS
I*, m.
0.25 ]».

making

ire

of

(

liildren’s Teeth.

■;7th annual meeting of tht Maine
''.'i-iety in PorTand last week I>r.
••wltoii. of Fairfield. read a paper
-• it111io11a 1
Treatment a> a Factor
-'i'm Deoav in ( hildren's Teeth."
that purely local treatment in
the teeth of eliildren seemed not
■a as desired. 'File dentist is usually
•o for remedial
services, hut when
e
patients cone to us with teeth deto
mere shells, the time for preven■> atmeiit has
surely passed. The sixth
•iai shoidd be saved. Many parents
Jjem l'oi temporary teeth, coming
v do. a year before thelirst tenipo.-♦■tli are shed.
When these teeth
us in the condition that
we sir
mes see. does it not follow that
tevented b\ some remedial treatremaining, permanent teeth to
ay take the same course to de1

e

(>m

profession

is

a

eons* rva-

should deal with the denms not only as we find them deand decayed, and deceased, hut
id look about and penetrate the
is workings of nature as far as
i1 Me.
Thus we limy, to some exi-eet t he
actions and form t he
our patients and the public, and i
at is in oilr p'*wei for the devi lj
t a perfect, denture.
owlton's paper was discussed hy
.•brown, Kelley. Fellows. Bacon
1 nit

we

■

■

iia in.
liristian

v\ho

Kmleavur

Societies.

there is in tiling new
sun would l.»e sorely put to it to
untcrpart of t he Young People’s
of Christian Endeavor.
When,
is year of grace, has the earth
.•■<
to the tread of 1,200,000 young
;••
bound together with
a
single
t -edu*—to
do what? Elect Cleveland?
riv<t Harrison? Pedal a bicycle or swing
binds racket? No; to read the Bible
i j,!lv everyday, to take part regularly
iyer-meeting, support their own
and engage in active Christian
ises.
There’s a new aspect of
|'i
"
America for you! Young America!
ild rather say Young World.
any one thinks that Christianity is
•->
nt, he has sufficient answer in this
"f 1200 full regiments. It is marching
ii tie*
steady swing of veterans,and yet
bhi tin- buoyancy of youth. Now and
iau old Christian
shrugs his shoulders,
Aher us. the deluge." True; a deluge of
•'h.m vigor, keener
wits, stronger faith,
d
it
the young people’s religious
'‘tie> of this decade, and you will have
bin for the church of the twentieth
sa\

>

■

who believes all this, it is, inastonishing that there are some
ci heard of the Christian Endeav''"
VMiient, who do not know how, only
'■’•'■ii years
ago last February, from the
ts of a revival in a church in
Maine,
nest pastor, and faithful people,
iystallized this new jewel of the
li" s sceptre, the Christian Endeavor
"■’-aWhat was attractive about it?
111
were the jokes, the
uniforms,
‘k• and candy, the glitter and gayety.
'■
-done were supposed capable of drawV"ung people? If for nothing else, the
d *wes this movement its
profound
I' tudc for
proving the deep seriousness
In*
young. It used to be said, “Win
by persons.” Now it is said, “Win
"ie

1

'Hi

by principles.”

i'tian Endeavor societies have been
tin* start eminently spiritual. They
/‘•' dealt with fundamentals. They have
i" ded to the thoughtful and uncarnal
!lmanhood and maidenhood with
! d« ucc and success.
More than that,
iuive exhibited Young America’s—
Tiill2
,*
World’s—genius for applied
“btianity. Fish for the young with a
""al exhortation, and they will grin at
the pickerel grins at the tioat. Fish
:
'liem with the hook of a principle,
d with a definite duty, and they are
■

Harpers's Weekly.

d'MmMiiber,

my son, you have to work,
r
you handle a pick or a pen, a
■'/“‘♦•lharrow or a set of hooks, digging
1'

s>

or

hell

1

editing

ringing
wntiug funny things,
a

paper,

an auc-

or
you
work.
If you look around you *ill
’Hitt the men who are able to live the
"f their
days without work are the
who worked tlie hardest. Don’t be
0f killing yourself with overwork.
ht‘V die sometimes, but it’s because they
!'
work at 0 p. m., ami don’t go home
a. m.
It is the interval that kills,
}v
S,J&.
[Robert J. Burdette.

j
to

j
|

I

1

Rev. S.

street.

L. Hansb. a. m.:

onm, pastor.
Prayer meeting at
preaching service at lb..in a. m.; Sunday
Sehoi>l at 12 noon young people's meeting at
b p. m. and general
prayer meeting at 7 p. in.
I’nitarian, Chnreli street. No preaching
at present.
Cniversahst, corner of Court and Spring
streets, Rev. Myra Kingsbury, pastor.
Preaching service at lb.45 a. mV: Sunday
School at 12: Young People's meeting at ii
p. m.: lecture at 7.5b ]*. m.
Catholic, lower Court Street, Rev. Father
Garrity, of Winterpoit. pastor. Services at
10 a. in.
STAGES WITH

U.

S.

MAIL.

Camden, via. Lineolnville Beach, Northport ami East Northport: E. C. Freeman,
proprietor. Arrives daily at 12 noun ; leaves

at 2 p. m.
Centre Lineolnville. via. Grange and East
Belmont; A. 1'. Knight, proprietor.
Arrives daily at 12 noon: leaves at :> p. m.
via
So.
Searsniont
and
Liberty,
Montville,
Belmont : Geo. B. liver, proprietor. Arrives
daily at 11 a. in.: leaves at 1.45 p. m.
Freedom, via Knox, Fast Knox, Morrill
and Poor’s Mills; Rohie Mears, proprietor.
Arrives daily at 11 a. in.: leaves at 1 p. ni.
North Searsport, via Swanville: Geo. W.
Nickerson, proprietor. Arrives daily at 12
noon : leaves at 1 p. m.
Stockton Springs, via. Searsport; W. F.
Brown, proprietor. Arrives daily at 0.N0 a.
in., ami J..T0 p. ni.. leaves post-oltiee at 10 a.
m. ami Railroad station at O.NO
p. m.
(Time
subject to changes of railroad time table.)

from liberty. West S*-ars111«*nt, North .searsniont and Belmont. J. C.
Fuller, proprietor. Arrives daily at 11 a. m.:
leaves at 2.2.0 p. in.
Staples's Express from Stockton Springs,
via.
Searsport. -b--;r Staples, proprietor.
Arrives daiiv at 1o.no a. m. lea\ es
p. m.

Steamers leave Belfast as follows;
For Xorthport, Camden and Bockland. daily,
a. m. and 2..'in p. m.
except. Sunday, at
For Searsport. daily, except Monday at (’about)
!U»o \. m.. or upon arrival ot steamer front Boston.
For Bucksport. Wiuterport, Hampden an ) BanABBOTT, brother Of ELIZABETH B.
NORTON, late of Moutville, in said County gor at !Mhi \. m.. daily, except Monday, and at 2.40
ot Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition |1 I’, m.. daily, except Sunday.
For Fort Point and Sandy Point, daily, except
that (ill ES C. ABBOTT, of Northport. mav be
appointed administrator on said deceased's* es- Sunday, at 2.4'* 1*. M.
Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
July, A. D. 1892.

At a

they

take

tate.

BICKMORE’S GALL CURE
when starting for their winter’s work?
For Horses and Cattle; Cures
GALLS, SCRATCHES, ( I TS, SORE SHOULDERS, AND ALL KINDRED TROUBLES.
(){'

Druggists

and Harness Dealers.

ISICKMOKE GALL CUKE CO.,

At a Probate Court belli at if-st. within ami for
the County of Waldo, on tin* -ee.md Tucsdav of
duly, A. I>. 1892.
E.
4 NN
HoFFSES. daughter of SAMSON
£\. KN I( I NT. late of Linen]nville. in said County ol Waldo, ifeeea-cd. hax iug presented a petition that J. 15. NOYES, of Linrolnville, max be
appointed administrator on the estate of said deceased.
<>rdered. That the said Ann E. give notice to
all person- interested by causing a copy of this ,.rderto lie published three xveeks sm-eessivelv in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, That tliev
may appear at a ProbnteCoiirr.ro be held at Belfast xvithin and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of theelock before
noon, and slmxv cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said petition should not be granted’.
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest .—Boii.vx I*. Field, Register

OLD TOWN, MAINE.
lyriMtcnrm

UNDERWEAR

m rouB

PALMER’S.

■■ruer

llleet

-4

at

Main

MasoR’e
and High

A

Hosiery

Years.

Begular

iii«*»•

tings

1st

Monday evening

fol-

lowing full moon. Speeia s at call.
Plncnix Lodge. No. 24. Begular meetings

years by millions of mothers for
their
while teething, with perfect
It soothes tin* child, softens the
success.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy L- Diarrlnea.
It is pleasant to the taste. Sold J>y druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
1 vr4'.»

fifty

Monday
Specials

on

or

before

full

moon.

eieinng
at call.
Timothv Chase Lodge. No. 120. Regular
meetings. l>t Thursdav evening in each
month.
Specials at eai
Independent Order Odd Fellows. Bodies meet at Odd Fellows Block. Main street.
Canton Balias. B. M.. No. 4. 1. O. O. F.
Meets on the 2d Thursday evening of each
month.
Penobscot Encampment. No. 25. Begular
meetings on the 1st and Nd Tuesday evenings
in each month.
Waldo Lodge, No. 12. Regular meeting

children

Several cx-eaudidates could gaze at the
of the rocket and ponder.

flight

Galls and wounds on horses are .unsightly
and objectionable. They can be cured while
the horse is still worked by applying Bu kmoke's Gall Cuke.

every Friday evening.
Aurora Rebekah Lodge. Begular meetings
oil the 2d ami 4th Tuesday evenings of each
lnont 1;.
Knights of Pythias. All bodies of this
order meet in Castle Hall. High street, over
Cltas. N. Back s store.
Silver Cross Lodge, No. 5S, meets even

“Were you upset by the bank failure?”
1 lost my balance."

“Yes.

For horse and owner nothing equals Bickmoke’s Gall Cuke.
By its use galls and
wounds are healed while the horses is at
work.

Wednesday evening.
I informed Bank

meets

tirst

Monday

It is now that a man goes to the country
t>> find rest and quiet and comes directly
home for the same purpose.

Primrose Council No. 0.
Pythian Sisteron the tirst ami third Tuesday
of each month.
Independent Order ok Bkd.mkn. Tarratim- Tribe meets at Knights of Pythias Hall
on tile second and fourth Tuesdays of each

hood. meets

evenings

Coughing Leads to Consumption.
will stop the cough at

Kemp's Balsam
once.

month.

Ancient order l

Country Child (who sees no novelty in a
park). “What is all this grass for?” City
Child. “That's to keep off of."

nttkd

Workmen.

Kn-

terpri/.e Lodgi No. 5s. meets at Knights of
Pythias Hall on the second and fourth
Thursday evenings in each month.

Lane’s Family Medicine Moves the Bowels
Each day. Most people need to use it.

G. A. B.
All Grand Army
Memorial Building on Church

Thomas IT.

!

American factories are turning out a cart
j load of watches a day, and yet people come
I in late to church the same as of yore.

Marshall Post

bodies meet at
street.

Straw Hats.
At

SS

PALMER’S.
PRICES 10e. TO $2.00 EACH.

Slimmer Neckwear at Palmer’s.

N". 42.

meets

true

Soft & Stiff Hats,colors.
Ar PALMER'S.

HAMMOCKS at PALMER'S.
An

elegant lino of the above u.mdsean be found
—at

Dwight

P.

—

Palmer’s,

Searsport

(newXstock)
-OF-

Fur Capes.

Monkey, Cape Seal, XulFool Seal amt Coney,

m.

Nv'intfi i»ort.

4. .'
.f, ir,

Ilainpilen.ti.ao
Arr. Baiuror.
'Excursion tickets at reduced rates. Ticket*
will he good on any steam »r <>f the main line, and
tickets sold on any steamer will he trod on anv
other steamer.
j.irf
Meals of superior ipialitv served on hoard.
FRRD W. POTR. Agent.
WILLI AM If. HLI. L, Oeueral Manager

..Belfast.
.Boston.

MAY 2, 1892.

C“T"«
C&Pr,
8

CROSBY.

U 51 51 K l!

A |{ It A \ <; K 51 | \ [-.
Till;l-:i: Ti;iTs Pi :: MT:i k.
r.r;m-^ llilfusl evury Tui v.Ihv, Thiirsii.iv unit
m
l:kil<.-'~ p ., .T. iL ,„i
Sjitnnliiy ;it ln.im
Puck s llarhor. u.;;ii c. m.: s.-lgne-i;. 5.4.1 ... -,j
I it m >k 1 11.
1.1 ■. m .; Of ca u v i 11 ■. aM
1
rriyes
at Civi.mi’s Landing about Pi:. 1
m
arrives'at
I humor ahotti i;.in> p. 1.
Pa
«'1 iimccts at Ulohoro
every trim with steamer
rimhria tor N. D»*er Isle.
1'
j;,^^
iM.r. >. W. llarhor.
R. llarhor. >eal 1 lari-r* tml
Par llarhor.
I-#**Dinner serve*! *>ii steamer fimbria.
.1

..

1:kn:UMNO

Will leave

Lam ling

in-en's

eve tv .M-.ndav. Wedm. .'o.-eam
>.513
m.; Sedgwick. M.aa
m.
ll.au \. m .; Blake’s Point, l_’.nu m. ;
m m.. arrive at Belfast at j.uup. m.

and Fridav at
i nesday
a. m.: Prooklin. ln.im

ilfe,

*.nn

1 *8

EMMELINE,

I

Capt. Edward True*.

On an I after .Tub 1-t will run a- f--:iow.wvather permittinu.
fui.noo i>o j
l.e;i\».*s BrooU.sv illr. «..r. .1. Ml. «'asrim
22.onwni>
r un
.1 .*•.*.*7 pc.
H 4 a
:u.; llmuhe-'
I*..in!. 7
-loi
I ;mh> l\ i!n. -.pi
"Ve. 7.4 a in.
P.d.odO Cm
n i\ es
ni.
t,..
1.7:V>no Belfast nun .1. m. ami 1 "n
Leave- Bel fa-1. a _’<>
m
;im
:;.hm
S«*».S."1 12
|.j.
Kiln, :;.4" !•• Ill- !f> Her'.- <oe. pi
.ml 4."
Total.8207.22," os p. m.. H mu lie- l'-inr. 4.'_‘n p. m.. Pa-tine. p. 4
ami 7>.ihi p. ni.:arrive-in Hr-ill.-p,
... in
p.n
Hr-.-iksville Momiav-. Weilne-lav
..u l
-virnr.la\s „nl\.
ot
Coextv
-s.
State
»*e Wai.iv>
.Maine,

See

••

..

,.

I. ( HAS. F. GORDON. Cashier of the abo\e
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement i- true to the best of m\ knowledge and
( H AS. F. GORDON. < a-hj; -,
belief.
Subscribed and -worn to before me this 1«t h da\
C1IARLF.SE. VDAMS.
of .Inly. 1S1>2.
Notar\ Fublie.
Correct -Attest:
JAMES G. RKNDLKTV »\. .•
(1F0. F. SMITH.
Directors.
1
J. B. NICHOLS.

[

j

!

j

VlKlMJ

Arriv
1

»J1

es in I*.el last >.;;•>
Leave- Belfast

a.

m.:

..ml

L
pi.

ami in.-1."" .uni

:: •:
m

a. im

Leave- N-.rrlipnrt •
a. in
Pj.Jii. :;.<m .uni
p-in. Arrive-in Nortlip..i t :».:■<• ami 1 o
1..!" ami 7."'* p. in.
Tlie Lmmeliue eonneets w ith M < train arriving
a
Belfast a! '.'.no a. in., ami leaving Be I fa-t at 1
p. m.
Passenger- takinu Stmr. Lintneline at Bella-*
"line, t with Steamers for Ma-ln.i- ami intermeiliate landings, ’>y staying over uiuht m Castine.
Steamer will nor -uo r-- West Brooksville unless
there are through passe liners.
( APT. K.TKI K, Manager
1S:»*j.
Belfast, .lime
1

THE BELFAST

Macklae l
Announce

to

the
to

Foundry Co. Maine Central R. R.

public that they
do all kinds of

are

Hall's Stave Jointer,

Gearing. Quarry Derricks,
Hoisting Winches,Quarry Cars, to.
Patent Iron Sheaves, Stone Jacks, Unity
Hussey Plows.
CIRCULAR SAWS & BELTING,

IVECSA

Machine <£ Foundry
Belfast, Me.. Feb. 2,r>, 1802.—34.

Co.
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Burnham, arrive.s
Waterviile. s

Waterviile......
Bangor.u
Burnham, depart. s

PHOTOGRAPHER.

W. Li.

Pnity

ro

HALL,

The quality of

Belfast, depart. u
t»;
Pity Point
...
Brooks .7
Knox
7
Thorndike
7

CALL.

Belfast

OKI, FAST.
AM.
45
5o

Mill

we G

On and after June *JH, I SlU, trains connecting
Burnham with through trains for and from
Bangor. Waterviile. Portland and Boston, will run
as follows
at

Fld'M

Saw Mills,

Holmes’ Stave Machine,

Dealers in

TIME-TABLE.

prepared

Also manufacturers of the

Heye Circular

Nealey, Photographer, Tbs

j

r*-:»wly I’.iint..
Bueksport..

Capital stm-k paid in.8
Surplus fund.
Cmlivided protits.
National. Bank notes outstanding..
Dividend- unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to cheek..

VESTMAKERS!

|Winterport..20

i>. m.

Kurt I’oiiit_i

**

Arrangement.

Pianos, Organs, Music, &c. Foundry & Machine Works.

j

Northport.:i.r>o

i.iauiu he.-.

E. 8. PITCHER,

*’

itAMiiin.

Belfast.l'.4h

Bank,

Total.8207.22."

Thursday evenings.

GRAEFE’S

i"

Leavt*
si.Mn a. m.

...

■

..

KOCKl.WO.

....

These we haw- in stock in all sizes, or can obtain
any kind of a fur garment for you at the very lowest price.
A good cape once bought you have a
good, comfortable garment for years, and they are
to be the most popular garment worn the year
round.
on will have one sooner or larer. and tlie
sooner the cheaper. Three years ago Heaver and
Otter were eighteen 1 Swlollars, now they are sixty
•.Ho., these and other popular furs will, like the
Buffalo. in a few years be extinct. You cannot
raise fur on trees or manufacture if. it must grow
on the backs of wild animals and seals. Furs have
been the popular garments of Russia and Canada
for all time, and the people of this country are to
adopt the same for all time to come.

Call and

Wiuterport, Bucksport.
Xorthport. Cam-

Buck s 1 larhor.
Isleshoro. lii.-r.
Sargent\ tile, tlag landing.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE
Connects at Isleshoro f*»r Casrim ami .1!' River
I..imlings r*> Bangor: at Belfast with steamer for
National
Camden, Rockland ami Boston. Meamer Cimhria
connects at Isleshoro for Pc I last even
trip.
At Searsport, In the State oi Maine, at the close of i
Freight taken at reasonable rates' ami older*
business July 12. |S92.
tilled promptly. Freight L»r Pine Kill re warded
via
steamer
from Sedgwick.
UKst>i nn.s.
Round trip tickets fr-m. all landings
1 at reLoans anil discounts.> 1 (»'.*.77 • luced rates on a limited time.
Overdrafts, secured ami unsecured.
420 ]
SA M L II. PA RPOI R. M.ukcom
r. S. Bonds to secure circulation..
42,ooo oo
F. W. POTR. \geu;. Belfast.
Stocks, securities, etc.
7,17:’. oo
F. WARREN, \gent, < iiveti's
Lamling.
Due from approved reserve agents
20.482 1>7 j
Due from other National Batiks.
so
fun
S.RSr, 02
Bankinsr-housc furuitureandtixtures,
14 I
Current expenses ami taxes paid.
Checks and other cash items.
P."2 ."!»
Bills of other hanks.
2.142 o"
Fractional paper currem y. nickel-.
(FVeiiHmutn's Hay Steamboat Co.
and cents.
7 12 |
b.02
Specie.
Summer
."Oo 00 i 1892.
1892.
Lejral-tender notes..
Redemption fund with C. S.Treasurer
f» per cent, of circulation
l.sooOOi

MASONIC TEMPLE, BELFAST.

tria,

H;imp*len,

Camden.li.on
Arr. Rockland. 12.on

should

'1T7ALOOSS.- In Court of Probate, held at Bel»»
I'a-r. mi tlie sit.md Tuesday of Julv. IS'.fg.
AOEI.BERT KNICIIT. Administrator ,m tin- »•-ta'e Of JCLIA A. KNIGHT, late of Belfast, in
said County, deceased, having presented hi- second and final aeeount of administration of -aid
estate for allowance.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of August
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not he allowed.
CEo. E. JOHNSON, Judge,
A true copy. Attest: Bon vn P. Field. Register.

Yours Trnh,
Thomas H. Marshall Belief Corps meets
j
every Friday evening.
B. F, WELLS.
Andrew E. Clark Camp Sons of Veterans,
Now Try This.
Belfast, April 7. 1892.-14tf
j
It will cost you nothing and will surely do No. 4-i. meets every Monday evening.
Granges. Seaside. No. 24N. Beguar meet| country, one reported to consume 10,000 j you good, if you have a Cough, Cold, or any j
every Saturday evening at new Grange
j cords of wood annually, averaging 7,000 trouble with Throat, Chest or Lungs. Dr. ! ing
over Primrose Hill.
King's New Discovery for Consumption, Hall upper High street.
; boxes of 70.000 pieces each daily.
Equity Grange. No. 17<>. meets every SatHundreds of thousands of skewers are Coughs and Colds is guaranteed to give renew building on the
at
tin*
urday
evening
or
lief,
money will be paid back. Sufferers
used annually.
They are made by ma- from
La
found it just the thing Augusta road, near Ilandall Ellis’.
chinery. requiring good sized logs to work and underGrippe
New England Order of Protection.
its use had a
and perfect
economically, the machine being capable recovery. Try a sample speedy
bottle at our ex- Belfast Lodge No. 140 meets at Odd Felows Hall on the second and fourth Monday
of making 200.000 skewers a day.
pense and learn for yourself just how good a
-AT HIS NEW ROOMS,in each month.
Out of a dozen or more match factories,
thing it is. Trial bottles free at R. H. evenings
American Legion of Honor.
Bay City
one
its
need
of
raw
material as Moody’s Drug Storv. Large size f»0e. and
reports
the
No.
meets
at
office
IVo.
of Geo.
Council,
:W2,
Higrti
4.000,000 feet of the best white pine. $100.
E. Johnson, Odd Fellows Block, on the tirst
Three factories of excelsior, in Grand
Boston 5 and 10 1'enl Store.)-(Over
Visitor.
“1 can’t understand why you and third Monday evening of eaeli month.
liapids, Mich., out of about a dozen in the have no telephone here. Club Man. “The
Belfast Council, No.
Royal .Arcanum.
AND EXAMINE HIS STOCK OF
►State, produced last year 0,000 tons of ex- majority of our members are married.”
7VKi, meets on the second and fourth Thurseelsior, consuming nearly 20.000 cords of
day evenings of each month at the store of
Specimen Cases.
C. E. Johnson.
basswood; the material being largely emS. H. Clifford, New Cassel,
was
Wis.,
TRMPKRANCE SOCIETIES.
ployed in packing, a use unthought of a troub ed with Neura gia and Rheumatism,
Can furnish anything wanted in the music line
few years ago.
from a Jew’s Harp to a Church Organ, at
[Wood Pulp Xews.
his Stomach was disordered, his Liver was
Belfast Woman's Alliance meets every
LOWEST PRICKS.
affected to an alarming degree, appetite fell other Thursday afternoon at the homes of
away, and he was terribly reduced in riesh
members.
**~REIV!EMBER THE PLACE.-**
The Alaine Register.
and strength.
Three bott.es of Electric RitBelfast W. (’. T. V. meets every SaturBelfast, Nov. 4, 1891.-45
ters cured him.
day at 2 ho p. m. at the rooms on High street
Mr. Janies N. Donliam, the traveling
Edward Shepherd, Harrisburg, III., had a over H. H. Johnson’s store.
agent for the publisher, was in Belfast running sore on his leg for eight years’
Belfast Lodge No. HO
Good Templars.
last week delivering the latest issue of that standing. I’sed three bott es of Electric meets every Monday evening at the ITiivcrRitters
and
seven
of
boxes
Buck
en’s
Arnica
ehureh
invaluable publication,
salist
The Maine Regvestry.
ister.
The work has been improving Salve, and his eg is sound and well. John |
Sunlight No. H, Juvenile Temple, meets
I want all the good VESTMAKERS to Hl'STLE
1 Speaker. Catawba, O., had five arge Fever
P. M., at the same place.
Monday
until
now
it
is
near
every year
perfection sores on his leg, doctors said he was incurafor the next SIX WEEKS, and make vests for me.
THE COURTS.
in contents and arrangement.
No other
My shop is full of work, and until September I
ble. One bottle E ectrie Ritters and one
State in the Union has a publication of box Rucklen’s Arnica Salve cured him enThe Supreme Judicial Court for Waldo shall pay an
this character that begins to compare with tirely. Sold by R. H. Moody.
County holds three sessions annually, on the
first Tuesday in January and the third TuesEXTRA PRICK FOR MAKING.
it in any particular, and it is considered a
They
say you can't teach an oid dog new day of April and October.
model of its kind, all over the country.
tricks, but you can teach old tricks to a new
I have plentv of BOI ND WORK and Q1 ANTIProbate Court, Judge Geo. K. Johnson, on
The edition for 1892-8, just issued, con1 have PIPED
TIES of STITCHED WORK.
the second Tuesday of each month.
j tains twelve pages more than that of last dog.
and W ELT l’< K'KETS. You can "make
POCKETS
Insolvency Court, Judge Geo. K. Johnson,
Height of Cruelty.
when the sun shines,” but yon can make vests
hay
and
the
of
Maine
is
revised
to
of
each month.
year,
on the second Wednesday
map
whether it shines or not.
Nervous women seldom receive the symBelfast Police Court. Judge lL W. Rogers,
date, giving the extension of the Rumford
fl3P“Come quick and get a good job.
i
Falls railroad and the new villages along I pathy they deserve. While often the pic- civil term, on the first and third Mondays in
tures of health, they are
; the line of the
constantly ailing. each month.
GEO. A. QUIMBY.
Canadian Pacific railroad.
To withhold sympathy from theseUnfortuCounty Commissioners Court, M. S. Stiles,
Belfast, July 14, 1892.—3w2$
One of the improvements is that the dates nates is the
of
have
a
cruelty. They
Jackson, Chairman: Otis O. Wilson, Searsj of the expiration of commissions of nota- weak heart,height
causing shortness of breath,
and Simon A. Payson, Belfast. Reguries and justices are given. Great credit fluttering, pain in side, weak ami hungry mont,
lar session at Belfast on the second Tuesis due Mr. G. M. Donham, 185 Middle spells, and finally swelling of ankles, oppres- days of
April, and third Tuesdays of August
street, Portland, the compiler and publish- sion, choking, smothering and dropsy. Dr. and December.
Miles’ New Heart Cure is just the tiling for
MAILS.
In
er, for the completeness of his work.
them.
For their nervousness, headache,
The Belfast mail closes at (1.25, a. m., and
spite of the enlargement of 52 pages with- weakness, etc., his Restorative. Nervine
is
The mails arrive on the
H.H5
m.
1.00
and
p.
in three years, the price remains as usual,
unequaled. Fine treatise on “Heart and J arrival of the trains and stages, for which
Brackett’s Block, Brooks, Me.
$1.50 to subscribers, or $1.75 if sent by Nervous Diseases” and marvelous testimotime see under head of t rains and stages.
nials free. Sold and guaranteed by R. H.
mail, prepaid.
BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.
Children's Pictures a Specialty, also
Moody.
The Library and Beading Room are open
A
Bass suggests that it is called an executive from two to five o'clock, standard
Compliment to Knox.
time, on
Copying of Every Description.
session because so many nominations are
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday after20, 1892.—3m21
May
The town of Knox may well take a worthy
hung up in it.
noons, and from O.HO t*> s.HO o’clock Tuesday.
pride in her excellent system of guideboards.
Thursday and Saturday evenings. The iiA Mystery Explained.
for in this matter many Maine towns are
brary and reading room are free to all invery negligent. A good system of guideThe papers contain frequent notices of habitants of Belfast over fourteen years of
boards is a convenience which a large num- rich, pretty and educated
with | age.
Persons residing in town temporarily
girls
eloping
ber of travellers would be very thankful for,
negroes, tramps and coachmen. The well j may use the library on the same conditions
since although the railway is the chief mode
known specialist, Dr. Franklin Miles, says as residents.
i
of travelling yet the common country road all such girls are more or less
CJTORE 56 MAIN STREET, belonging I
hysterical,
O to the SHERBTRNE SLEEPER estate. For
DISTANCE FROM BELFAST TO
is still an important thoroughfare which
nervous, very impulsive, unbalanced: usualparticulars call on I,. F. McDonald, at store.
must not be entirely neglected, even if the
ly subject to headache, neuralgia, sleepless- | Belmont. »> miles. Northport... 4 miles.
MRS. SARAH B. SLEEPER.
tendency is far too much in that direction. ness, immoderate crying or laughing. These j Brooks.15
•Palermo.25
Belfast, June 9, 1892.—23tf
[Kennebec Valley News.
show a weak nervous system for which there Burnham... .50
Prospect.... 14
is no remedy equal to Restorative Nervine. I Frankfort.. ..15
jSearsmont 10
Trial bottles and a tine hook containing ! Freedom.IS
Searsport.... a
Miles’ Nerve & Liver *»«|ls.
VON
marvelous
free
at
R.
H.
Stockton_10
|
many
cures,
Moody’s *Islesboro—10
Act on a new principle—regulating the
Positive Headache Cure,
Swanville... t>
Drug Store, who also sells, and guarantees ! Jackson.15
liver, stomach and bowels through the nerves. Dr. Miles’ celebrated New Heart Cure, the j Knox. .17
|Thormlike .20
10 POWDERS IV A BOX.
A new discovery. Dr. Miles’ Pills speedily
finest of heart tonics.
Cures Huttering, Liberty.1<>
| Troy.22
Price 25 Cents per Box.
| Lincolnville..l2
cure
biliousness, bad taste, torpid liver short breath, etc.
Unity.24
j
For Sale By All Druggists,
j
Waldo.0
piles, constipation. Unequaled for men,
j Monroe.15
MANUFACTURED BY
women, children. Smallest, mildest, surShe. “That odious Mrs. Newritch seems I Montville—1(>
‘*
G.
A.
KIRCHMAIER. Ph. C. Toledo, 0.
est! 50, doses, 25 cts. Samples Free, at R.
to think more of tier dog than of her boy.” Morrill.0 1-2
H. Moody’s Drug Store.
i
He. “0 well! the dog has a pedigree.”
*Post ottiee. Turtle liead, sa about 7 miles. I
Iy21nrui

j

TO

not be allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
copy. Attest:—Bohan P. Field, Register.

account

at

Leave
Relfast..

TTT’ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of July. 1892.
BLACK. Executor on the estate of Till )M AS
NOONAN, 'ate of Searsport, in said County, deceased. having presented his second account of
administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast.’in said County, that nil persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held ;it Belfast, on the second Tuesday of August
next and -.how c-m-e, if -.no- tin*1 have, whv the
said ai-i-otmt should not he allowed'.
GKO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Bohan P. Field, Register.

PALMER’S.

Hearer,
eve-

ning in eaeli month.

landings

Sandy Point. Fort Point, Belfast.
den and Bockland.

tt
J. W.

Nt l-eets.

Palestine Connnamieiy. K. T., No. 14.
Begular meetings
Wednesday evening in
eai li month.
Spei :al meetings at call.
King S' .loniou Conmil. B. N' S. M.. No. 1
Begular inerting 1st Tuesday evening in each
month.
Special meet ings at call.
Corinthian Boyal Arch Chapter. No. 7.

Vice Detween Bangor ai d Bockland for the season
of is;tj. and will make i.aily trips Smidavs excel,
ed). commencing. Frida.. ..lime
leaving Bangor
at O.liu a. M., and Boeklaml at 12.JO i\ m.. and make

Ordered, That notice thereof lie given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all persons
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of August
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the

SOCIETIES.

bodies

STEAMSHIP, C

ance.

said

BOSTON and B AN <3OR

1

l-'RED W. BROWN, Executor on the estate of
MARGARET M. MEEK, late of Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented his final account of administration of said estate for allow-

PALMESR’S.

at*2

SECRET

Sunday.

I‘BK1> W POTE. Agent.Belfast.
CAI.VIX A I 'ST IX. Vgent .|;,,^on,
WILLIAM 11. II ILL. (Icn'l Manager.
Boston.

TfTALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelIT
fast, on the second Tuesday of July. 1892.

Mips aM Win Shirts
Summer

BETFBXI VJ
From Boston, daily, except Sunday at a.1"' i*. m.
Front Bockland. daily, except M i.tday, at o.no
'• M-. and daily except
Simday. at 12..'!'! p. m.,
touching a. intermediate landings.
For Searsport. daily. except Sunday, at 2.uo p.m.
From Bangor, toneliing at Hampden. Winterport and Bucksport. dailv, exeent Suudav. at *>.00
M. and 11 .mi \. m.
From Fort Point ami Sandv P..int. dailv.
.-xeept

Ordered, That the said Ransom give notice
all persons interested by causing a
copy of
thD order to be published three weeks suecessively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast. that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
the second Tuesday of August next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petition should not
be granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Bohan P. Fiki.d. Register.
to

ss

MamiNK
T!ie
Ten:ole. at the

Summer Service lfSOvi.

RANSOM

LINES.

EXPRESS

Liberty Expn

An Old and Wkll-Tkikd Remedy.
Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been used for
over

j

Fifty

LUMBERMEN of MAINE

do

Baptist, High street, Rev. John F. Tilton,
Preaching service at in.45 a. in..
Sunday. Sunday School at 12. Christian Endeavor meeting at n..:n p. m. Prayer meeting at 7.41) p. m. Thursday evening praver
meeting at 7.4.n.
Congregationalist, corner of Market and
High streets. Rev. 1L T. Hack. pa>t..r.
Preaching at lb.45. a. m. Sunday Seboi.J at
12 m : prayer meeting or lecture at 7.5b
p. m.
Methodist, Miller

The first doctor <>l divinity is understood
have been O. Fiddle. D. I).
For Over

1

Are hard-headed, practical men, and
conduct their operations many miles
from civilization.

pastor.

superficial

of spool stock.
Another uses 400.000 feet
of spool stock, employing 140 men.
Two
others use 24,000 to 23.000 cords of wood,
ehielh for spools.
One Pennsylvania factory, not the largest. employs constantly 22 men and 14
teams to rut and haul maple logs for the
manufacture of umbrella sticks, selling at
-SO to sis a gross.
The annual consumption of common umbrella sticks is placed
at ".ooojmhi, mostly ol' niajde.
One of the steadiest and most profitable
wood working industries is the matiufacHire of washboards.
A great deal of our
hard woods could be profitably used in
this manufacture, and it is strange that
more attention is not given to it.
One firm out of more than a dozen, reports a product of over 100,000 butter
plates, and there are 40 tray and wooden
howl factories reported.
Clothes pins are a very extensive and
prolitable manufacture in Michigan, where
•"> factories arc reported.
One Xew York
linn often takes go ear loads at a time.
Even the wooden shoe, so frequently
seen in France and eastern
Germany and
kussia has found not only its way into
t his country, but its manufacture
requires
ev< n the aid of steam-power to
supply the
demand,
butternut furnishes the desirable material.
Tlit* cooperage industry uses about spx,worth ‘b raw material, which can
not be less than 227.(>00,01)0 cubic feet.
The shingle product of Michigan alone require*! in Jss7 over 20,000,000 cubic feet
<*j
wood, and that of the whole country
probably four times as much.
A New Hampshire firm, one of the ten
in the country, makes 40.o<)0 bushels of
shoe pegs, using birch and maple, and
]oo.ooo cords are said to he converted annually into this shape.
There are 4 tooth-pick factories in the

®e Sure And WorkThe he 'E-

CHURCH ES.

••

<

in.

1

Weekly.

Boston & Saagsr S. S. Co.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, outlie second Tuesday of
July, A. I).
"IfARCARET P. CREELY, widow of EDWIN
1U. OREEIA late of Swanville, in said Countv
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
for an allowance from tin personal estate of said
deceased.
Ordered. That the said Maigaret give notice to
all persons interested by causing a
copy of this order to be published three weeks
successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court tobeheldat Belfast,
within andfeor said Countv. on the second Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the.
prayer of said petition should not be granted*.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. AttestBohan P. Fiki.d,
Register.

leave 0,45 a. m., and 1.20 and d.55
Arrive at '.'.tut, and 0.55 a. in., and

Boats leave for Boston, daily, except Sunday. For Bangor and intermediate landings,
daily, except Monday.
Steamer Castine leaves for Buck's Harbor,
Sedgwick, Brooklin, Oeeanville and Green's
Landing, making connections for Bar Harbor,
every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at
lb a. m.
Returning will arrive Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at about 2 p. m.
Steamer Electa leaves every week day
at 2 ]>. m. for Ryder's Cove, Howes Point,
and Castine. Leaves Castine every week
day ;,r 7.45 a. m., for Islesboro and Belfast.
Steamer Rockland, daily, except Sunday,
between Bangor and Rockland, touching at
Belfast and ail intermediate points. Leaves
Belfast, 0.5b a. m. for Rockland, and at 2.4b
p. m. for Bangor.

<

->

PROBATE NOTICES.

STEAMBOATS.

AND

Trains

accuracy of the estimates made, as showing in an impressive way the large con- Lang Syne:
Let true Chautauquans gather here
sumption of wood material in the aggreAnd sing our mottoes three,
gate occasioned by our manufacturing inAmt thus unite both heart and voice
dustries. many of which are seldom taken
To praise C. L. S. C.
into account.
“We keep our Father in our midst;”
'1 he annual consumption of wood in rail“His word and works we eon ;”
road building m ordinary times has been
And “ne’er discouraged” in life’s path,
Our
pilgrim way press on.
computed at over 500,000,000 cubic feet.
<>ne copper mine in Uutte <
for grade ewes:
ity used last
We've wandered through th’ Italian land,
year 14,000.000 feet, li. M.. of heavy timiliree in number.
And by the Grecian shore;
w.rnl ewes. tWM
ber for timbering its works, and «J00 cords
We sailed away from England’s strand
$1.00 $3.00 $2.00 ot wood daily for reduction and other
And reached our home once more.
purn. three in number,
We’ve gathered wealth from every clime:
poses.
woo] ewes, one
(Mie of the largest lake vessels requires, I
1.00
3.00
2.00 !
From earth, from sea and sun;
liree in number,
i.
And now, our four years’ task achieved,
it i.s estimated, about 70. (KM) cubic feet of
unul ewe lamb-.
4.011
3.011
2.00
We feel we’ve but begun.
oak. furnished by 2.000 tirst-elass trees,
ovmiums for untde, mithlle w< »ol, and
ml eu e-.
such ns can hardly he found in our virgin
Long may Chautauqua’s stream roll on
of the fact that the Trustees ; forest.
Still broadening as it flows:
ieeided not to offer any premiThree ore-docks, built in Ashland for
For “Good, the more ’tis -spread abroad,
ade males, it was thought best the loading of iron ore into lake vessels,
The more abundant grows.”
1
And while Katahdin's snowy peak
my classes for grade bucks. consumed over 15,000,000 feet of timber. I
Shall pierce our northern blue,
uracc the breeding of a better
From 150,000 to 200,000 wooden pumps
Still
may Katalnlin Circle live,
Kntries for all classes and made annually consume from s.000,000
And the /.cal of ninety-two.
Aug. 2.hi.
Kutry blanks will t" 1 *4.000,000 feet of poplar lumber.
o
to all former exhibitors.
The wood manufacturers of Chicago are I
I would like to sound the praise <>f Hood’s
dIn• is w ishing the same, ap- 1 credited with a product for the year Inn7
j
be made to <.. M. Twitelu'll. 1 of n34.333.000. nearly N3.ono.nno above j Sarsaparilla over the entire universe.” writes
_usta. Me.
The officers will do the output for 1NN»». the wages paid out in Mrs. Longeiieeker. of I'nion Deposit, Penn.
the 300 factories to IN.300 workmen are
Blown. “What a man you are, doing
poWfi to encourage the fullest
| nothing as usual!" Blaek. “That'sithe only
cocry department that the estimated at NO.330,000.
i'<
Fair. Sept. »>th. 7th. sth and 1
The door rapacity of Northwestern far- !| way to lead a blameless life. So long as 1
the most complete in the liis- t <o ies is approximated at over 10.000 doors j| do nothing, 1 shan't do anything that I may
be sorry for some time."
daily, not counting smaller factories; and I|
Society.
this manufacture, together with that of
I was a sufferer from catarrh for fifteen
"onie
Wholesome Pies.
sash and blinds, may he roughly calcula- years, with distrsssing pain over my eyes. 1
ted to need an annual supply of 3O.OOo.000 used Ely’s Cream Balm with gratifying rei’ll.,
(frate a coeoanut after j
sults. Am apparently cured.—Z. C. Warren,
cubic feet of raw material.
the outci shell ami the inner
Rutland, Yt.
The product of looking-glass and picstrain the milk it contains !
I suffered from a severe cold in my bead
ture frames alone is valued at *4.N71,24N.
cloth: heat the yolks of three!
for months and could get no relief. Was adCar building increases with railroad
rind and juice of half a lemon. ;
vised to use Ely ’s Cream Balm. It has workbuilding. The timber used in this manu- ed like magic in its cure. I am free from nr
tablespoons of granulated sugar facture
must he of excellent quality, and
cold after using the Balm one week, and i
ui\ : add a spoonful at a time, the
not less than 100,000.000 cubic feet are believe it is the best remedy known.—Sam"••oanut, its milk, and lastly the
J. Harris, Wholesale Grocer, 1 ID Front
uel
consumed
it
by at present.
the eggs beaten stiff; cover with probably
The material for carriages and wagon St., New York.
rust, and bake three-quarters of
building is valued at over *10,000,000, rep“Yes,” said the captious man, “I enjoyed
a good oven.
cubic feet the congregational singing at your church
l*ik.
\ix
(.’ream the yolks of resenting probably 23.CKj0.OO0
There was none of that slavish
of wood of special qualities.
The
servieeimmensely.
with as many tablespoons of
ableness of the wood forthis class of work uniformity which is so monotonous, you
.*d sugar: add two cups of stewed
on
hut
the contrary, a most charming
the manner in which know,
strained, two cups of milk, a depends largely upon
of time and tun?. L was much imit is grown, and scientific forestry will he diversity
till of cinnamon, a pinch of
it.”
able to produce far better material than pressed by
sonic grated nutmeg, and
ice.
Happy and Hungry.
nature is generally producing.
hites of the egg beaten very stiff.
< >ver 3.300 furniture factories are
For over five years I was a constant sufreportI’ll..
Line a pie-pan. prick it
ed in the country, using over *330,000,000 ferer from that most terrible and annoying
rk. and bake the crust in a liot
worth of lumber, while the value of wood disease, dyspepsia. After paying out hunten
lightly browned, remove in sewing-machines alone is estimated at dreds of dollars, the only medicine I found
oven and set aside to cool.
The
that would do me any good was Sulphur
*1.230.400.
Bitters. Six bottles cured me. Now 1 can
iwo lemons, the grated rind
of
In packing cases a large amount of in- eat well and am
happy and hungry. [Edioiks of live eggs, and live tableferior lumber is used, namely, over *7,- tor.
2 wdO
granulated sugar are beaten 000.000 worth, while
coffins require *3,A square game is hardly t<> he looked La■gg-heater for fifteen minutes, 702.222. and
cigar-boxes round Nl.400.0oo. in the diamond field.
ook in
double boiler, or in a
This comprehensive class of manufac•
set inside of another containing
Send 10 cents for subscription to a lively
tures offer many interesting features in i
tier.
When thickened, set awa\ |
the use of wood material and aggregates i matrimonial journal for dd and young. Adbeat the whites stiff, reserving
dress
()range Blossoms,Yarmoiit.hport. Mass.
no
mean value,
which it would he 110 i
meringue: add to the cold lemon small task to ascertain
“And
when you asked her to w.ed, she decompletely.
whites and a French coffeecupOne .Michigan curtain roller factory, us- j clined.’" "Yes: she dismissed liie without
i.ued and sifted hread-erumhs:
lug refuse material from the mills, em- ceremony."
..ii’ly, and hake in a quick oven.
loo men and must work overtime to
Crabtree’s New England private Detective
■<!. spread with meringue made ploys
meet the demand.
Bureau, is reliable and successful. 2“> years
the stiffened egg white with a
<>ne linn in .Maine uses ovei loo,000 cudealing with crime. No Star Chamber busiof powdered sugar, ami return
bic feet of wood, mainly birch, for spools; ! ness. Male and female operatives. Office
•i
until deli catch browm d.
Mass.
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Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale hv F. K. Ckowi.ky.
PAYSOV TITKKIt.
Agent. Belfast.
Vice Pres, and (ien’l .Manager.
F. L. Booruitv. (J-en’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland. June 21. 1*22.
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HALL,
Building, High

BELFAST.

St.

Prosthetio and Operative.

Dr. ISAAC HILLS.

3->tt

New Fish Market

Hills

Building, High St-, opposite Court House
Belfast, Maine.

March 14. lo!>2.—tfll

At the WEST END OF LOWER BRIDGE.
We have opened a first-class fish market at the
above stand, and are ready to supply lobsters,
clams, and all kinds of fish, and oysters in
their season.
We have marie arrangements
with Sherman & Walker, so that all orders
left at their meat market for any article in our
line, will he promptly filled. We solicit a
share of your patronage.

SLEEPER

A

WEST,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Fish of all kind.4
28
Belfast, Maine.

N. S. LORD,
Sail

Maker,

An<l maker of tents, awnings, carpets, etc., at the
bull ling on Swan & Sibley Co.’s wharf, formerly

occupied by Capt. Geo. T. Osborn.
SATISFACTION

Gl AKANTKED.

Thorndike. Farmers are nearly through
Castine. Thursday forenoon the RusticaThe crop has heen harvested in tors played a game of ball with a nine made ;
the quality is first up of the Corinthian Yacht Club and Mr. J.
Moses Allery, in last week’s issue should excellent condition and
class, but in quantity it is not equal to last T. Temple of the yacht Sylph from Bangor, i
have read Moses Alley.
years’s yield-Business at the station is For the Rust.icators Price and Blake pitched 1
Miss Eudavilla Cleaves is visiting Mrs.
rather quiet just now_Quite a number of and Edward Brastow caught; for the
W. E. Nickerson in Bangor.
city friends are visiting relatives here. C. Y. C., the MacPlierson brothers pitched
Mrs. W. H. Staples and child, of Waltham, Among the recent arrivals are Mrs. Lucy E. and G. W. Keene
caught. The Corinthians
Mass., are in town visiting relatives.
Brennan and son, of Lowell, Mass.; Mrs. Lu- won, 10 to 4. The members of the Corinthian
The Church of God campmeeting at Ma- cy McFarland, Misses Eva and Jennie Cilley, Yacht Club tendered a reception to the Rusof Portland. Mrs. H. J. Stevens, of Bangor,
ticators from 2 to 2 Thursday afternoon_
ple Grove will begin about Aug. 20th.
with son and little daughter, are at the Mi
The Whist Club met with the Misses GoodeMr. J. Y. Marden, of Waltham, Mass., viseral Spring Farm, where they will remain
now Thursday and a very pleasant evening
ited his cousin Jas. E. Marden last week.
several weeks-The fall catapillars are was passed_Mr. F. B. Goodenow left FriMr. Jackson Field, of Bangor, visited his
making sad havoc among orchards in tViis day for Fort Point in his sixteen foot sail |
sister Mrs. P. G. Warren, the first of the
vicinity. We would like to hear from farm- boat.
week.
ers how best to exterminate this troubleHurricane. Business is still very dull j
The hay crop in this locality is about two- some
pest.
but the stone cutters all seem to be in
here,
thirds as much as last year, hut uf better
Prospect. Mrs. Alice Haley lias gone to good spirits and everything is quiet_Mr.
quality.
Russell Steven- John McCabe went to Rockland on business j
Northport for the summer
Miss Gertrude Hutchinson, of Bangor, was son and Fred Young, of Belfast, have recent- last week... .Fourteen Italians left here for
j
in town last week as the guest of Mrs. F. H. ly tried their lines in the stream nearby_
Rockland last week on the Vinal Haven.
Cleaves.
The non-Union men are not forthcoming to
They will work on the railroad at ThomasMr. Ed. Fish, who has been at Sunnyside fill up the gap in our nearby quarries- ton-Angie Benner, who has been at work
cottage for the past week has returned to The salt hay will about all be cut this year. | at the St. Catherine's Hotel in Rockland,
All the lots are sold. The upland hay is j came home sick last week-Mr. and Mrs. I
his home in Chelsea, Mass.
in the barn in excellent condition. David Coombs entertained a large number |
mostly
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Rich, of New Haven,
is nearly equal in quantity to that ; of friends from Yinalhaven last week.... I
The
Conn., accompanied by her sister, Miss Ella of crop
last year and the quality is better. The John Duran left last week for Sioux Tails,
A. Smart, are visiting relatives here.
grain crop is looking finely_There will be Dakota.... Ada Coombs, who has been at-i
Miss Addie S. Mathews arrived last Sun- the annual
picnic at French’s beach, -Vug. tending school at Topsham,came home last
1
day from Chelsea, Mass., to spend the sum- 18tli. Prospect,
Frankfort,
Winterport, week to spend her vacation with lo r

Locals.

Searsport

NORTH

SEARSFORT

Ross Brier, of Belfast,

Capt. A. V. Nickels left Tuesday by train
for New York.
George H. Owen and wife, of Brunswick,
are visiting Dr. E. H. Durgin.

Capt. D. S. Goodell lelt by steamer Katahdin Tuesday for a business trip to Boston
and New York.
Hugh Merithew has received a bundle of
assagais, bought from tlie natives of the Solomon Islands by his brother Jeremiah.

arrivals the past week are:
Cliaries E. Nichols and wife, of Montgomery,
Ala., Daniel Barnes, New York, Capt. \V.
A. Pendleton, Boston, James 1. <lilmoru and
the

wife, Chelsea.
Mrs. Liny A. Nickels, Mrs. Martha M.
Merrithew, Miss Josephine Cohurn, Miss
Henr.etta Nickels, Miss Bessie Merrithew
and Mr. Hugh Merrithew are spending a

mer

G.

Sunday with a cargo

Closson, Frankfort,

A.

A v« ry large number of our farmers have
>'inpleted haying, and though not so much
:n quantity has been cut as last year the
quality w ill go a long way to make it up, as and
The

w

The best hay ever
lias been put in.

mother,

Mrs. Marion Mathews.

Mr. Ford was born in the
of Grafton, N. H., and when four years
old his father, Mr. Win. Ford, with his family moved to Burnham, Me., which was then
Lee Plantation. A few years later Mr. Ford
moved to Monroe. At that time the only way

favorable some of
harvested in this vieiuity

eather has been

with her

Mrs. Annie Whittum and daughter, Miss
Nellie, of Waltham, Mass., were in town
Sunday the guests of Mrs. Marion Mathews.
The Ladies' Aid Society, which met with
Miss Mary Plummer Thursday, was well attended and a verv pleasant afternoon was
passed.
Mr. Richard Ford, an old and respected
citizen of this place, died at.the.home of his
daughter, Mrs. O. W. Whitcomb, July lHtli
of dropsy at the advanced age of 8M years

RUiantubacook.
for Nickerson.

in

c»

so

10 months.

town

business men are very careful to have
their cash deposited daily at the bank,
where the watchman and triple time lock
Our

aii

of travelling from one town to another was
expecting a visit on horseback. The deceased, after reaching
H orn the Bar Harbor burglars, who are visitmanhood, married and settled in Monroe
ing all the noted watering places in this sec- and raised a large family, four of whom are
now living—two sons and two daughters:
tion.
Albion
G. E. Marks lias his first kiln of bricks, Timothy Ford, of Orneville, Me.,
of Swanville, Mrs. O. W. Whitcomb,
■ontaiiiing about one hundred and fifty Ford,
of North Searsport and Mrs. Rodney Leaventhousand, about ball burned, having begun
of Winterport. Mr. F., also leaves
last Friday. They will he completed Mon- seller,
one brother and a sister—Rev. Wm. Ford, of
day. He has a much larger kiln in process
Mrs. Miriam Buzzell, <>f
1 construction that will he ready for burn- East Belfast, and

safety,

its

nsure

as we are

Monroe.

fall,

ing in the

mm

W.

E.

completed haying last
week, having rut about 1J5 tons of hay on
six different farms situated in different locations. This was dime with a crew of six
men and two boys in fifteen and a half
days,
a very good record tor a
young man who has
so

Grinned

much

other

h

Mr.

Ford’s many friends express

sympathy for the bereaved

in

ones

their hour of sorrow. The funeral services
were held at the house the following Wednesday. Mrs. Abbie Morse, of Searsmont.
officiated. The remains were taken to Monroe for burial.
COUNTV

business that lie only farms

tor recreation.

CORRKSPOXDKNCE.

Palermo. There was a baptism at the M
E. Church at North Palermo last Sunday by
lb v. (1. .1. Palmer, of Pittston, their former
pastor. Three were baptised.

Samuel Taggart, of Philadelphia, manager
f the Wheeler & Wilson Mfg. Go's oiiie** in
that
ty. is visiting friends here. Mr. Tag•'

gart w as. tin-s<in .a Alexander Taggart and
a brother of Alexander. Jr., who was a niem-

ng
rs

cavalry and

«-f the Jth Prim,

grounds.
with

But

was

"Winterport.

Mrs.

Cutter,

of

Washing-

killed

their purse seines have ruined the

si ling in

<uir

hay.

Capt. Noyes

on a

recent

Yinalhaven was taken to the lishing
grounds outside, off Matiniens, by friends
.tml though there was in the
party some of
the best fishermen on the islands
Capt. X.
was high line in the boat,
taking nine cod
visit

Young.

alas the menhaden steam-

to

I

very

feeble... .Capt. John Sproul is failing rapidly... Mr. Morton Knowles is very danA party of eight young lagerously ill.
dies rode down from Bangor on their bi-

cycles

last

Friday, returning home

on

the

boat. They found a very pleasant place on
"meeting house hill," where they spread
their picnic lunch, in which they were joinand sixteen hake and haddock in the short
ed by Misses Marion Rich and Ada Littletime they were on the fishing grounds. To'
field, anil later were invited to Miss Marsay flic fishermen were astonished at his ion's home to
partake of ice cream.
skill in handling a line lmt
faintly expresses Mrs. George Filield, of Brewer, and Miss
:T; they were simply amazed.
Friends in Lena
Foster, of Hyde Park, Mass., were in
Sears port who partook of the catch
pro- town July ISth, and spent the night with
nounce the fish of the rock «-od
variety found Miss Josie Brown at Mrs. C. E. Atwood's.
in deep water distinguished
by their so’id -Capt. J. L. Eldredge was at home fora
flesh and excellent flavor.
few days last week....Mrs. O. F. Knowles,
Our people were afforded a rare treat last of Bangor, was the guest of Mrs. F. W.
Thursday evening by the art exhibition giv- Haley for a few days_Mrs. H. Pendleton,
of Waltham, Mass., and her daughter, Miss
en in the hotel parlors by Mrs. DeGolier and
lass from New York,
consisting of Mrs. Stella, were in town Wednesday and ThursBurrows, Mrs. Blackinton, Mrs. Butter, Mrs. day... Airs. Bush, of Washington, D. (’., is
Gallup,Mrs. Collins, Miss Holt, Miss Land- visiting Mrs. Emerson.Mr. and Mrs.
retli, Miss Nelson, ami Miss Simpson. Mrs. Henry Webber, of Cambridge, Mass., made
Gallup,a member of t lie class,is a firm believ- a brief visit in town last week... .Miss Sadie
of Newbern, N. C., is visiting relaerin SearsporCs future as a summer
resort, Eaton,
having spent several seasons here. It was tives in town... .Mrs. Clara Merrill and her
largely through her efforts Mrs. DeGolier son Harry, of Hudson, Mass., arrived last
and class sought our shores for
subjects for Saturday for a stay of several weeks.... Mrs.
Their brushes. Their work was a revelation Graves, of Orono, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
to those
attending the exhibition, for views John Snow... Miss Alice Doe from the west
-eeii daily, and
always reckoned common- is visiting her cousin, Miss Bertha Doe....
place bv our citizens, were found to he ex- Mr. James Nason's mother, who lives with
quisite landscapes when placed on can- him, is very ill. She had a shock Tuesday
vass by the deft hands of the
morning.
artists. Sevoial

\ ie.w of Mack s Point looked at
from
iifferent locations, studies of rocks from
(edges near Lane’s w harf and shores of the
hay east from Mosman Park, several land-

Stockton Spkixws.

Mr. and

Mrs.

Will

Berry ami family, of Chatham, Mass., are
visiting relatives in town... .Mrs. Staples,of
Portland, is spending a few weeks with her
scapes showing the Blake house from differMrs. A. C. Coleord.... Mr. Charles
daughter,
nt standpoints, with the shore
in front,
P. Staples is at home on a short vacation_
•'teamboat wharl, from several points of
Miss Lena Sprowl, of Winterport, is in town
view, several baskets of daisies and vases of
visiting her annt Mrs. Dora Harden_Mr.
wild flowers, groups of cinnamon
roses,— Adrian Trundy arrived home friwn Camden
these last were secured and placed in form
.Monday night and will spend some time in
’.•T rainy day work.
The diliigenee of the
town-Dr. and Mrs. Herman Hichhorn
class

is

manifest when it is know

addition

to

n

that in

the views mentioned each

mem-

has several uncompleted pieces, and
hooks well tilled with sketches secured for
future work.
ber

Arrangements have been completed with
Hie Poston iS: Bangor
Steamship Co. and
Pennsylvania railroad for a grand excursion
TO Washington, 1>
C., to the National Encampment in September next, via. Gettysburg, Antietam, Harpers Ferry, Charlestown, Luray Caverns, Manassas, Bull Run,
etc., to Washington and return, as follows:
Leave Bangor on Steamer Penobscot Sept.
b'»th at usual hour, touching at all
landings
on the river and bay,
arriving in Boston next
morning at usual hour, and leaving for New
York at b..i(> p. in. same day, from Providence Depot, Park Square, and arriving in
Washington Monday evening, Sept. 19tli.
Will stop at Gettysburg Saturday night and
Harper’s Ferry Sunday night. Tickets for
the round trip, good until October 10th,
1892,
will be sold at the following rates: From
any landing of the Boston & Bangor Steamship Co. to Boston and return, one fare;
from Boston to Washington via above route
and return, $12.:$. This rate does not include the side trip to Harper’s Ferry, which
will he 40 or 50 cents extra, to those who
wish to go. Quarters will be furnished to
all veterans while in Washington. Mattress,
blankets and pillow' can be procured for encampment week for $1.25. It is desirable
that all who intend to join the party, especially those who wish staterooms, hotel

accommodations,and

seats in teams

secured,

should notify me at once. For more particulars see circulars that have been sent to
all G. A. R. Posts in the county and vicinity,
or address Dr. Hopkins, Searsport, Me.

and

family, of Cambridgeport, Mass., are at
Capt. and Mrs. H. A. Hiehborn*s for the
summer... .Mrs. Luther George lias gone to
Winterport to visit her sisters, Mrs. Thayer
and Mrs. Tainter-Miss Esther Itandell, of
Belfast, is visiting Misses Elva and Lizzie
Itandell, win arrived home last week from a
ten day's visit in Greenwood, Mass... .Miss
Thompson, of New York, is at Mrs. Della
Hiehborn’s

for

the

summer..

Belmont. Miss Sadie Jordan and Inez E.
Allen wood, who have been in Hermon Cen.

A

visiting relatives, returned home last
Thursday-Miss Lydia Blake, of West
Searsmont, was in town last week, visiting
tre

and Mrs. A. F. Bowdoin-The click
of the mowing machine is still heard in this
vicinity-The steam mill of Samuel and
A. C. Morse is doing quite an extensive
business manufacturing staves and headings. They now run on full time-Mr.
Whitten, of Toledo, Ohio, brother of Prof. J.
C. Whitten, is in town visiting his sister,
Mrs. William Heal-Mrs. Kezia Fletcher,
of lioxbury, Boston, Mass., who has been in
town visiting friends, returned home last
week-Quite a heavy thunder storm passed over this vicinity last Tuesday morning,
but did not do much damage.

Stone-Cutter,

Mr.

SHIP

Michael F. Ward, of 171 Congress
St., Portland, Me. had the Gripp,
It left him in such a state that he'
He had doctr,rs
could not eat.
for 10 weeks, but got no better
Finally he tried

ALIENS

SARSAPARILLA
A

half-bottle brought back h> j
and made him feel like
He wrote tis that if !t
new man.
had not been for the Sarsaparilla i e I
should be dead now.

appetite

NEWS.

PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

■July

2d. sell.

ton.

July 24,
ton

Mary Farrow, Condon,

128

Bos-

Edith, Ryan, Boslimn holt,-, do; Louisa Franeis,

I Allen's

To Cure You.

July 27, sell. Perine,-, Booth ha v Har-

bor.

Doses,

50

Cents

Druggists.

All

Guaranteed

selis. Fannie &

Sarsaparilla Co., Woodfords, M?

Boston Office, 125 Broad St.

SAILED.

July 21, sell. Meyer & Muller, Patterson,

lyrtttc
Palatka.
.July 2a, seh. lluniholt, Roekport.
Hoston Produce Market.
M onroe, Searsport and Stockton will he ents.... A
July 2d, sells. Ella Kells, Roekport : Louisa
large vessel loaded with pavings1
represented the same as last year, with npu’e f'»r New Y<rk last week....The fishermen Franeis, do.
Jios in in. .July a... lsaj. Tin* following an toAMERICAN FORTS.
• la\
are anxioush
added to the number.... The Grange >\ i 11
-imitations o| pn>\isions, produce. »• r• ■:
awaiting the mackerel. A
Butter Nortliern i-reaniery. eiioji-e at j:.«
Ncxx
New \nrk, -Iiil\ r.i.
Arrived s* li. Cyrus
appoint their committee for the mining town j few were caught last week.
V«*rk
ami
llall, Coombs, New Haven: 20, arrived brig Kastern Vermont <lair\ yoinl to elmiet an./ air ;
fair at the m*xt meeting... .Two births have
creamery. cm.il' to chon-e at ai'caa*-. The
Unity. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kelly and Katahdin, Lord, Bangor: 22, arrived sells,
alioxe limitations are receiver-’ prices lor stridix
occurred in the New York settlement since (laughter, ef Tairlield. are visiting here, Nellie S. Pickering. Bath; A. \Y. Ellis, By- | wholesale
l"t-.
< lieese
Beiiast : (icorge i». I*ergusoii, Bangor:
Norlhern ehojee. lull cream-, new. ,u
the first, of January last_A. B. Whitten
They are on their way to N'nrthport. ...Will der,
A. J lay ford, Wurr n, Bo-kland: cleared S 1-artSte lair to pmh 1 at
sc.
has been visiting his sister Mrs. Melvina Harrison, who lias been at the hotel here
k^'.tts 1.astern extras, lac; Vermont and New
ship Manuel Llagiuio, San Francisco; 24, arre extras at lac.
Hanij'shi
rived
seh.
Nahum
Crockett-Mr. Frank Crockett has visited for several years, will soon take, his deparChapin, Any, Savannah:
I’onltrv Northern fresh-killed spring chicken-,
relatives in Albion and China.
ture for tlie South, accompanied by bis 25, arrived sell. Florence Leland, Adams’ I aa a ar.c; fowls, ir> elite.
Fernandina.
Beans —New York liaml-pickeil pea.
si ail,,.':
Riverside Avenue, (’apt. Joseph Clough mother.. .Last week was a favorable week
Boston, July 10. Arrived sch. Flora Rog- marrow pea. *1 s;,„ 1 an choice screen p.-a si ;.n,/
1 7d: liaml-piekeil medium. si sn„
No rain, bright days, weather ers, Bunker, 1 >arieii; 20. arrived sch. 1). II.
and wife, and Henry I>. Clough and wife, of for haying.
choice yellow
so
el s.‘>: California pea beans, sj :’;oe
exes, si
Rivers, Coleord. Cienfuegos: sailed sell. E.
a 4o;
Belfast, visited relatives and friends here not so warm as in some years. Mr. J. R. J. Pemlieton, coastwise:
aml-pieked, sj .Miea no.
22, arrived sells.
May Clmiee. san; some fancy higher; fair jo
last week... .Miss Ethel Beach, of Searsport, Taber lias harvested about thirty-five tons. Odell, Wade, Bangor. E. L.
ColWarren,
ii'ood. s is la; Kastern tine, sis pi. :j- jo ordiclosed a profitable and pleasant term of
.During the week ending July lath about son, Belfast: sailed sell. Penobscot, Freiieh, nary, sloe 17.
Ha.: 25, arrived sch. Lillian,
school last week.... Robert Erskine is build- i*,000 pounds of wool were packed and sent Brunswick,
Hrindle, Portland; eleared sehs. Nimbus,
Belfast. Price Current.
ing a cottage at Sandy Point for Capt. J. P. away from here...Rev. Mr. Dodge tin much Young, Buenos Ayres; Mary L. Peters, WilCOKKKOTEi) WKKKLV FOK THE ,IUl ItNAI,.
Stowers... .Allen Chase, of Bueksport help- liked by all who have It card him preach. liams, eoastwise.
nt
Market.
1‘l’ire /''till /‘roi/un:r.i.
Philadelphia, July 10. Cleared seh. Dan- 1'rod
ed C. C. Hartson cut his hay_Eugene The much larger attendance at worship, as
iel B. Fearing, Clifford, Boston; 21, arrived Apples, y> Imi,
00 tt BO Hav, pton, 10 oo« 12 oo
YOU WILL
Blanchard has good success with his milk well as interest shown during services, indi- sell Charlotte
dried. y> It..
4 a a Hides, p 11,,5 1-2 o 4 1-2
T. Sildey, Bartlett, Cienfue2oo</2 21 Land), p It,.
io// 1 2
Beans,pea.
route to Sandy Point... .John T. and G. .V. cates that he is just the one needed here. gos: eleared sehs. Tofa, Wilson,
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early training as a fisher- rived Monday night to visit relatives here,
man on Penobscot ba\ in the good old
days ....Mr. Whittier and daughter from Mimicwhen hake, '-inland haddock were
always apolis are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. C.
he had when applied for «>u the
right lisliMrs. Elizabeth Cowe is
■'er

|
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Sell. Geo. Gurney,
for New
York, loaded with stone, made a harbor
here Tuesday. Capt. Closson tells us that
one stone on board weighs-.
t

Capt

haying.

j

present.
All those who wish to join the dancing
class taught by Mrs Maynard, of Belfast,
will please leave their names with C, E.
Adams \ efore Saturday. Terms $•> for 12
lessons.

Sch. Brunette arrived

Sunday.

j

The advent society are holding a series of
meetings at Merithew Hail. Elder Doughty
and daughter, of Providence, R. I., are

week at

ITEMS.

in town

>

About forty went from here to Nortliport
Camp Ground on the excursion Monday.

Among

was

.Mr.

K11 it*

Westboro, and Mr. Allie Segar, of
Worcester, Mass., are visiting relatives in
town-Mr. and Mrs. Charles Itandell rejoice in the birth of a daughter. Congratulations are extended to the happy parents_
Mr. Will Ames is suffering with a fever and
has been confined to the house for some time.
-Capt.-and Mrs. M. E. Colcord and family
arrived home Sunday from a voyage to the
South.. ..E. H. Denslow and family, of New
York, are at their summer home on Cape
Jellison-Mrs Sanborn, of Norway, Me.,
is the guest of the Misses Hiehborn_Mrs.
B. F. Brown lias been spending several days
in Exeter with her son, Mr. Walter Brown,
-Several gentlemen of our town have
bought the yacht Lark, and are fitting it out
for a trip to Isle au Haut-_Misses Martha
and Mary Perkins, of Boston, arrived on
Gridin of

Wednesday’s boat, and will spend some
weeks with tlieir sister, Mrs. T. M. Richardson.... Mr. Lewis Mudgett, who is 84 years
of age, has cut all his hay, amounting to 2 1-2
tons, alone, this year. Can any one beat
that record?-Mr. Herbert Devereaux is to
go upon the road canvassing, soon_There
will be no services at the Universaiist
Church next Sunday, it being Miss Kingsbury’s vacation. Y. P. C. U. Sunday evening at the usual hour. Subject, Procrastination, Jas. 4: 13-17. All are welcome.
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37c. Takes

Cor. Main &

High Sts.,

Pair
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